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OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

MEETING, JANUAllY 29TH,

1845.

The Rev. the Master of University College, V.P., in the

Chair.
NEW JlEJlBEIlS ADJlITTED.
PATIlON.

The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Sodor and Man.
ORDINARY.

R. Hutton, Esq., Trinity College.
Armine W. Mountain, Esq., University College.
PRESENTS RBCBIVBD.

The Third Report of the Y orbhire Arohitec-}
tural Society.

PRESENTED BY

The Society.

The First Report of the Architectural Society}
The Society.
for the Arohdeseonry of N ortbamptoD.
A Rubbing of a modern Monumental Br&U,} Robinson Thomton, Esq.,
consisting of a handsome 1l0riated Cl'OSL
St. John'. College.
A Rl1bbing ora Brass in St. Mary'., Warwick.
Twenty-one Rubbings of Brasses from several)
Churches, especially one of John and Alice
Tame, founders of Fairford Church, Glol1cestershire; and of John London, M.A.,
Fellow of New College, described &8 "ascre
theologie scolaris et hujul alme Univeraitatis scriba," probably Registrar of the
Univeraity.
Two Rubbings of Brasses from St. Mary
clliFe and St. Peter's, Bristol

Red-}

E. A. Freeman, Esq.,
Secretary.

M. w. Gregory, Esq.,
Wadham College.

The Chainnan then announced to the Meeting that the
Committee, according to the powers vested in them under
Rule VI., had appointed Edward Augustus Freeman, Esq.,
of Trinity College, and William Trevor Parkins, Esq., of
A2
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Merton College, to be Secretaries, and James Laird
Patterson, Esq., S.C.L, of Trinity College, to be Treasurer
of the Society for the current year; and that, according to
Rule VIL, they had appointed Mr. Parker and William
Henry Scott, Esq., M.A., Fellow of Brasenose College, to
.611 up the vacancies on Committee, occasioned by the
appointment of the two Secretaries.
The Chairman also announced that the Committee had
appointed Mr. Sharp to be Clerk to the Society, who will
be in attendance at the Society's Room every day from one
till five, P.M., to assist the Members in the study of the
Casts, Brasses, &c., and that all applications to the Secretaries must for the future be made at the Room within
those hours.
There being no Paper, the following subject was proposed for discussion : "How far the Romanesque Style is suitable for modem
Ecclesiastical buildings."
Mr. Freeman opened the debate with observing that the
term Romanesque had been sometimes confined to foreign
styles, but that it naturally included every round-arched
style, and therefore our own Norman, which he was
inclined to look upon as its most perfect form. He
thoUght that Architecture being considered as the expression
of the spirit and feelings of each age, the Romanesque
style, as being produced when Christianity had but partially
embraced the northem kingdom!'!, and when even in Christian countries laws were needed, as in the case of Charlemagne, Alfred, and even Canute, for the· suppression of
idolatry, was particularly adapted to our colonies, and even
to the more neglected parts of our own land. H it should
be objected that the most perfect Romanesque Churches are
found after the complete establishment of Christianity, it
should be remembered that great struggles were then going
on between the civil and spiritual powers, so that, whatever
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uf the case, "th{~
" as he had re~
I'aper read to
{{jme time back,
clerical archite»t~»
to be suffering
hence the massi»'~n&'»{
solidity of thu
style, seeming to set forth its everlastingness upon earth,
while the lighter Gothick was rather a warning to the
Church not to be corrupted by temporal prosperity, but to
rise in every thing upwards." If this should not be admitted,
hpj
but natural tha{
uhuuld remain, and
further
the immediab:~
'iiigin was remouug~
n:huught there weiU
grritical advantagii
Rumanesque for thi
as its affording
for introduc=
ing galleries in the triforium (like the miinnerchor of the
German Churches) without interfering with any other part
of the Church; also in the narrow aisles which might serve
as mere passages, while the congregation was in the nave,
and conseIuently in sight of the Altar. Mr. F. recomNorman as thf~
Rc>manesque to be
rlC}uted. though he
Rirman Churchei
more frequent
outlines being
more varied with turrets and spires.
Mr. Parker objected to a general employment of Romanesque, but considered it might be frequently available in
large cities, where, from the scarcity of room, it was desirable to afford a large accommodation in a small space by
gallery; he shemd
of St. Agnes at
this. He
that our theorie»
""~bb'ib;~'b; reeessity, and that
also remarked
for huilding in brick.
the advantage Romanesque
He recommended Norman as the style to be generally used,
but thought something might be learned from the Italian
Churches built between the third and twelfth centuries,

6

especially the tall thin campaniles, which might often be ad.
vantageously added to the shapeless Cbnrcbes of the last
century, such as St. Peter-Ie-Bailey in this city, remarking
the fine effect such an erection would have among the
already varied steeples of Oxford. Mr. Parker concluded
by recommending the study of Gally Knight's Italy to all
interested in tbe subject.
Mr. Parkins objected to Romanesque altogether; he considered our position to be different from that of tbe ancient
Norman architects, as we have the subsequent Gothick
styles to choose from, which they had not; he considered that
Ecclesiastical buildings should in every case be built in the
most perfect and beautiful style,as a matter of principle, without reference to individual and temporary circumstances;
instancing the advantages possessed by the Early English
style, which he recommended as better than Romanesque
for tbe colonies. He thought also that the advantages with
regard to accommodation were not confined to Romanesque,
but that a Perpendicular Church, to which however he also
objected, with aisles the whole lengtb, and the chancel
divided from the nave merely by a skreen without an arch,
would afford them equally with the narrow aisles of Ollr
Norman Churches. With regard to last century Churches,
he. disapproved of all attempts at adaptation, and thought
our only way was to pull them down and erect more worthy ones. He objected to the authority of Mr. Petit (who
had been referred to by Mr. Freeman as in the maiu confirming his view), as frequently sacrificing architectural
principle and propriety to a theory of mere picturesque
effect. Mr. P. concluded by saying that all Romanesque
was foreign, even Norman, as tbat style was introduced
from abroad, and only flourished while the Saxon English
could scarcely be said to exist as a nation, being under suhjection to Norman conqllerors, mentioning St. Thomas of
Canterbury as the first Englishman who rose to eminence
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after the Conquest, and that in his time Bomanesqne
Architecture was beginning to pus away into Gothick.
Mr. Patte1'8On was of opinion that local circumstancea
would often justify Bomanesque; if it were fitting when
first introduced, it would be fitting in the colonies, where
the Church was in an analogous position. He remarked
that Romanesque did not imply vaulting, many Italian
Churches having fiat timber roo&, but that in this case it
would be easy to add it at a subsequent period. He
thought that as there must be an outer roof, provided the
ribs were solid, the other part of the vault need not be so,
and might even be of timber, so that there was no occasion
for very massive walls.
Mr. Coleridge (Trinity) considered arguments from mere
practical necessity inapplicable to an ArchiUctural, wha..
ever weight they might have with a BuildIng society; our
end being to develope the theory and principles of Gothick
Archite~ture, without reference to individual circumstance&.
Mr. Jones remarked that situation and scenery had great
effect upon style, and that, for instance, no one would build
a rich Perpendicular Church in a bleak and barren country.
In many districts Romanesque would be most suitable,
and, consequently, in many parts we find it the prevalent
style.
Mr. Millard said that such peculiarities were merely
accidental, and that the builders of the Perpendicular
period would have built Perpendicular in any district, and
never thought of imitating Romanesque. One style must
be essentially best, and in this we ought to build in every
case. He hesitated not to set down every kind of
Romanesque as classical and semi-pagan; its lines were
the horizontal ones of a heathen temple, not the vertical
ones of a Christian Church; its massive piers and walls exhibited a clumsiness of construction opposed to the mechani..
wskiU displayed in Gothick; its symbolism in mouldings&c.
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was something adventitious, merely added on, and not
part of the building itself; while the symboli~ of Gothick

Architecture entered into every feature of its construction. Romanesque too affords no wood-work, so that we
must either employ furniture of a style incongruous to the
Church, or, for want of models, produce something hideous
and even ridiculous, such as the attempt at Romanesque
wood-work in Sandford Church, near Oxford. To build
Romanesque too, as it was built in its own time, it would
be necessary to introduce a rude and hideous kind of
sculpture. Mr. M. considered galleries as objectionable,
110 that he would prefer a wooden gallery, that was plainly
a mere appendage, and might easily be removed, to one
entering into the construction of the building. He thought
dlat even if we were reduced to erect brick Churches, he
would prefer Gothick brick-work to any introduction of
Romanesque. He argued that any analogy between the
circumstances of the Church now, and at the time when
that style was in use, was no argument in favour of its
employment now, as we hoped that such analogy would
tJOOn cease to exist, and consequently the buildings now.
~rected on this principle become inapplicable and unmeaning.
The Chairman thought that there were some practical
difficulties with regard to the introduction of the Norman
form of Romanesque, especially from the great massiveness
required for the piers; he said that even the comparatively
light pillars of St. Mary's, Oxford, were found a serious
interruption to sight and hearing, and how much more the
yast columns of our Norman Churches. He therefore
thought that it would not answer, as had been supposed,
for populous districts. He considered that the use of the
triforium as a gallery would be found not to answer in
practice, instancing that where it had been tried, as at the
musical festivals in Glouceste~ CAthedral, it appeared more
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suited for the accommodation of mere spectators than of
worshippers. The lighter and more classical forms of
Romanesque were indeed not liable to these objections, but
he thought that in the chief instance where it had been
lately tried, Wilton Church, notwithstanding the great expense incurred, the effect was far from pleasing, and that
the building had too much of a square and abrupt appearance, especially from the low fiat roo£ He thought that
galleries under present circumstances were unavoidable,
but agreed with Mr. Millard that they had better be made
88 much mere appendages 88 possible.
Mr. Walford thought that the objections which had been
made to Romanesque were perfectly valid 88 far 88 regarded its employment in this country, but thought the
style might very properly be used in the colonies. He'
instanced especially Antigua and Barbados, where from
circumstances of the climate great massiveness in the walls
and columns was req~d for security.
Mr. Freeman stated in reply to the objections which had
been raised to Romanesque, even in the form of Norman,
as a foreign style, that they equally applied to Gothick,
which was certainly not originally produced in England,
and that the only style purely English was the very late
Decorated and Perpendicular, which he himself considered
the most perfect development of Pointed Architecture, but
was aware that to many persons it was almost as obnoxious
as Romanesque itsel£ Mr. Millard's remark with regard
to the rudeness of Norman sculpture, he looked upon 88 of
no weight, 88 in adopting the principles of a style there
was no occasion to copy defective and barbarous detail,
owing probably in many cases to the incapacity of workmen. He alluded to the modem German school of painting under Cornelius and Overbeck 88 giving the perfection
of Christian art, the medium between the rudeness of early
work, and the later voluptuous and ostentatious style both
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of painting and sculpture. As to what had been said with
regard to the inconvenience of the ma88ive Norman column,
he considered it an advantage in the Romanesque style
that it admitted almost every sort of pier; for instance, the
square mass of wall, as in the German Churches, the Saxon
Churches of Brixworth, and St. Michael's at St. Alban's,
and some Norman examples: the heavy pillar alluded to
by the Chairman; the clustered column, as at Romsey
Abbey, and in a lighter form, in the Galilee of Durham
Cathedral; also lighter cylindrical pillars, as at the Church
of Ainay at Lyons, and a Church at Dover, both figured by
Mr. Petit; St. Peter's, Northampton; and not only in these
smaller Churches, but even in the quire of Canterbury
Cathedral, (where, though the style be Transition, the
columns may be fairly called Romanesque,) in which a vast
superincumbent mass is supported on columnar piers of no
great diameter.
The Chairman considered the Galilee at Durham as the
best example of light Norman, but doubted whether its
graceful clusters could support the weight of a clerestory.
The meeting dissolved shortly before ten o'clock.
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MEETING, FEBRUARY 12TH, 1845.

The Rev. the President in the Chair.
NEW KEXlIERS ADKI7TED.

Sir John Gibbons, Bart., Balliol College.
W. H. Lucas, Esq., B.A•• Fellow of Bruenose College.
R. Wilbraham, jun., Esq., Rode Heath, Lawton, Cheshire.
The Rev. F. Dyson, Tidworth, Marlborough.
J. L. Capper, Esq., Wadham College.
The Rev. James Scott, M.A., Exeter College; Barnstaple,
Devon.
The Rev. H. D. Baker, Browne's Hospital, Stamford.
PRESENTS RECEIVED.

DONORS.

0' a Putoral Stall' 'ound near the} The Very Rev• the Dean.
A
0' Drawings 0' God's Houae, South-} Rev.Magdden
w. Grey, M.A.,
ampton.
Hall
Two Drawings 0' Hugh Sexey's Hospital, (temp. } Rev. E. Hobhouae, M.A.,
James I.) at Bruton, Somerset.
Merton.
A Dra1ring 0' Leicester's Hospital, Warwick.
Ditto.
Engraving 0' a rich Norman Font in Ingleton}
Rev.
Dr. Bli...
Church,
Rev. Dr. White,
A Collection 0' Rubbings 0' Braaaes from}
Churches in Su1l'olk.
Magdden.
The Architect,
Engraving 0' St. John's Church, Marchwood, in l
Mr. Derick.
the Early English style.
S
A Dra1ring

Cath~d,WellL

set

Yorltshire.

Illustrations to Froiuart, 'rom a MS. in the}
British Museum.
Two Dra1rings St. Mary's Church, Leicester.
Report the Select Committee on Fine ArtL

0'

0'

Rubbing of a Br&II from Sernle.
A Drawing of the West Window
Menham, Kent.

0'

Mr. Parkin..
Mr. Freeman.

} Rev. H. S. Burr, M.A.,
Christ Church.
the Nave,l Joaeph Clarke, Esq.,
~
Architect.

0'
s.}
D
itto.
A Drawing 0' a Door at Staplehurst, Kent, with}
J. L. S. Lumsdaine, Esq.,
the iron-work wrought in very elaborate

A Dra1ring
Figures on a vestment at
Augustine's, Eut Langdon, Kent.

pat-

terna, representing among other things, bird.
and fishe••

B.A., Oriel College.
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The following letter was read by the President from the
Very Rev. the Dean of Wells, descriptive of the Pastoral
Staff, of which he had presented a drawing.
.. The Dean of Wells begs to present to the Architectural
Society of Oxford a Drawing of a Pastoral Staff, found in the
Precinct of the Cathedral about
forty-five years ago, in the time
of Dean Lukin•
.. The Drawing is of the exact
size of the original, and it is
very accurately coloured. The
whole of the head of the Staff
is original, and nothing whatsoever has been done in the way of
cleaning, or repairs. It was put
together by the present Dean in
the year 1834, under the advice
and assistance of Mr. Douce, and
Mr. Gage, the late Director of the
Society of Antiquaries; and the
wooden Staff, together with a
ferule made after one in the pos- .
session of Mr. Douce, were added
by Mr. Willement. The whole
was exhibited at a meeting of the
Society of Antiquaries in the same year.
e, The substance of the head of this Pastoral Staff is of
Limoges enamel; and the various dragons, composing the head,
are studded with small turquoises, and other stones.
.. Unfortunately no written record of the finding of this very
interesting specimen of medieval art was preserved. But it
has been imagined, especially by the late Mr. Gage (Rokewood),
that this Pastoral Staff might have belonged to Savaricus a (from
• The following account of Bishop Savaricus is taken from Godwin's Lins,
p. 295 :-" King Richard the first being taken prisoner in Germany by Leopold Duke of Austria; The Emperor tooke order with him, that besides other
conditione to be required or the king Cor his deliverance; he mould make him

D'Q'lizedbyGoogle
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1192 to 1205) Biahop of Bath and Wells. The Saint is manifeatly St. Michael vanquishing the Dragon; and the Cathedral
of Wells has no special relation to the Arch-angel, but is dedicated to St. Andrew. The great aim of Biahop SavaricUB was
to transfer the See to Glastonbury from Wells; and St. Michael
was held in great veneration in the former place, and on the
neighbouring Tor, the great land-mark of the whole country•
•• A Ring was found with the Pastoral Staff; the setting is of
gold, and very massive, but plain. The stone is said to be a
pink topaze, and it is drilled through, apparently to paBS a hair
through it, or fine thread; so that the Ring might be tied fast
round the finger •
.. BiBhop Savaricus, on the other hand, is said to have been
buried at Bath."
~,

11'.111. J... 16tA, 1"5.

The following letter was read tram Joseph Clarke~ Esq.,
Architect, addressed to Mr. Parker, giving a description of
the embroidery on an ancient Cope remaining in East
Langdon Church, Kent:1, Lincoln'I-Inn Fiekll,
Feb. 11th, 18+6.

" Dear Sir,-Whilst I was on a viBit to Kent this Christmas, I
had the opportunity of seeing the remains of some old Embroidery in the Churches at EaBt Langdon and Eastry, and I
thought a few WOrdB on this subject might have been acceptable
at some meeting of the Society; but when I came back to town,
I found Mr. Hartshorne had so completely described all, and
much more than I could have said in his capital paper on Medieval Embroidery in the Arohaeological Journal, which every
promise to pret'erre a kinsman or hi. (the Emperor's) called Sauarike (then
Archdeacon or Northampton) unto the Bishopricke or Bathe and Wels, &
moreouer to annexe unto the same Bishoprick the Abbotship of Glastonbury
• • • • These things being brought to passe :sccordiug to hiB desire, he
altered his Btyle, and would needes be called Bishop or GI08tonbury. He
was consecrate on Michae1mas day 1192 at Rome - - - In 12
yeeree that he sate Bishop, he did not any thiug memorable - - -. This
Bishop died August 8.1205, and was buried at Bathe."
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body must bave read, tbat I gave up my idea; however, as a
friend, a member of the Society, kindly oft'ers to be the bearer of
any thing to you for the Meeting to-morrow evening, I venture
to send, if you think it worth shewing, a rough sketch of the
centre part of the Cope at East Langdon, which is not engraved
in Mr. Hartshorne's illustrations, and a general description of
this splendid memorial of the ecclesiastical dress of former times.
This cope or chasuble, though I believe it to have been a cope,
the chasuble not being commonly embroidered, Bave, I believe,
with ofFray work, is at present used as a hanging for the pulpit,
where it is well displayed, and has a very magniftcent appearance; it is swppo,ed to have been brought from Langdon Abbey,
not far off, but of which little now remains to tell the place where
it stood. When it was removed to the Church, or how long it
has been there, I bave not been able to find out, the tradition
being it was brought away at the Reformation, and then used as
an Altar cloth. But this I should much question, for it is improbable that the prototype of Will. Dowsing, Blue Dick, as he
was called, who had the living at Chartham, by Canterbury, no
considerable distance off, would, in this case, have left 80 great a
piece of scandal to Puritanism; it has been shorn of its just proportions by some one, for besides the hangings, the pulpit
cushion is a part of the original vestment, and must have taken
no inconsiderable piece to have made it, covered all over as it is.
The present dimensions of the hangings, which is in this form, are.
ft. In.
The fabrick is of the finest crimson
4 : 0
Genoa velvet, and lined with brown
ai1k, quilted in flowers; in the centre, falling behind, is the AnnUDft.
In.
ciadon. of which this sketch is
•_ _ _ _5_:_0_____1 half the full size; surrounding it,
indeed covering the whole cloth at intervals, are the three patterns
given by Mr. Hartshorne; the whole of the embroidery is worked
in relief with gold and silver tambour and silk, the colours of the
silk in the dresses being appropriately, light brown, white, pale yellow shading into the peculiar greens of the period, and black outlines or borders to the patterns, which, if I remember right, are of
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worsted; a relief and kind of half shade is thrown in by these
black lines, which give great effect to the whole. The drell of

the Angel Gabriel appears to be a cope over an alb or chasuble,
and a gown with hanging sleeves under that, his wings on the
iruitle are spotted for eyes or ermine. The Virgin Mary has on
a mantle, tied by a morse or fibula, and under appears a kirtle.
Before her is a laid.atool, to which she is kneeling with the book
of God before her, and piled against the side are two other books.
The imperfect inscriptions are no doubt Latin translations from
St. Luke i. 28-" And the Angel said-Hail I thou art
highly favoured, the Lord is with thec;" to which she replies in
the 33rd verse, " Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be it unto
me according to Thy word." Below the mound on a white
ICrOll of fine linen, a text ofjifJt words is worked in black thread .
or silk, and rubricated, which is almost defaced, but with care the
first word" orate" may be made out; the first letter of the next
word is certainly" p," and a little farther" ia," and the succeeding word .. Jesus" is quite visible. I will not venture to jump at
DIgItIzed by
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whicb of the usual prayers or invocations it may be. The em.
blematical1i1y-pot in the centre is beautifully relieved by being
worked in silver tambour and light silks. The ground, as is
common in the heraldick work of the period, is &emeM, with what
are perhaps daisies, and sprouting out all round, are very beautiful sprays or sprigs. I should mention that on one· of the
patterns, which, as I have said, cover the whole cloth, alternately
with the sacred monogram of II f IJ c," the monogram of the Virgin b may be read as her regal title of M. R., or her name of
Marie may be traced. I am sorry the intensity of the weather
at the time I took this sketch, prevented my afterwards taking
the roughest sketch in Eastry Church, where, from wloat I could
make out, the embroidery was of an heraldick character, and had
probably been a aurcoat or mantlings, the colours being the
contrast of rOBe and black, and of a date later than I should give
to this cope, which I imagine (perhaps without direct evidence)
to be of the middle of the fourteenth century.
I have also sent a sketch of the west window of the nave in
Mel'lltham Church, which, from its singular features, I am quite
at a loss to fix precisely the period to which it belongs. The
moldings are clearly Perpendicular, but the combination of the
tracery has evidently the character, to a certain extent, of being
Decorated; perhaps some of our members may determine the
point. The window was formerly filled with stained glass, and
two or three of the Apostles which filled the twelve lower compartments, with our Saviour, no doubt, in the centre, remain;
below were thirteen shields, of which the stone-work forms the
outlines; three coats remain, 1. az; 3. 'eptfJa1l8 or fans or, the
same as on the celebrated brass at Chartham, which is about
eleven miles distant; 2nd. sa, a charge which I do not remember, between three bulls' heads fronting, ringell, &c. ar;
the other coat is much defaced, in the two lights are a soldier
having on a morion, and with pike, lying down, and a knight,
in armour. Above, two of the symbols of the Evangelista
remain, in the centre might have been God, the Trinity, or the

a

" The ordinary one, aimilaT to that in IIOme of the dripatone terminatiODI
in the Chancel or Manton Church. See the Guide, Put iii. p. ] 86.
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Holy Spirit, above our Saviour; the other lights are entirely
filled with plain glass. In the same Church is a window containing the figure of St. Christopher crossing the brook with the
infant Saviour, and St. George killing the Dragon, in pale yellow
outline drawing of the fifteenth or sixteenth century: this window
was given by one of the Wyndhams, a family which is now r.:presented by the Knatchbull family.
If these few scraps are interesting, I shall be happy from time
to time to send you such others as I can put together.
Believe me, dear Sir, yours mOlt truly,

JOSEPH CLARKE."
ICIBN PAUBa, Bill.

The splendid bl'888 from Seville, presented by the Rev.
H. S. ButT, was exhibited to the Society: it was removed
from one of the lately desecrated Conventual Churches in
that city to the University Chapel. Its subject is Don
Perafan de Ribera, Duke of Alcala, and Viceroy of Naples,
\'rho died in 1571; represented in complete armour. Mr.
Burr presented a pedigree of the Duke, traced up to
Alphonso the Good, King of Castile, through his second
natural son by Leonora de Guzman, Don Fadrique or
Frederick, Master of St. Jago, who was murdered by his
half-brother, King Pedro the Cruel, in 1358. See I..ockhart's Spanish Ballads, "The Murder of the Master."
Several drawings of the projected School at Magdalen College, together with designs for several new
Churches, lent by Mr. Derick, were handed round the

room.
A Paper was then read by Mr. Patterson on "The
Application of Colour to the Internal Decorations of Ecclesiastical Buildings."
Mr. Patterson began by remarking, that this custom had
been so long disused in England, and the traces of it were
so generally obliterated, that it had become matter of doubt
with many whether it was a legitimate meanl of h.eighte,nB
Digitized by Goog L
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ing the effect of architecture. He proceeded to· observe,
that it was difficult to assign a cause for the exclusion of
colour from our noblest monuments, in which we give and
ft8Sert a place for the most elegant forms, and listen with
increased devotion to the regulated harmony of music,
whether vocal or instrumental: by omitting colour we
certainly contradict in 'one particular, the analogy which
Christian art, where best directed, avowedly bears to the
natural world. He approached so wide a subject with
diffidence, but felt, that although insufficiently acquainted
with it, he might direct the enquiries and studies of
Members to so interesting a field for observation. He
commenced a sketch of the use of Polychrome in all ages
of the Church, by alluding to the persecuted position of the
Church in the three first centuries, as sufficient to account
for the absence of a great degree of decoration in buildings
used for Divine worship. Still he observed, that there
were evidences of some use of gilding and colour even in
the earliest ages; he quoted part of a dialogue commonly
ascribed to I~ueian (but certainly not later than the reign
of Trajan), in which, in mockery, he brings in one Critias
who said he was brought by a Christian, with a view to
his conversion, to their place of assembly, which, having
reached it through winding ways and passages, he describes as being "an upper room whose roof was overlaid
with gold (not unlike to what Homer makes Menelaus'
house), but I could see no Helena there, but on the contrary, a company of persons with their bodies bowed down
and pale countenances." This extract is given by Mede.
He also referred to Lactantius (de Mort. Pers.. c. 13), to
Gildas de Excidio, and Optatus, b. 11. He then proceeded to allude to the magnificence of the numerous
Churches which rose under the auspices of Constantine
and his succe880rs, as affording specimens of great magnificence in this style of decoration. He referred to EoseDigitized by
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bius, Procopius, Paulin us, S. Gregory Nyssen, and especially S. Jerome, as abounding with accounts of the splendour
of mosaic and lacunary work. He alluded to the remains
of Justinian's mosaic which still decorate the Church
of S. Sophia at Constantinople. Also to the mosaic
which adorns the basilica of S. Paul, above the catacomb of S. Lucina at Rome, a Church founded by Constantine, commenced in 386 by Valentinian, and finished
by Honorius. Mr. Patterson quoted a letter from Pope
Hadrian to Charlemagne (given by Baronius) in which
he attributes their being placed there to Pope Leo
the Great. Aringhi also, in his Roma Subterranea,
gives drawings of two paintings, preserved in the Archives of the Vatican, from frescoes in the ancient Basilica
of the Vatican, long since destroyed. Aringhi (who wrote
in 1660), says, that learned men in his days assured
him it must have been built more than a thousand
years. Mr. Patterson then gave a description of the very
interesting paintings, of sacred subjects, which exist in
great numbers in the catacombs at Rome: most of which
were discovered by the learned Bosius, and are described
in Aringhi. He then mentioned the very early mosaics of
San Vitale, probably of a date not much subsequent to the
reign ofJustinian. He also alluded to those of the eleventh
century in the Church of S. Frediano at Lucca, to those of
the Churches of gao Pudenziana, and Sa. Prassede of the
eighth and ninth centuries, of the Baptistery at Florence,
and of San Miniato near that city. As an instance of the
late Byzantine, he mentioned the superb mosaics which
line S. Mark's at Venice. He observed that he might
name a majority of the Churches of Italy, from the fourth
to the fourteenth century, as affording specimens of internal coloured decoration, by means of mosaic: but he
would rather proceed to mention some instances of the
early introduction of painting to the same end Paulus
.
B 2
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Diaconus (a learned man who, like our own Alcuin, was
drawn from comparative obscurity, to enjoy the splendid
and enlightened favour of Charlemagne) mentions a palace
built at Monza, by Theodolinda the celebrated Queen of
the Lombard&, and the friend and correspondent of S.
Gregory the Great, on the walls of which she caused to be
depicted, the great victories of the Lombards: this palace
was built just about the time when S. Augustine and his
companio.ns were setting out for England. That painting
on the walls of Churches was even usual at a period but
little posterior to this, we may infer from the well-known
letter of Pope Gregory the Great to Serenus, Bishop of
Marseilles, in which he lays down the use of such paintings,
and calls them by a set phrase, "Church-pictures," in
another letter to the same Bishop, (Ep. Greg. 17, Ep.
109 :) who moreover does not appear to have thought t4em
novelties in his own diocese. In the East, the use of painting in the next century became excessive, and, as d'A~n
court suggests, may have contributed to excite the fury of
the Iconoclasts. Mr. Patterson remarked, that it would
, be a curious question how far the Asiatic birth of Leo
Isaurns, and the dissemination of the Koran, at that period,
bore upon the same ·subject. During this and the succeeding century, painting became part of every courtier's
education; the readiest mode of acquiring the countenance
of the great at Constantinople, being to paint it upon every
wall that could be found disengaged. Several of the Emperors during this period, and among them Constantine
Porphyrogenitus, who was no mean proficient, pursued the
art. A century later, we find a Greek school established
at Rome, for painting, and their works still adorn the
Church of San Paolo without the walls. Mr. Patterson
said he would not pursue the tempting theme of the revival
of art in Italy, but would merely mention in their order
some of the founders of various schools of painting. To
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the Greek school above mentioned, succeeded that of Christoforo di Bologna, and his contemporary John of Fiesole,
whose works adorn the Chapel of Pope Nicholas V., in the
Vatican, at the end ofthe fourteenth century. After these
came Cimabue and Giotto and his school, nor must the
rival TWlcan school of Sienna, under Memmi, be forgotten.
Memmi's skill may be inferred from the fact, that he, a
Siennese, was employed with Taddeo Gaddi the pupil of
Giotto, to paint the walls of S. Maria Novella at Florence.
To this succeeded the later Tuscan school, with Masaccio
at its head. About the same time also, rose that school at
Naples, which employed itself chiefly in wood painting,
diptychs, triptychs, and the like. He would not presume
to praise Leonardo da Vinci, whom he looked upon as the
last great name before Raffaelle and his successors secularized the art to which they were devoted.
He then proceeded to give a few instances, which had
come under his notice, of very early instances of mosaic and
fresco in Germany; where, ofcourse, so much or so early work
as that of Italy could not be expected. He mentioned particularly the mosaic (probably of tbe eighth centUJ'Y) in the
crypt of S. Gereon at Cologne. The frescoes of the Church
of S. Ignatius at Mayence, and the well-known paintings
in the south nave-aisle of S. Ursula at Cologne. That
pahating not only in fresco but also in oil was usoal in
Germany early in the fourteenth century, was to be inferred &om a remark in the treatise of Cennino Cennini
on Painting; speaking of oil painting, he says that the
"Germans are much accustomed to it," ch. 69. Cennini
was the pupil of Agnolo, son of Taddeo Gaddi, the disciple
of Giotto. The Church of S. Jaques and the Cathedral
at Liege are very interesting, especially the latter, as affording specimens of early internal painting. Van Eyck,
whether we give him the credit of invention which Vasari
claims for him or not, was certainly no mean nainter t'n
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oils at the very beginning of the fourteenth century, as his
picture at Ghent (stolcn by Napoleon, and since restored)
may testify.
In France, painting was early in its introduction and development. The Bayeux tapestries tell us of a very early
school of design and colouring. But the Anti-popes of
Avignon were the great patrons of the art. Already bad
Clement V. summoned Giotto thither in the latter part
of the fourteenth century, and a school established there
could not be without its effect on the native artists.
Mr. Patterson quoted a passage from the Purgatorio to
shew that there was a school of painters in Paris at the
end of this century.-Dante meets Oderigi di Gubbio, and
greets him:.. Db, c1iaa' io lui, DOD se' tu Dderiai,
L'ODor d' Agobbio, e l'ODor di quel' arte

Cb' alluminare &ebiamata in Parisi 1
PURG.

Canto xi.

Painting on wood was usual in the early part of the next
century, and d'Agincourt gives a specimen (PL 166) of
such a painting executed by the accomplished Rene
d'Anjou, Count of Provence and titular King of Naples,
the father of Margaret, Queen of our King Henry VL
In the illuminations of a MS. Froissart (now in the British
Museum) which was executed for Philip de Commines,
and therefore dates from about the end of the fifteenth
century, are representations of interiors of Churches profusely decorated with colour, and the piers hung with rich
tapestry.
Mr. Patterson went on to mention some facts regarding the history of polychrome in England: he mentioBed
the requirement of the second canon of the second
Council of Calcuith, held in 816, by which every Bishop
is enjoincd to paint the Saints to whom a Church is dedicated, cither on the wall, on a board, or ou the Altar, before
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consecrating it; and he proceeded to shew that this was
to be done with the same view (namely, that of instructing
the poor and ignorant) as that of Pope Gregory the Great
about two hundred years before, by detailing the nature
of the decrees of the Councils of Frankfort (in 794) and of
Paris (in 824), to which the English Church gave her full
-assent; namely, that they were drawn up with the express
view of contradicting the decrees of the second Council of
Nice for image worship. Gervasius (de Vito S. Dunst.)
mentions that· S. Dunstan was a skilful painter; and the
same writer, in his Chronica, mentions the "crelum E'gregie
depictum" of the old Cathedral built by Lanti-anc at Canterbury. Governor Pownall, in a paper printed in the ninth
volume of the Archreologia, gives some CUriOllS particulars
of a similar tendency. But evidences of this, sort might
be multiplied ad irifinitum. Mr. Patterson said he would
rather proceed to read an extract from an unpublished
work on the topography of Norfolk by Mr. Dawson
Turner, for which he was indebted to Mr. Parker: in it
Mr. Turner gives a great deal of information on the subject of frescoes and painted rood-screens, which are of frequent occurrencc in Norfolk, and throws out a hint, that
the position of that county may have given rise to the
decided resemblance to the elder Dutch school, which
characterizes many of these works. He mentions Randworth and Worstead as particularly worthy of notice.
He proceeded to mention various frescoes from Canterhury Cathedral, in the crypt; from the south choir aisle
of S. George's, Windsor; and from S. Mary's Chapel,
Winchester Cathedral, aU of which are figured in Carter's
Ancient Sculpture and Painting in England. He also
called attention particularly to the colouring of the doorway mouldings in the Plates 25 and 27 of that work. He
also referred to a monument "completely coloured" in
Tewkesbury Abbey Church, and to the very i~restiQg
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frescoes of the Chapel of the Holy Trinity, belonging to
the Guild of S. CI'088, at Stratford--on-Avon, and which are
drawn in the work by Fisher on the Antiquities of that
place. They are now however destroyed. As an instance
of the ancient practice of colouring monumental bl'888e8,
he alluded to a remarkably fine one in Elsing Church,
Norfolk, given in Carter, (Plate 71.) and mentioned the
traces of colour remaining OIl the lectern in Eton College
Chapel He observed that the use of tapestry in decorating
Churches was a singularly appropriate mode of omament,
adopted in most countries to this day, although so long
exploded in thit. In conclusion, Mr. Patterson said that
he had attempted, however imperfectly, to couvey a notion
of the uni'fersality of this practice of using colour to heighten
the effect of architecture, with the view of leading to the
inference that the disuse of it among ourselves was to be
regretted; and that he coincided with a remark wbieh fell
from Mr. Freeman at the last meeting of the Society, that
Overbeek, Cornelius, and the Munich school should be
our models, 88 affording, to his own mind, a combination
of the besL characteristics of the later ece1esiastieal style
with those of the great secularizers, Raft'aelle and bis mecessors; he would go 80 tar as to deprecate any but 8
sparing use of half-tints, and even of ebiaroooscuro, in any
attempts to restore polychrome to its legitimate position iD
this country.
The President eorroborated the views expftS8ed by Mr.
Patterson, and alluded to the numberless instances of fresco..
painting on the walls of Churches of every class and date,
which are continually brought to light by the removal of
whitewash. He mentioned the decoratiODS of the roof of
the Temple Church as the chief instance in which this kind
of ornament had been employed of late years, stating, howner, that only the two most eastern bays exhibited the
depth and richness of colouring desirable in works of this
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nature, the other parts too much resembling the lighter
Italian kinds of fresco.
Mr. Parkins thought that the best means of learniug the
principles of fresco painting was to consult such works of
art as· furnished examples of the interiors of ecclesiastical
buildings, instancing stained glass and brasses, both of
which frequently represent figures under canopies, probably
copied exactly from the canopies in Churches. Mr. Waller,
the Author of a work on Brasses, had told him that all
Brasses, without any exception, were inlaid with colours in
enamel; and it appeared likely that such colours would be
exactly copied from those used in the original canopies.
One feature in the polychromatic decoration of the middle
ages, to judge from the illuminations of Froissart, was that
the ceiling should be more deeply coloured than the Hoor;
and the converse treatment of colouring at the Temple
Church seemed to him to have produced the cold and
chilly look which has been objected to it. A case had
occurred in which fresco painting might be revived with
great facility. He alluded to the Chapel proposed to be
built at the Training College, Chester, where the stndents,
who were qualified to do 80 from having tOrmerly followed
different trades, intended to execute the omamental work
with their own hands.
Mr. Parker named several instances where fresco paintings were still preserved. The removal of whitewash and
colouring would, he thought, bring many more to light
again. He recommended drawings to be made in all
instances where such paintings were discovered, as they
were oftentitneB daubed over, the present taste in these
matters not being sufficiently advanced to appreciate
frescoes. With regard to the Temple Church allnded to by
the President, he stated that the paintings had been carefully imitated from thOle in the Cathedral at Liege, a
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Church which, though comparatively unknown, poese88es
the finest extant example of a painted root He alluded
to the frequency with which figures of saints are found,
sometimes in mere outline, in the jambs of windows, as in
Cassington Church, Oxon.
Mr. Freeman was of opinion that all ornament of this
nature should be made part of the building, so as to
harmonize with the architectural design; that the walls
and roofs should be themselves painted, not separate paintings introduced, as is too commonly seen over Altars, generally to the great disfigurement of the Churches where
they are introduced. He distinguished between mere
colouring and painting, by the latter meaning where figures
and similar decorations are introduced. Of the former,
where richness is produced by mere colour, without figures
or mosaicks, he instanced the original Romanesque Chancel
Arch of St. Giles', Northampton, where the colouring must
be contemporaneous with the Arch, as it was blocked up in
the Early English period. Ancient paintings, Mr. Freeman
observed, are always symbolical not representative; he instanced the clearly conventional and symbolical expression
of the ancient Rood and its attendant figures of smaller size,
contrasting it with the miserable and irreverent display of
anatomical knowledge in what are called fine pictures of
the same awful subject. He carried out the same theory
in the conventional figures of Saints with the instruments
of their martyrdom, &co He remarked, with reference to
the President's remarks on thp. Temple Church, that we
often find the portion of the roof over an Altar richly ornamented, even when the remainder is comparatively plain.
He concluded by contrasting the ancient painting and gilding, by which additional splendour was given to what were
in themselves the best materials, with the modem abuse of
painting to pass off inferior materials for what they are not.
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The Rev. M. R Estcourt, M.A., of Exeter College,
mentioned many instances of painting and gilding in Devonshire, particularly in the splendid Rood-skreens and other
woodwork for which that county is celebrated, noticing
especially Collumpton Church. He stated that not only
the roof W88 often more gorgeously painted over an Altar,
but that frequently in cradle roofs the part over the Altar
W88 boarded over with panels.
Mr. Parkins remarked that the same richer decorations
were often found over the Rood-loft.
Mr. Parker attributed this to the fact that, especially in
large Churches, Altars were frequently erected against the
west side of the Rood-Skreen.
Mr. Freeman, in presenting his drawings of SL Mary'S,
Leicester, gave some account of the Church, which is a
highly interesting one, originally of Romanesque character,
of which style the old Chancel, with its magnificent sedilia,
a rare feature at that date, is a valuable specimen. In
the Nave, Early English arches have been cut through the
Romanesque walls, and a very large Aisle added to the
south. He stated that he called the attention of the
Society to the Church at the present time on account of
some restorations being in progress, which he could not
approve, althuugh he W88 willing to attribute their deficiencies rather to the want of skill and funds than to any
lack of good spirit on the part of those concerned. Among
other errors, he particularly alluded to the patching the
noble oak roof with deal, and to the intention of setting up'
a fine parc10se skreen (already taken down) 88 a reredos to the Altar, which is about to be moved from its
present position in the great South Aisle to its correct
place in the Chancel He implored all Members who
had any in1luence at Leicester or its neighbourhood to
~ it without delay in endeavouring to rescue a veneDigitized by
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rable and already much-abuaed building from farther
disfigurement.
The Meeting, which was an unusually large one, dissolved
shortly before ten o'clock.

MEETING, FEBIWABY 26TH,

1845.

The Rev. the President, in the Chair.
NBW IIBIIBBRS ADJlI'l"l'BD.

T. F. Cundy, Esq., Architect, 13, Chester-square, London.
E. Miller, Esq., New College.
Hon. G. F. Boyle, Christ Church.
PUIENTa aBCBIVBD.

DOMORL

The Report oftbe Down and Connor and Drumore l.
Church Architecture Society for the year lSts. S

The Society.

Illuminated Illustrations of Froilsart from the} W T o P ,.:- E
Biblioth~que Royale.
m. rev r BJ'....8, sq.
A Sheet of DrawiBgs of Deeorated W"mdow.. from}
the Cathedral, St. Cross, and St. John, Win- E. A.
cheater, and from Gaddesby and Harborough,
Leicestershire.

Freeman. EIq

•

IIOOK ADDBD TO 'lBB LIBRARY.

Stothard'. Mon1UDeJltal Emgiea of <heat Britain.

Mr. Parkins, Hon. Secretary, read the following extract
out of a Letter from Mr. Freeman, (who was absent in the
country,) accompanying the sheet of Drawings presented
by him.
If there shouJd be a few minutes void at the meeting tomorrow evening, I will be obliged to you to present the accompanying drawings of a few Decorated WindOWB, which I trust will
not be quite the first occupants of the new Portfolios. I have
'f

claued all these together, accordiDg to the reeeived aomenclature,
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as Decorated. though I am fully convinced that that style, aa
defined by Rickman, baa no principle of cohesion, bOot that the
Geometrical belooga rather to Early English, while the Flowing,
where the lines of the mullions are continued. in the tracery, seems
to my mind to belong to the Perpendicular; the only clliference
being that in the one case the continuation is made by vertical, in
the other by curved lines. In both, as well as in the Flamboyant,
we have that continuation of linea--in the more frequent omission
of capitals, the continuation of the pier mouldings in the architrave,
and so forth-which, though it may, as you say, conduce to a
lesa perfect form of detail, conduces also to that fusing of parts
together, so as to lose them in the whole, which is the triumph of
Pointed Architecture, as exhibited. in the Nave of Canterbury, or
in King's College Chapel •
.. With respect to these windows, I do not know whether they
are in Ril'kman's Collection, but I do not bow either that dupJi,.
cates would hurt the Society if they are. The large one at Harborough, if I rightly remember. very much resembles one at
Wellingborough Northamptonahire, which is among Rickman's•
.. Those at Gaddesby, I think, are excessively elegant, and seem
to me quite to disprove the theory, that four-light windows are
destructive of beauty, though, indeed, we need not go further
than St. Mary's for a proof of the contrary .
.. The window from Harborough, with crosaing mullions, haa
rather an odd effect given it, by the use of the Ogee in the foliations: there is a similar arrangement at Trumpington. I give thJs
chiefly as an example of the way in which many windows, which
now exhibit only the cross bars, were originally ornamented.Compare the east window of Oxford Cathedral, and many others.Mr. Scott, with whom I went through some parts of this County,
(Leicester), last July, told me that nothing is commoner, especially in that district, than such windows 80 shorn of their CD!})!.
The town of Leicester is full of them, unleaa the crossing itself is
modem. Mr. Scott mentioned a mason, with whom he conversed,
who told him that his very first job, as a boy, was to cut out the
cusps of a window, under the pretence of fixing the glass more
easily."
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The Master of UniveI'Bity said he wished to bring a
subject of practical importance under the Society'S notice.
Many Churches recently covered with slates or leaded
were found to be damp and cold. He might name St.
Peter's and Holywell Church in Oxford. He held in his
hand two specimens of Felt prepared with Asphalte, and intended to be laid on the boards of the Roof to obviate the
evils complained of. Some lining appeared to him to
have been used fonnerly with the same view as that he
recommended. On taking oft' the slates of St. Peter's
something in a decayed state was found between them and
the boarding; and on reference being made to the Parish
Books, it appeared that in the 15th century straw and hay
to be laid under the slating formed an item of expence.
At St. Mary's, too, the same use of a lining under the
slates had been discovered in Adam de Brome'sChapeL The
advantages of the prescnt substance were: 1. its cheapness,
viz. a penny per square foot: the new Church in St. Ebbe's
to hold 800 persons would cost only about £28 more if the
roofing were thus lined; 2. its probable duration, as the
Asphalte may be expected to preserve the felt for many
yea1'B. It may be used where lead or slates are the rovering of the roof, but of course it is not applicable where
stones or tiling are employed without boarding.
The following Paper was next read by Mr. Jones of
Trinity College :-" On Uniformity, considered as a principle in Gothic Architecture."
The object of the following paper is to contribute in
some degree towards a solution of the question, "What
measure of uniformity is essential to Gothic Beauty?" I
state this at the outset, because I am under some apprehension that the words of my heading convey an inadequate
notion of the subject. It is proposed to consider uniformity
not as a principle, but as a phenomenon, of Gothic ArchiDigitized by
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lecture, and to endeavour to enucleate the principles upon
which it depends.
The subject has been chosen, not as involving any new
truths of experience, for the facts are before the eyes of all ;
nor from any novelty in the principles, or their application:
but because, whenever the question has been discU88ed, it
has been, so far as I can recollect, incidentally only, and not
unlrequently on faulty principles. And yet its importance
in a practical point of view is obvious to anyone who examines the ordiuary examples of modem Gothic Architecture. Their inferiority will be seen to arise from the following among many causes, that no mean in this respect
has been preserved. Some carry regularity to an extent
that reminds one of the description of the Dutch style of
gardening. To adapt the words,
.. Arch boWl to Arch: each window bas his brother"

and, not uncommonly, an extensive family of brethren. A
few, on the other hand, have been erected, chiefly during
the last three or four years, with no kind of regard to regularity, or rather, with a most religious regard to irregularity.
One symptom of this epidemic is the variety of position
assigned to the Tower. That part of a Church, for a lon~
time occupied, as if by a kind of prescription, the west end
of the Nave, or in CJ'088-Churches sometimes the centre of
the building; when all at once architects made the grand
discovery that it might be placed elsewhere. Accordingly,
of Towers built within the last four years, the proportion of
those which retain the usual positions. is at most ft8 one to
four, the ancient examples being in about the inverse ratio.
I.et so much then be assumed, that while some degree of
uniformity is essential to all Architectural Beauty, a certain
departure from it is either agreeable, or not discordant,
with the genius of our medienl buildings. And as there
are scveral methods of treating the whole subject of Ecclesiastical Architecture, none of which should be either negDigitized by
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lected, or pursued to the exclusion of the others, it will be
requisite to examine in detail, which of these will furnish
the solution for which we are seeking. These may be reduced, sufficiently at least for the present purpose, under
four heads, the Archa!Ological, Utilitarian, lEsthetical, and
Symbolical systems of enquiry. It has been the fault of
many writers to represent some one of these, not as OM
mode among others, but as the mode of pursuing the study;
-the one "universal solvent" of all the problems and
paradoxes with which the whole subject is beset. Now as
to the first method, I presume that there will be no difti.
culty in setting it aside, as insufticient to determine the present question. It rests only on a huge induction of ancient
examples, and its generalizBtions oscillate this way and that,
with each fresh accumulation of evidence on either side.
It has no Idea, no vital power in itself; and unless it be
quickened by union with one or more of the above methods,
it is utterly incapable either of determining a speculative
question like that before us, or of being turned to any practical advantage.
We now come to discu811 .the Utilitarian system, that is,
the referring of every particular to something as its ultimate
object and aim. At the head of this stands Mr. Pugin.
His two grand principles are, e" That there should be no
features about a building which are not necessary for convenience, construction, or propriety;" d"That all ornament
should consist in the enrichment of the essential construction of the building." These he terms ,. the two great rules
for design." And most valuable they undoubtedly are, as long
88 content with being viewed 8S RULES they do not aspire to
become PRINCIPLES. Let them be regarded as directions
to the Architect, but by no means as the e~ntial elements
of Architectural Beauty. If this caution be neglected, we
shall be in danger of holding the absurd position that the
I

• Pugln, True Principles, &e. p. 1.

• JboP1.
\::1008
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perception of beauty is the result of a discursive process,
. and the not less absurd, but more dangerous one, that the
Good, the Beautiful, and the True, are only varying· forms
of the Useful. Whether Mr. Pugin himself has fallen into
this error, it is no part of my present purpose to examine;
although passages like the following, which are to be found
in his "True Principles," are emmently calculated to mislead otters. "All really beautiful forms in Architecture
are based on the soundest principleB of utility ;". and again,
" The severity of Christian Architecture requires a re06(J7ialJle puf7HJ" for the introduction of the smallest detail.'"
Upon the whole, one cannot but suspect that Mr. Pugin
agrees in this point with a distinguished Scottish writer, who
bases our natural preference for certain forms on the principle of the "mfficient reOBon ;"1 and speaks of the" consent of all mankind in applying the word Beautiful to
Order, to FitneBB, to Utility, to Symmetry."h And this
theory he applies to the present subject
quote the
following passage at length from his Essay on the Beautiful.
"The love of regular forms, and of uniform arrangements cOntinues to influence powerfully in the maturity
or reason and experience, the judgments we pronounce on
all works of human art, where regularity and uniformity do
not interfere with purpOBeB of utility. • • • 10 a house,
which is completely detached from all other buildings, and
which stands on a perfectly level foundation, why are we
offended when the door is not placed exactly in the middle,
or when there is a window on one side of the door, and
none corresponding to it on the other? Is it not that we
are at a loss to conceive how the choice of the ~"chitect could
be thu tldermirud, where all circumstances appear to be 80
exactly alike?,,1

;-1

e Pugin, True Principles, Ike., p. Il.
, Stewart, Philolophical Euays, p. 282I Ib. P. 281-283.

c

, lb. p. 18.
~ lb. p. 337.
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And Mr. Pugin follows in the same track, "When modem
architects avoid this defect of regularity they frequently'
fall into one equally great with regard to irregularity: I
mean, when a building is designed to be picturesque, by
sticking as many ins and outs, ups and down~, about it as
possible. The picturesque ejfect of the ancient buildings
results from the ingenious methods by which the old builders
overcame local and conatructive difficulties k ."
Now the consideration of Utility is very necessary in its
way; but it certainly does not account for the beauty of
architectural combinations. A foreign Cathedral, for instance, with Quire, Nave, and Transept, Aisle and Chapel,
Apse and Retroquire, Baptistery and Campanile, aU forming one harmonious groupe of beauty, has separate ends for
all, but is no more beautiful by virtue of those ends, than the
f~ade of an ordinary meeting-house, because its elegant
combination of two tall sash-windows in the middle, and
two little windows in the comers, is undoubtedly the most
convenient form for illuminating the pulpit.
Further, were this principle true, I am at a loss to conceive why Grecian beauty should not be based on Utility,
and 80 admit of irregularity as much as Gothic. And yet
the effect of the most perfect Grecian buildings is lost by
irregular grouping, as in the Temple of Minerva Polias,
and its accompanying buildings. The fact is, that the
genius of Gothic Architecture, admitting some degree of
irregularity, yields more readily to the necessities of the
case: but we must look more deeply for the principle of
irregularity itsel£
And this leads us by a natural transition to the third
mode of treating Gothic Architecture, which I have termed
lEsthetical. To this school, I believe, belongs Mr. Petit,
who resolves the whole mystery into picturesque ejfect:
k Pugin, Trlle Principles, &c., p. 62.
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and I must say that this view bears on the face of it a
considerable degree of probability: whatever may be the
essence of what is called picturesqueness, it is certainly
closely allied with the essence of Gothic Beauty. This is
apparent from the fact that the Gothic is itself the most
picturesque style, and harmonizes most readily with the
picturesque objects of nature. Here then would be the
proper place to launch out into a disquisition concerning
the picturesque, were there not certain indications that
this view, though nearly allied to the truth, is not the
whole truth. For are there not instances in which these
manifestations of Beauty are at variance? For instance,
a perfect Grecian building becomes more picturesque by
decay: is not this, in its degree, true of a Gothic edifice?
Picturesqueness depends on, or is enhanced by, surrounding
scenery: while a perfect work of art should not need external aid. Thus, while this principle is np to a certain
point an account of the matter, and should not, I think, in
practice be entirely neglected, there is a point at which
it fails. This is to be regretted in our present enquiry,
because irregularity of outline and detail does certainly
seem essential to the picturesque, and therefore we should
have been on the right road to our object.
We have now to consider the Symbolical method; which
has been adopted. among other late writers, by the Cambridge editors of Durandu&. And here it is needful to
distinguish two kinds of symbolism, which, as far as I can
gather, they seem to have confounded. The one is the
symbolism of the Ideas of Universal Reason, which exist.
potentially at all events, in all rational creatures, and
which all men will intuitively recognize in their symbols,
but with various degrees of clearness. In this sense all
material Nature may be said to be symbolical of eternal and
immutable Truth. This is hinted at, by the writers above
referred to, "To dwell on the symbolism of Nature," say
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they, "would lead us too far from our point. But we must
bear in mind that Nature and the Church answer to each
other as implicit and explicit revelations of God. Therefore whatever system runs through one, in all probability
runs through the other.'"
The other is the symbolism of certain facts, the knowledge of which is derived from experience or testimony.
Of this kind are the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and the picture·writing of ancient Mexico, and, differing in dignity,
but not in kind, the symbolism of Durandus. Now it is to
the former, not to the latter kind, that the beauty of Gothic
Architecture is to be referred. The perception of beauty,
as was above assumed, is intuitive, and not dUcur.we: it
belongs to, what Plato calls, avap.JI'I]O"~. But the secondary
form of symbolism assumes a previous knowledge of facts,
as well as of the connection, natural or arbitrary, between
the facts and their symbols. It cannot therefore furnish a
solution to the present problem. For where emblematical
forms are beautiful, they are so upon other grounds. For
instance, the Cruciform plan of a Church, is among the most
beautiful that can be adopted; contrasting strongly in this
rel!pect, to my mind at least, with the deviation of the
Chancel, which is simply emblematical. Is it not possibly
for this reason, that the old builders (except in a few cases)
made the deviation so slight as to be scarcely perceptible;
as in our University Church, where it requires a very accurate eye indeed to distinguish iL Of course, I do not
attempt to pronounce any thing with reference to this kind
of symbolism: it may have been designed by the builders,
or invented in after ages i-it may be philosophical or faneiful,-religious or superstitious i-that is not here the question. I merely contend, that it has nothing whatever to
do with the present poinL To the former kind, which,
I

Preface to DW1IUdus, p. xlv.
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were it lawful to invent a new word, migh~ be called protosymbolism;-to the symbolism or expression of the Ideas of
Reason, enlightened and enlivened by Divine Revelation,
are we to look for the true principles of Art, and, as an
immediate deduction therefrom, for an answer to the question under discussion.
Thus far the argument has proceeded, and yet we are
really only at the beginning of the enquiry. But where
so many theories are afi08t upon the subject, it is obviously
necessary, a'lr~ptllYJl6trQ,4, It:VI&Np 'T~ 'lrpOly/U'; and to have
gained a right starting-place is more than half the work.
It is surely something to have taken the affair out of the
hands of the mere antiquarians ;-tJOmething to have proved
that Mr. Pugin's valuable rules are not to be taken as guides
in this matter ;-tIOmething to have placed the subject out
of the reach of mere lEsthetics; and to have indicated its
essential connection with Nature and Religion. In what
particular manner this connection takes place, of what Ideas
it is the manifestation, and how such a manifestation is
especially appropriate to Ecclesiastical Architecture, is a
further and more difficult question; but still we must determine it, if INe would have an answer to the main enquiry.
To develope a probable theory on this subject, to test it
by facts, and by common opinion, and to give some hints
with regard to its practical application in Ecclesiastical and
Civil Architecture, are the eods to which the preceding
remarks are subservient; and it is intended, with the indulgence of the Society, to pursue the subject on a future
occasion. Had I not been convinced of the importance of
the question, and of the danger of producing a crude and
hurried theory upon it, I should have proceeded to discuss
_it at once. As the case stands at present, I have only to
thank the Society for the patience and courtesy which they
have shewn in listening to a half-finished argument, upon
a rather dry and intricate question; and I sincerely hope
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they will forgive ~e numerous inaccuracies and imperfections
of this paper, and especially my having left them, for the
present at least, with little more than a negative conclusion.
I should also, in strict justice, acknowledge the sources
whence are derived the principles which form the groundwork of this paper: but it is no easy matter to unravel the
web of an argument, and to assign to each cause its proper
effects; this to reading, this to conversation, that. to reflection; this to a philosopher, and that to a poet :-it is no
trifling labour to bring to light, and arrange in exact order,
II

Quod latet arcana DOD enarrabile fibra."

The President complimented Mr. Jones on his Paper,
and trusted that he would fulfil the promise he had made
in it, of proposing his theory on the subject in a future
Paper. He pointed out how necessary it was that Church
Builders should not run wild into irregularity for irregularity's sake, as in the case of Towers, which are so often
placed in unusual positions without any shew of reason.
The Rev. S. H. Cooke considered that we must gain
our principles of Architecture by an induction from examples; fn this point of view ArchlOOlogy and Antiquities
become invested with great importance. This he would
remark was the course which had been 80 successfully
pursued by the Cambridge Camden Society. Mr. Pugin,
he thought, made too strong an assertion when he laid
down that Beauty depended. on utility.
Mr. Parkins thought that Mr. Pugin had not been quite
correctly understood. He had given some very excellent
rules for the practice of Architecture, which would, if
followed, save us from the absurdities that have been so
long found among us. But he did not believe that
Mr. Pugin intended these rules to be an account of Beauty,
or an analysis of the causes which produce it.
Mr. Patterson agreed with Mr. Parkins, that Mr. Pugin
did not aim at any thing beyond practical rules, and he
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thought that Mr. Jones had not quite entered into the
line of argument used by that distinguished writer.
Mr. Jones, in reply, admitted the value of Archeology as
a means and a guide to truth. As regarded Mr. Pugin, he
allowed that he might have misunderstood his statement
about utility, and have looked at it as bearing upon a point
it did not lead to; but he would wish for further time before deciding what that gentleman's views really were.
The President announced that the Portfolios for Drawings, recommended by the Rev. J. Ley, had been procured
and were lying on the table to receive such contributions
as members might make. He also called attention to the
Notice Book, which formed part of the same suggestion,
and was intended for any remarks or proposals connected
with the Society that it might occur to Members to enter
in it.
Before leaving the chair the President said, that he
wished to mention an important measure which would be
carried into effect without delay. The Committee had
come to a determination that the Library should be kept
in the Room with the rest of the Society's property.
The advantages of this arrangement would be obvioU&
Greater facilities would be given to members to consult the
Books, and Mr. Sharp would be able to keep them in
greater order than when they were placed elsewhere.
Mr. Parkins said, he 'had wished to have had the Books
brought into the Room before the present meeting, but he
had been unable to get the Book-case completed 80 soon.
However he trusted to see the books removed in the course
of the next week.
He considered he was but doing an act of mere duty,
when he moved, that the thanks of the Society should be
given to Mr. Parker for his kindness in having 80 long kept
the Societts Library. Mr. Parker had in 80 doing incurred
no inconsiderable trouble and annoyance. And indeed the
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Secretaries were finding out daily fresh instances of the
pains he had taken in behalf of the Society.
The President corroborated Mr. Parkins as to the zealous conduct of Mr. Parker; since the new formation of the
Committee, every day had shown how much the Society
was indebted to him for having formerly performed many
of the onerous duties which now feU on the Society's
Clerk.
A vote of thanks was unanimously agreed to; and the
Meeting then dissolved shortly after half-past nine o'clock.

OD'OB.D:
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OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

MBETING. APRIL

16TH, 1845.

1'be Rev. the President in the Chair.
NEW MEKBERS ADMITTED.

Rev. Thomas Bowdler, M.A., Secretary to the Incorporated
Church Building Society; St. Martin's Place, Trafa1gar-aquare.
Richard M. Benson, Esq., Christ Church.
F. Barlow Guy, Esq., Lincoln College.
Mr. Orlando Jewitt, Headington.
PRESENTS RECEIVED.

PREIE.,.ED aT

A Seal lor the UIe of the Society'. Officen.

} Wm. Trevor Parkine, Esq.,
Hon. Secretary.

Pox'. Engliah Monuterie••

}

Lower's Euay. on English Snrnames.
An Account of Overbeck's Picture, .. Religion}
glori1led by the Pine Arta."
Drawings of tbe West Fronts of St. Margaret'.,}
Leicester, and Sileby, (Perpendicular,) and
Wigston and Gaddesby Cburches, (Decorated,) Lei_tersbire l •
Drawings of RomanesqDe columna in and Dear}
Northempton.
Ground Plan and Longitudinal Section Of}
KiDgsthOrpe Cburch, Northamptonsbire b•

An Impreaaion of
pital, Stamford.

the

Seal of Browne" Hoa-}

E. A. Freeman, Esq.,
Hon. Secretary.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
Ditto.

RaY. H. D. Baker,
Master or tbe Hospital.

• The Cburcbea of tbia district frequently baYe the aisles prolonpd to a
level witb the weat wall of the tower, aft'ording scope for Suer fas:adea than are
Danal in country Churches.
b This Cburcb is Norman, with Early English alteration.. The Chancel
baa been extended eaatward, and the western bay thrown into the Nave, whicb
ia consequently narrower at the latter end.
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ReT. H. D. Balter.

I)rawing of a Pilcina at the aame C•
A Tinted EngraTing of the proposed Restora.}
tion of the Ancient Gueaten Hall, Worceater.

ReT. W. Digby,
Canon of W orcelter.

A Drawing of tbe Roof of Cruden Cburcb,}
Aberdeen.

The Arcbitect.
W. Hay, Esq.

Firat Report of the Linco1nabire Arcbitectural
Society.

~

The Society.

S

A Paper read at the Firat Meeting, by C.}
Anderson, Esq.

Ditto.

ReT. S. H. Cooke, M.A.,
Warwicbbire Churches, 1 and 2.
}
Cb. Ch.
Arcbitectural Omamenta trom Italy and Sicily.
ReT. H. Wellesley, M.A.
Rubbings of a Palimpsest Brass from St.
garet'lI, Rochester.

Mar-}

}

Specimenl or Building Stoaes.

Sketches for an Ecclesiology of the Deaneriel!
of Sparham and TaTerham, Norfolk.
S
A Collection of Braasea, cbie:fl.y from West-}
minlter Abbey and Sundridge Church, Kent.
A Brass executed trom a design of Mr. Pugin}
to be laid down in Prescott Church, Lan-

caahire.

.

E. J. CariDI, Elq.
J. E. Millard, Esq.,
Magdalene College.
The Author.
C. M. Robin .. Esq••
Oriel College.
George Cue, Esq.,
Bruenose College.

PU:acJU.SlD) BY 7HB SOCIETY.

Knight, B. Gally, Eccleeiaatica1 Architecture of Italy. Vol. 2. Royal
FoUo. 184.0+.
Gailhabaud'. Ancient and Modern Architecture. Parts 26 to 31. 4to.
Pari..
Browne, John, History of York Cathedral. 4to. York,18ii. Part 26.
Yorbhire Churches. Leeda, 18~. Part 12. BYo.
Memoirs and Correspondence of C. A.. Stothard. London, 1823.
Casts &om Cnddesdeu Church, Oxon.

The President announced to the Society that Mr. Buasey
and Mr. Scott had resigned their places on. the Committee,
and that the Committee had elected in their room W. Basil
Jones, Esq., B.A., of Trinity College, and H. G. Merriman,
Esq., of New College.
c Browne'. Hoapital was fonuded temp. Richard IlL The seal it of the date
of Henry the VIIth., when the aecond charter was made. The spire or All
Sainta, Stamford, and part of the Church, was built by the Founder of the
Hospital The peculiarity of the Piacina it • cylindrical plug of atone in the
centre.
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Mr. Parkins, Hon. Secretary, read the following letter
from H. N. EUacombe, Esq., B.A., of Oriel College, calling
attention to a Brass in Water.Pery Church, engraved in the
last number of the Guide.
My D....B

SIR,

I have been lately reading the third part of the II Guide,"
which I received last week; will you allow me to draw your
attention, as Secretary of the Society, to the accollDt of the brass
at Waterperry in that number.
This brass haa always appeared 80 curious to me that I have
often wondered that 80 little notice haa been taken of it; and ita
peculiar character must I think have escaped the observation of the
writer of the notes on that Church, or he could not have failed to
have noticed it. What I allude to is, that this brass is a moat remarkable iustance of a palimpsest brass. The palimpsest brasses
with which I am acquainted have all been converted from an early
to a late character by engraving on the other side; this one is
peculiar, by being converted from an early to a late period merely
by 80me additional linea on the original plate; by hatching the
old lines, and putting a new head-piece to the man from the
shoulders upwards, and to the woman from the waist upwards.
I have not my rubbing of the brass by me, having lately sent
it to Mr. Waller of London for his inspection, but if you will
allow me to draw your attention to the brass I think you will be
able to trace this old form of the man and woman. This will ex·
actly correspond with the brass of Chaucer in the Church of
Ewelme, An. 1437. Then when Mr. Walter Curzon wanted in
]527 a brass, this was altered for him. The breast-plate was
ornamented with various linea; the skirt of taces was converted
into tuillea and a shirt of mail; the gauntlets were altered, and an
attempt was made to convert the pointed sollereta ipto round-toed.
The head and shoulders of 1340 presented difficulties owing either
to the helmet, or from the wish to make a portrait of W. Curzon,
and a new head both for the man and woman was substituted.
Should this be already known to you, I hope you will excuse
my thus drawing your attention to it, but if not, I think the Society
will be glad to know that Oxfordshire possesses such a rarity, for
such I believe it to be.
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I may 88 well add that in the Topographia for June, 1790, there
are lOme Church notes on Waterperry. These mention a braes of
a woman with this inscription,
.. Isabel Beaufo jadia la rem ••.•
.. Nolm gilt icy. Di'eu de Sal •••••"

This braes I never saw myself, but have been informed that there
were fragments of a braes in the reading pew.
Hoping you will excuse my taking this liberty,

I remain, Sir,
Yours truly,

H. N.

ELLACO.....

BiIlIm 1'ieartIfJ•• BrUt.l.
MfIIUIIlag n.rldag. 1840.

The Rev. J. Baron, Vicar of Water-Pery, did not acquiesce in the view taken by Mr. Ellacombe. He considered
that the figures were both of them of the date 1527, remarking that the mixture of chain with plate armour, which Mr.
Ellacombe insisted upon, was common at that period; as
was proved by many examples in the Society's collection.
He stated that Walter Curzon ordered in his will that he
should be buried in the Church of the parish he might die
in d; that he was buried, and this Brass originally laid
down in the Church of the Augustine Friars, Oxford, on'
the site now occupied by Wadbam College, to which house
he was a Benefactor, and where trom the terms of his will
he appears to have died; and the Brass was afterwards removed to Water-Pery Church. The inscription Mr. Baron
admitted to be a portion of an older Brass, as it was engraved
on both sides:
Mr. Freeman, Hon. Secretary, read a letter tram Mr.
Willement, with reference to Mr. Patterson's paper on
Colour (February 12th), and the discussion which took .
place upon it, of which the following is an extract:~

Vide Guide, p. 263.
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.. In answer to an objection. P. 21. it may be said that the lighter
kind of ornaments on the Temple vaulting were founded on fragments remaining of the old work. and similar scroll-work. on a
light ground. are common at the same time as the date of Church.
P. 23. Mr. Parker states. that the paintings on the Temple
Church • had been carefully imitated from those in the Cathedral
at Liege: If he had turned to Weale's Quarterly Papers. where
the two works are represented, though not in the most careful
or harmonious manner. the perfect distinctneu of the two styles
must have been apparent to him. not only in the details of the
foliage, but in the general arrangement of the designs. It is quite
certain that the decorations at Liege did not influence the artist at
the Temple. He had cursorily seen them in 1834. and had never
seen any representations of them until their recent publication in
the • Quarterly Papers.' As mentioned before. the character of
the ornaments was suggested by numerous fragments which were
discovered during the repairs of the Church. and the details carefully carried out by reference to other authorities. which were
strictly coeval. In the Temple Church more gilding would have
been very desirable. but the wet state of the vaulting from the
recent cleansing. and from the great extent of new parts. made it
imp088ible; the necessary removal of the scaiFolding also obliged
the execution of the painting being as rapidly finished as pouible.
I think on the whole, if I had the work to do again I should
make but very few and trifling alterations."

Mr. Parker said that he had been led into this mistake by
Mr. Willement's recommending him to visit Liege and look
at the paintings he had referred to, and he intended only to
quote them as authority in support of Mr. Willement, not at
1111 by way of disparagement.
The following Paper was then read by Mr. Millard : "On the style of Architecture to be adopted in Colonial
Churches."
The subject chosen for this evening's paper must be
allowed to be of much interest and importance to all, at the
present day, when so many Bishops have gone from our
shores to distant lands where no Churches await their coming,
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and where every outward symbol of religion has to be established with their assistance and under their direction. But
it is of especial importance to this Society, because it has received and responded to several applications for designs from
the Bishops of our Colonies and Eastern dependencies, who
are naturally anxious to transplant to their distant dioceses
some shadow at least of the solemn temples of their native
land. Among others a design by a talented architect for a
large Church in the East was sent out by the Committee of
the Society-a design which seemed to possess much of the
beauty and dignity of ancient Churches, and to be adapted,
as far as our information extended, to the necessities of an
oriental climate. The latter opinion was confirmed by a
gentleman who had resided in Madras and was supposed to
be acquainted with any differences in climate between that
place and the proposed site of the new Church. After some
time however this design was sent back to us with the
following report-that the cost of building such a Church ill
that country would be three or four times greater than the
Architect's estimate, while that estimate was by no means
under the largest sum they could hope to raise-that it was
wholly unsuited to the climate and circumstances--and that
nothing could be done till an entirely new design was given.
To this mortifying reply the Committee was subjected,
though they had done their best to obtain information respecting the circumstances, and though for English materials
and workmen the architect's estimate was perhaps rair
enough. If such consequences result from an error in this
matter, if the party to whom the design is sent moat suffer
disappointment and delay, and the party who sends it be
subject to needless expense, and failure, for want of duly
weighing .the question treated of in this paper, I ought to
approach a subject of such importance with much diffidence, .
prepared as I am with hut little minute information respecting the colonies who ask for our aid. I think however there
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are some general principles which we may act upon even
without full knowledge of circumstances, and it is these principles chieBy which I shall endeavour to set forth.
As these principles are not however altogether independent of circumstances, I must divide our colonial dioceses
into two classes, viz. I. Those which have a national style
of their own of old standing, in temples, domestic buildings,
&c. II. Those which have no national style, and whose
inhabitants have hitherto proceeded no farther in architecture
than huts, caves, or tents.
I. With regard to the first class, those who have inherited
a national style, I do not hesitate to say that in all except
European dioceses I would entirely deprecate the substitution of European styles or the interference of European
architects. And I say this, believing notwithstanding that
the Gothic is the only style which approaches perfection,
and what is more, I say it upon the very principle on which
I advocate the universal and exclusive adoption of that style
in our own land, viz. that a national style ought in all cases
to be preserved and adhered to, and that there should be no
commingling of styles in one country or climate. Surely
where anyone style has prevailed in one country for age
after age, I mean the general style of building, whether exemplified in temples, state-buildings, or private dwellings,
where such a style has long prevailed (of course under
different modifications during the lapse of time), it is fair to
conclude that no other can etUilg be devised equally well
suited to the occasions of the place, or at any rate that a
more commodious one is not to be sought for in a land, the
climate and character of which is in every way different.
Least of all is it to be presumed that any given style, however beautiful and advantageous, (the Gothic for instance,)
can be universally available, and afford equal advantages to
all regions and people, of every variety of climate and situation, agreeing only in this one point, that they hold the same
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faith. And it must be obsf!rved that it would not be enough

to shew that Gothic Clwrchea may be adapted to these
climates, for it could neither be wished nor expected that
the natives should therefore adopt the same style in their
dwellings and secular buildings, to which it is not suited, and
80 we shall have an incongruity of style, which is essentially
a mark of false principle. I am far from allowing however
that the Gothic or any European style is properly available
even for their Churches. As I said before, the probability is
clearly against anyone style being universally available, and
the strongest case that can be put, almost, is that of transplanting a style fostered in England, Germany, and such
Northern countries, to the warm regions of the East.
It remains then to consider any particular objections that
may be made against the styles now prevailing in our Indian
and other dependencies. 1. It may be said that if the style
of the temples where the natives have been accustomed to
heathen worship be adopted, they will be too apt to associate
their new and better creed with the rites which they formerly
observed in similar buildings, that there would not be suffi·
cient outward distinction between the Christian Church and
the temples of Vishnu or J uggemaut. To this I answer that
while the same style is used, the buildings may be thoroughly
dissimilar. Wherever the Church extends, of course the
symbols of her Creed must be embodied both in the form
and ornaments of her temples. The same distinction of nave
and chancel may be observed there as here, the same regard
had to orientation, and in some Churches the cruciform plan
adopt~d,-in all, the raised Altar at the east, the Font at the
entrance, the Rood-screen between Priest and people, will be
sufficient tokens of Christianity-yet with all this the style
may be that of the country, and all its means of defence
against climate be brought into play. Moreover those who
make such an objection must forget that our own pointed
style, though in its present form so admirably adapted to,
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and representative of Christianity, is after all traceable to a
heathen style. It is true that after the general adoption of
the pointed arch, it assumed a character entirely difFerent
from ita heathen parent, that the horizontal lines of a classic
temple were disused, and vertical ones adopted; but still it is
easy to trace its transition from the Romanesque style which
preceded it, and this Romanesque had all the main features
of a classic building. In fact it bore just the same relation
Roman buildings as I would have our colonial Churches
bear to the ancient edifices of the country, possessing their
leading features, but having the details Christianized; and
yet those who advocated Christianity in Britain did not fear
that this resemblance to the style introduced by the heathen
invader would imJ*de the overthrow of heathenism. It was
indeed an imperfect style for a Christian Church, and in
after ages it was gradually altered and modified in conformity with true notions of religion till it reached perfect
sublimity during the reigns of the three first Edwards. But
this is a precedent in my favour, for we learn from it that
perfection may be gained by the gradual exaltation of a
national style, rather than by plunging an untried borrowed
one into a region not in character with it. I do not contend
that we should rest and stop in the style we find in a heathen
country, but that we should begin with it, and make it the
foundation of better things. 2. It may be said, secondly,
that independently of associations, the character of Oriental
architecture is not, nor can be made, Christian or Churchlike. Now, of our colonies and eastern possessions, those
which come under our first class-i. e. which have a style of
their own-are, I suppose, the dioceses of Calcutta, Madras,
Ceylon, and Bombay. In all these, I think the general
character of the architecture is much the same, in no case
essentially opposed to the main principles of Christian architecture. The most important point, as symbolizing a great
article in our creed, viz. the prevalence of vertical lines in

*"
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the building, the upward tendency of the outline, is almost
as conspicuous, (accidentally, I grant,) in Oriental buildings
as in our own j so that there is positively leas primA facie
difficulty in adapting the former to Christian purposes than
our medimval architects must have found in Christianizing
the Romanesque style. A writer on the architecture of
Hindustan, after noticing the very ancient edifices and cavern
temples of Salsette and Elephanta, &c. proceeds thus:"Here we must close this imperfect sketch of the subject,.
without touching upon that later style introduced into
Hindustan after the Mohammedan conquest at the close of
the tenth century. Still we cannot forbear adverting to tluJ
fiery close re,emblance which thil latter bear, in lome 01"'
leamru to our 0tDn pointed arcl,itecmre. Hodges refers us
to the mosque at Chunar Gur on the Ganges as a proof of
1he 'perfect similarity of the architecture of India brought.
thither from Persia by the descendants of TiID,.ur, and that
brought into Europe by the Moors of Spain.' 'All the
minuter ornaments,' he says, 'are the same, the lozenge
square filled with roses, the ornaments in the spandrels of
the arches, the little panellings and their mouldings j so that
a person would almost be led to think that artists had arrived
from the same school, at the same time, to erect similar
buildings in India and in Europe.' Unfortunately, his own
plates do not enable us to verity his statement, since the
details, so far from being distinctly shewn, can hardly be
made out at all. Yet we have sufficient proof in other representations of other buildings in the same style, which ex·
hibits a much nearer approach to the pointed arch of what
is called Gothic, than do the Moorish edifices of Spain. But
in both we recognize one characteristic peculiar to the latest
style of our English Gothic, namely, the arch being enclosed
within a large square-headed panel."
Thus then as the general character of Oriental buildings
is ill no wise opposed to right notions of a Christian Church,
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so neither will there be great difficulty ill embodying the
same doctrines in the details. It seems from what I have
just quoted that some of their ornamental details are identical
with those of Gothic buildings, and if there be any that are
unchristian or unmeaning, by substituting Christian emblems,
we shall come as near what a Church ought to be as circumstances will well admit. We are not bound to imitate the
singular perverseness of those modem architects who have
not only built Churches in tbe classical style but have
adorned them with pagan symbols, sacrificial metopes and
cinerary urns. The natives of the East are most ingenious
in carving and all imitative arts, and will work with better
will and understanding if they have some conception of what
the edifice is to be like, which they assist to raise or ornament; and wbile designs for wood-work and fresco-painting
are supplied from examples in this country, they will understand, without seeming to learn a new art, that their buildings, now devoted to a higher object than of old, require a
higher tone in those arts for which they have never lacked
manual skill. Encaustic pavements, poppy-heads, stall or
screen-work, fresco, and almost all Church arts may be
employed, and witbout impairing the congruity of an Eastern
building will give it a Christian character. Glass-staining
only must be excepted, as the windows must be either open
or protected by blinds.
Having tbus dealt with these objections against their
national styles, let me ask if it be as easy to get over the
obstacles whicb oppose our own style wben used in those
countries. This question must be answered by considering
the requisites for an oriental Church, and these are sufficiently set forth in the following extract from the Bishop of
Bombay's letter to Mr. Pigott respecting the Memorial
Church at Colabah e• "The Church should be wide open,
so as to admit the sea breeze from south to north west.
• Vide Report for November, 1848.
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Cue should be taken to have doors on the sides to admit of
soldiers easily getting out of the Church. I would suggest
whether it would not be preferable to give up the idea 01 a
middte auk (gangway?) and have two side ones: by this
arrangement the troops will be more immediately before the
clergyman. Care should be taken to provide for complete
ventilation. It will be desirable to have at least one porch, and
on the north side, for the protection from the sun of ladies
and others on getting out of their carriages. Moulding in
this country, especially on the outside of a building, Boon
lalla down; I would therefore recommend as little as possible, so as not to spoil the appearance of a handsome building. The porch, or porches, if there be more than one,
should be sufficiently spacious to admit of a carriage driving
under it. I have thrown the above hints hastily together, as
relating to points of importance to us in India. It will be
well to recollect in framing the design that it will be necessary to have punkaha in the Church." Now from the drawings of Indian buildings it seems that most of these requisites
are accomplished in the native style: I fear it would be difficult to make any provision for them in a Gothic Church, for
Gothic architects certainly never contemplated such demands
on their ingenuity. The greatest pains may be taken, cloisters, masked windows, air-chambers, punkahs, mats and
jalousies may be assembled till the Gothic building is sadly
disguised, and yet the congregation will find it scarcely supportable for want of due provision against the climate. To
complete the metamorphosis, we are told that mouldings
must be avoided, as they crumble, peel, and blister with the
beat, so that our choice lies in fact between an Eastern
edifice and, not a pure Gothic one, but a so-called Gothic
Church enveloped with foreign and incongruous features,
and, above all, without mouldings !
The difficulties I have mentioned, it must be obse"ed, are
no longer matter of conjecture: we have experienced failure
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and disappointment, and shan do well to profit by the lesson.
But perhaps it may be well to look a little to the future as
well as to the present: as the Church extends, we may have
Bishops in regions where the introduction of European
architecture is still less feasible, and if we cannot transplant
it always and as a matter of course in all cases, we are not
bound to do so in any; at least we need not shrink from the
contemplation of a different course.
n. We now come to our second class, those dioceses
where no national style exists. This class we must subdivide into 1. Those where the climate does not materially
difFer from our own. ~. Those where it is so different that
a difFerent style of building is necessary. Among the former
we may place A.ustralia, Tasmania, Montreal, Toronto, and
perhaps even the cold regions of Nova Scotia and N ewfoundland. Now where materials can be obtained, there can be
nothing to prevent such dioceses availing themselves of the
style of their Mother Church, the pointed Gothic: and
building Churches on the exact model of ancient ones in
England. But it may happen that in such dioceses buildingstone is not easily found or wrought: the Bishop of Newfoundland himself informed us that such was the case in his
diocese, and that wood must be generally the material
of his Churches. Even in such cases however advice may
consistently be given from the mother country. A true
adherence to our own style consists rather in the observance
of certain principles of building than in the close copying of
uiating examples, though with our imperfect knowledge this
is the safest method of proceeding. A wooden Church may
be built which shall be as Gothic in principle as a stone one,
not by imitating in wood the features of ancient stone
Churches, but by applying the same principles to a different
material. Indeed we have esamples of wooden Churches in
England-in Essex, Cheshire, and Lancashire; and besides
the very early ones, such as Greenstead, we have I belie,e
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in the best periods of our architecture a few examples where
wood is employed for the main features of the building.
There is a tower of this kind at U pleadon, Gloucestershire;
wooden spires, some of great height, at Westbury, Churcham.
and Bulley, Gloucestershire; Fownhope, Herefordshire; and
many other Churches.
For these cold countries however perhaps yet better models
may be found in the ancient wooden Churches existing in
Norway. I would direct attention to a paper read by Mr.
Patterson at a meeting of the Society in November, 1848, on
three Norwegian Churches, and to the book of illustrations
which he presented at the same time. From Mr. Patterson's
remarks it would seem that these Churches are good models
for any similar climate. U The general plan," he says, " of
these buildings seems decidedly Christian; in all, chancel
and nave; in Hitterdal and Borgund a decided apse; and in
all, nave aisles are to be seen. In the Churches of Borgund
and U mes there is barrel.vaulting in the nave; in that of
Hitterdal a fiat panelled ceiling, such as that of Peter-.
borough Cathedral Church and other Norman Churches; like
them also it has had painted ornaments in the panels of the
Chancel ceiling." "Much of the fret-work and designs is
very similar to that with which we are familiar, as characteristics of the late highly decorated Norman; for instance, the
fret-work on the capitals of the pillars in St. Peter's Church,
Northampton, at Christ Church Cathedral, in this city, and
at HHey Church." Mr. Patterson, in conclusion, remarked
that c, he had presented lithographs of these Churches to the
Society in the idea and hope that they might aft'ord some
useful hints for the erection of similar Churches in countries
where the same materials and no others were readily to be
found." The Chairman of the Meeting, speaking of the
same Churches, observed, " We have here all the elements
of a really fine Church, great loftiness, sufficient length,
divided into nave, transept, and chancel; and breadth
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divided into nave and aisles, with a clerestory over: and
roofs we know may be made as ornamental of timber as of
stone. Wooden shingles as a covering for the roof are also
found to be as eftectual a protection, and nearly as durable,
as any other covering." It should be added that designs for
wooden Churches in Newfoundland have been prepared, at
the request of the Society, by Mr. Cranstoun of this city.
It remains to treat of those dioceses where the climate
totally differs from our own, and with these it is not so easy
to deaL In Barbados, Antigua, Jamaica, and perhaps New
Zealand, we can neither consistently implant our own style',
nor avail ourselves of any we find there. It seems then that
we must either modify the style of some country where the
climate approaches nearest to that of these colonies, or following medileval principles as far as they will extend to such
a case, endeavour to carry them out in an entirely new field.
Either attempt is difficult and hazardous without much practical knowledge, but in making them we should not be
encroaching on the province of another, as in the case of
colonies where a national style already exists. I confess my
own knowledge of the character of the colonies is too slight
to warrant my making any suggestion on this subject, but it
is a question well worth the attention of those Members of
the Society who are better informed. With regard to the
Society itself, I do not think its utility would be greatly
impaired, were it entirely to forbear supplying designs in
such difficult cases, though I fear this opinion will meet with
little sympathy from many Members of the Society. It is
easy to conceive how gratifying it must be to the Bishop of
a remote colony to consecrate a counterpart of some wel1remembered edifice in his native land: it is easy to suppose
that those who wish him well are glad to give their aid and
advice in so good a work; but I think the question worth
full consideration, whether we may not thereby rather injure
than benefit our friends abroad? It does not become me to
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dictate the duties of our SOciety, nor do I mean to say "that
in no case ought we to recommend or furnish designs; but
I would not have
made a secondary consideration, which
is surely the main and primary object of it, instruction among
ourselves. This will I hope be much promoted by the increased facilities now afforded: this room is daily opened for
the purposes of study, the numerous drawings and engravings
are arranged, and the books are here at hand. But we still
want the zeal and energy of those Students of Art who are
daily seen in the national Museum, examin.ing and drawing
from classical and pagan models. Here the end proposed is
of a much higher character, though the means perhaps are
inferior, and we may hope that before long the casts and
models collected here wi)) be looked on as something more
than mere curiosities, and that the Society's room may serve
as a Sclwol oj.Art, from which Members of the University
will carry a more intimate and more practical knowledge of
architecture, to be employed in the case of those religious
edifices among which their lot may be cast.
The Rev. W. Sewe)) begged Mr. Petrie would inform the
Society what style of Architecture the first Irish Churches
were built in, and what changes had been made by introducing Foreign designs.
Mr. Petrie (the Author of a work on the ancient Churches
of Ireland) pointed out the chief peculiarities of the Irish
Churches built between A.D. 500 and 800. The door is at
the west, and the distinction between Nave and Chancel carefully maintained; the latter being generally better lighted.
The semicircular Arch is employed: and uniformity, simplicity, and proportion are we)) observed. The larger
Churches are generally about 60 feet in length.
Mr. Rooke, of Oriel College, read a letter from the Rev.
J. G. Wenham, B.A., of Magdalene Co))ege, commenting on
Mr. Jones' Paper of February 26th; in which Mr. Wenham
trusted that such remarks as he should make would either
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elicit a reply satisfactory to himself explaining any mistakes
he might have fallen into: or throw some light upon a question important to be understood. Mr. Jones had brought a
charge of Utilitarianism against Mr. Pugin, and several Members feeling anxious for the reputation of so eminent an
Architect, had endeavoured to shew that he was not liable
to such a charge. He, however, maintained that if we considered the nature of Utilitarianism, we should find that the
imputation of it was no disgrace, and the apology in consequence little wanted. He would draw a distinction between
the vulgar Utilitarian who seeks an earthly object, and the
true Philosopher who aims at the highest Good. The latter,
he contended, was a character worthy of our praise, and we
ought not to fear acting upon his principles. This, he conceived, was the theory on which Mr. Pugin had proceeded.
Mr. Wenham concluded his letter by expressing a strong
cOllviction that a truly reverential spirit would be represented
in edifices which would reBect ita Beauty in their own.
Mr. Freeman believed that the Beauty of an object was
independent of its Utility. Salisbury Cathedral, he considered, was no less beautiful because its Western Front had
a false Fa~ade, allowing at the same time that the ornamenting of the Construction was the only honest and legitimate
mode of obtaining beauty, especially in Churches, where
every thing should be real, even more than in other buildings.
Mr. Parkins suggested that the Fa~ade at Salisbury might
be found justified on principles of construction, if examined
closely. He differed from Mr. Wenham, and still thought
that Mr. Pugin was not a Utilitarian. In one point he cordially agreed with him, viz., that Architecture to be beautiful
must embody a true and consistent Creed.
The Meeting dissolved about ten o'clock.
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MEETING, APRIL 80TH,

1845.

The Rev. the President in the Chair.
NBW IIBIiBBas ADIIITTBD.

The Rev. Charles Boutell, M.A., Trinity College; Sandridge
Vicarage, St. Alban's.
The Rev. George Warriner, M.A., St. Edmund Hall, Bloxham
Grove, near Banbury.
The Rev. F. M. Knollis, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College.
Francis Robert Hepburn, Esq., Christ Church.
_ R. R. Lingai-d,. Esq., Brasenoae College.
C. M. Robins, Esq., Oriel College.
PBB8BNTB DCBIVBD.

PRESENTED BY

A Collection of Impression. of Seals, with} The Rev. the Principal or
Cabinet.
BrasenOie College.

Eight ImprealioDl of Seals.
Tracings of Stained 01. . from Churches in l
the neighbourhood.
~

J. E. Millard, EIq.

H. WUson, EIq.,
Exeter College.

Rubbing of a Brau from Charlton Church,} T. A. Falkner, Esq., M.A.,
Ilear Demes.
St. .John'. College.

N_ Edition of the GIGl..,. of Architecture,}
2 vol..

Arclutological .Journal, voL I.

Mr. Parker.
Ditto.

Engraving of Sandown Church, Brading, Ille}
.fWight.

The Architect,
James Woodman, Esq.

A Collection of Tracings of Quarries in Stained}
GI...

Mr. Parker.

A Collection of Impreuionl of Brule&.

A Drawing of a IUppoaecl Conf_onal"
TanAeld Church, Yorkshire.

C. M. Robina, EIq.,

Oriel College.

G. S. Muter, EIq., B.A.,
Brasenoae College.

The President announced to. the Society that Mr. Parkins.
having found it necessary, in consequence of ill health and
• This is placed at the north-west comer of the Chancel, internally built
against the wall, and lighted by aevera! ,mall windon.
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other avocations, to resign his office of Secretary, the Committee had elected in his room William Basil Jones, Esq.,
B.A., of Trinity College, and that Mr. Parkins had been
elected to the place on Committee vacant by the Election
of Mr. Jones.
The President announced that by a vote of the Committee,
the Members of the Architectural Society for the Archdeaconry of Northampton, had been admitted to attend the
Meetings of the Society, and to purchase the Publications
of the Society at Members' prices; remarking the advantages
to be expected from the establishment of similar Associations
in different parts of the ·kingdom. He also stated that the
Tracings of Stained Glass presented by Mr. Wilson and
Mr. Parker were intended to form the nucleus of a larger
Collection, which would be serviceable both for the private
study of our own Members, and also for lending in any cases
of Church building or restoration, where it might be thought.
expedient. A grant of £10 had been made by the Committee to be employed in this manner, under the superintendence of three members of the Committee.
The President also announced to the Meeting that
arrangements had been made by the Committee for commencing the proposed restoration of Dorchester Churcb.
Many difficulties had arisen with regard to it from the peculiar circumstances of the parish, some uncertainty having
existed as to the Ordinary, and whether any person was
legally chargeable to the repairs of the Chancel. A SubCommittee had been appointed, who, after obtaining leave of
the proper authorities, and making other preliminary arrangements, had drawn up a prospeetus for circulation.
Mr. Jones then read the prospectus which had been issued
by the Sub-Committee. The document stated that two
members had agreed to sign the builder's contract on behalf
of the Society, for the first portion of the restoration, comprising the South Window of the Chancel, with the Sedilia
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and Piseina, as soon as sufficient funds had been raised by
subscription. The expense of this portion had been estimated at £160. Other portions will be subsequently proceeded with, if a sufficient sum can be raised; which, under
the peculiar circumstances of interest attaching to the Church,
is not despaired of.
Mr. Parkins then read the following extracts from a letter
from Mr. Waller, relative to the palimpsest brass at Waterpery:" Having a few moments of leisure, I sit down to write to you
concerning the Brass at Water-pery. I fortunately have Mr.
Ellacombe's rubbing by me. He is unquestionably right: it is a
palimpsest, and the most curious instance I have ever seen. In
general when a brass has been twice used, they have turned the
other side up. but in this instance they have converted an older
figure into the later date. In order to prove this, when doubt
exists. procure rubbings of brasses of the respective dates of
1445-50. and of 1520, to which this is assigned: you will then
at any rate perceive the great dissimilarity. and be enabled to trace
the form of the older brass. Supposing you have the rubbing of the
Water-pery brass before you. you will see that the head and shoulden
are a piece of brass joined on to the rest. and that from that joint to
the feet it is an older brass. so distinctly to be traced that I could
with ease point out the hand of the artist, and refer to other of his
work. All the escallopped work is additional. and the minute bite
of hatching. This embraces the alteration to the waist. The
taces are then converted into a skirt of mail, but the old lines are
still distinct. The dagger is untouched. but a little ornament is
added to the pommel and shape of the sword: but the dagger
alone would fix the age of the earlier work. The escallopped
work on the legs is additional: the instep defences have been
slightly altered, and an attempt made to give the round toe of the
period. The sharp point into which they have worked part of the
lion's paws is still visible through the work. The lion itself is
untouched. and you will find numbers of the identical design in
brasses of the date I have given. The female figure is divided in
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half: the lower half ia palimpsest: the only additions beiDg the
continuation of the chain attached to the girdle and the touches
. down beside the lines of the folds. The character of the work
is sufficient to shew ita date. . • • •
"P.S. I had written the remarks on the other sheet previously
to seeing your letter and the Report: my opinion is 80 near Mr.
Ellacombe's that I dare say the conversation we had together had
some effect in producing the coincidence. The statement of Mr.
Baron respecting the inscription on the opposite side is curious
indeed. The fact of the inscription being twice used would suggest a suspicion as to the rest."

The Rev. J. Baron, Vicar of Waterpery, stated that, at
the last meeting, not having heard of Mr. Ellacombe's letter,
till the moment it was read by the Secretary, he was only
able to speak of the brass in question from memory. He
then thought himself justified in withholding his acquiescence in the view of the subject taken by Mr. Ellacombe,
because he recollected that both figures bore many strong
marks of the costume prevalent at the beginning of the six.
teenth century, although there might be some anomalies,
and ·also because he thought it highly improbable that the
authorities of the Augustine Friars' House would pay so poor
a compliment to Walter Curzon, a person of consideration,
and ene of their chief benefactors, as to allow a brass to be
laid down to his memory which had been used before. He
bad since the last meeting given Mr. Ellacombe's letter that
careful attention which he had then promised, and the result
was that he now felt bound, notwithstanding the above a
priori reasons, to acknowledge that the brass bears unequivocal marks of having been made for some other knight
and lady in the previous century. Mr. Baron hoped that,
while the Society gave Mr. Ellacombe full credit for his
ingenious discovery, they would acquit himself of any want
of industry in supplying for the last number of the Guide
information respecting his own Church. Indeed, it was
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ewing in some measure to his SUCcestf in determining to-gether with his friend Mr. Clarke, upon Heraldic and
Historic grounds·, the fact of the Brass having bef'n laid
down to Walter Curzon A.D. 1527, that the propriety of
every part of the work and costume to the period had
perhaps been tess minutely questioned than they migllt
otherwise have been. It only remained for him to lay before
the Society those evidences which had produced conviction
in his own mind, even before the reading of the decisive
letter from Mr. Waller. The first was a careful rubbing of
the Brass C of Walter Curzon, shewing the letters on the FeTerse side of a small portion of the inscription wl1ich has
been for a long time detached; these letters are (a)-upstf
Buns£ Itam.d He then pointed out those parts of the costume
which belong to the beginning of the sixteenth century; the
alterations could not be better described than they had been
in the letters of Mr. Ellacombe and Mr.WaUer; two obvious
points of incongruity to the date 1527 were the animals at
the feet, and the tight and elegant contour of the lower part
of the male figure. The BraH of Thomas Chaucer, mentioned by Mr. Ellacombe, a beautiful rubbing of which, belonging to the Society, was laid on the table, was an exceedingly good instance for comparison with that of Walter
Curzon. In this example however the animals at the feet
have an heraldic signification, being the Unicorn, which
appears on Chaucer's seal, and the double-tailed Lion of
Burghersh. To illustrate this point, Mr. Baron produced a
rubbing from the Brass of Justice Martin and his Lady,
• The bl'lllll bears the initial. W. C., but neither name nor elate, which however were ucertained by a comparison of the arms with those in the window.
and a reference to the authorities mentioned in the last number of the Gnide
to Architectural Antiqnities in the Neighbourhood of Oxford.
C A wood-cut of the IIrasl and inaeription, corrected from the one in the
Guide, i. given on the opposite page.
d The part of the bl'lllll 10 inscribed nn the reverie is that which i. occupied
'by the words blllld IUIlIII of the Iller inscriptio••
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Graveney Church, Kent, A.D. 1486, having at the feet of
the two figures a Lion and a Dog, bearing a remarkably
close resemblance to those at the feet of Walter and Isabella
Curzon. These appear to have been common appendages
in the fifteenth century when no particular reference was
intended to the arms or crest of the deceased parties·.
Mr. Baron next referred to a rubbing in the Society's collection from the monument of Robert Baynard, Esq., in Lacock
Church, Wiltshire, A.D. 1501, as a specimen of a genuine
Brass at the beginning of the sixteenth century, in which
the clumsiness of the figure and the round-toed shoes were
very remarkable. The next illustration of the point was a
painting with which he had been favoured by Mr. Clarke,
from the monumental window erected to the memory of
Walter Curzon at Waterpery, in which he is represented in
very round-toed shoes and in other respects differently from
his effigy in brass'. With regard to the other point mentioned in Mr. Ellacombe's letter, he begged to assure the
Society that the brass of Isabele Beaufo or Bellofago was
well taken care of, and he only deferred laying it down again
till he had further opportunity of ascertaining its original
position in the Church. Mr. Baron concluded by moving
that the thanks of the Society were due to Mr. Ellacombe
for his ingenious conjecture which had turned out to be
correct.
Mr. Parkins then read the following Paper :_CC Some
• There is in the Society's collection a rubbing from the brass effigy of Sir
John Harpedon in Westminster Abbey, who died A.D. 1407, corresponding to
that of Thomas Chaucer, and which Bloum deecribea in page 190 of the
.. Monumental Architecture and Scnlpture," as a late specimen of this
description, seldom met with OD monumental figures after the middle of the
reign of Hen. VI.
I See also the beautiful and accurate engraving of the brasa of Sir Peter
Legh and Lady, Winwick Church, Lancashire, A.D. 1627, in the series of
Monumental Brasses by J. G. and L. A. B. Waller, Part V. It is hoped that
MesBrs. Waller will meet with sufficient encouragement to go on with tbis work
with as much .pirit as they have begun, as one oC these plates is better than
many pages of description.
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account of Gresford Church, Denbighahire, a specimen of the
late Perpendicular style."
It will be generally admitted that the study of Architectural
Antiquities requires to be pursued on an Inductive Method. The
principles of their art which the old Masters followed, are to be
recovered only from their works. And unless we can recover
them, we must remain for ever what we are now, tame copyists
and unmeaning imitators. But as Induction demands first an
acquaintance with individual cases, and secondly the power to
form Bome conclusion from them, we may divide Ecclesiology
into two branches, viz., Factological l , or that part of it which is
conversant with details. and Theoretical. The due admixture of
which two is of course essential to success. Now if we look
about us at the attempts which are being made to advance the
knowledge of Gothic Architecture, we must, I think, acknowledge
that one side of the Induction is often unduly exaggerated to the
great detriment of both. There are some writers who seem to
believe Architecture to be a mere affair of mouldings and mullions, and who are so much taken up with the several parts of a
building that they have no time to look on it as a whole i or if
they can extend their minds far enough to admire the symmetry
and proportion (which so highly distinguish the edifices of the
middle Ages) they rest satisfied with so doing and imagine that
they know every thing which ill wanted. This appears to be the
error most prevalent at present; but the opposite one is also to
be guarded against, I mean the formation of rash and hasty
theories. and, what is even still worse, the bigoted maintaining of
them. I mention these two extremes, both because they are in
themselves very difficult to avoid, and because I cannot but think
we have not unfrequently fallen into them here. It may appear
invidious, but I cannot help expressing my opinion that very few
Papers have sufficiently combined Theory and Facts. We have
had many carefully written accounts of Churches descending into
the minutiae and niceties of workmanship i but possellsing little
interest for any of us, except those, (necessarily asmall number,)
r This i. a barbarous word: but it haa been used by a modem writer, and
exactly expresses what is meant. W. T. P.
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who happened to be acquainted with the particular edifice
described. We haYe bad other Papen setting forth ingenious
speculations, but based upon such slender grounds that their only
use was to set us upon disproving them. But we have had very
few indeed which combined the two, and were at once instructive
and entertaining.
This expression of opinion may, I am aware, seem a bold, if
not a vain one. I shall be sorry if it does so; but I have too
much interest in the well-being of the Society to be deterred from
saying any thing which may advance it by personal considerations.
I would rather hope that these remarks may lead the Society to
think a Paper as difficult a task to perform, as I have found it to be,
and to look with indulgence on the following very imperfect one.
The merita of Gresford Church, as a specimen of the late
Perpendicular style, have been warmly acknowledged by one
most competent to appreciate them-the late Mr. Rickman. And
another distinguished writer has recommended the Plan of it for
adoption in modem Churches; inlluenced, I believe, by false
views, but still with sufficient show of argument to deserve
notice. It will be my endeavour to give such an account of it as
may call that attention to ita beauties which they deserve. And
in performing this-which I look upon as a duty-to make my
remarks as generally interesting as may be.
The ground plan is a parallelogram 110 feet long by 59 wide,
having a tower at the west end of the nave, and a porch at the
extreme west of the south side. Breadthwise there is a triple
division, the nave and chancel occupying 25 feet, and the aislea
on each side 17 feet. The nave extends 73 feet and the chancel
occupies the remaining 87; one third of the whole length being
thus assigned to the latter, and two to the former. The aisles
are 85 feet long, 12 more than the nave. And two chapels 25
long, and of the same width as the aisles, from which they are
parted oft' by a skreen, complete the parallelogram. The chancel
is distinguished from the nave only by a skreen, the width and
height of each being precisely the same. This is an arrangement
which is generally found in the late Perpendicular Churches; and
one which I cannot help thinking to be a sign of thc decay of
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.Architecture; much as it was atoned for by the noble roodskreens it gave scope for; of which Gresf'ord affords a splendid
apecimen. It is common in the south of Devon; where, alas!
few traces remain of that gorgeous wood-work. The visitor
may think himself fortunate, in some districts of that county, if
he can discover the lower part of a rood-akreen hidden by unsightly pues. Such as at Brent on the borders of Dartmoor,
where the compartments are filled with paintings representing
allusions in the Psalms. And his sorrow will not unfrequently
be increased by discovering that much ot the mischief has been
done within the memory of man. And he will perhaps arrive at
the conclusion that the Puritans have sufBcient sins of their own
to answer for without being addled with thOle of Rectors and
Church-wardens of the last Century. A limited experience has
made me aenlible what great havock must have been made in
wood-work within the last 50 or 60 years; I question if Brasses
have been greater sufferers, though they have unquestionably
been more wantonly mutilated. And it is with very Jgreat
pleasure that I bring such a akreen as Gresford before the
DOtice of the Society. No parish Church I know can boast so
fine a one; though I presume that Somersetshire, a county I am
quite nnacquainted with, can show BOme as fine, if not finer. It
separates the nave from the chancel at the second pier from the
last; forming a magnificent rood-loft by being arched outwards
on both sides at the top. This part is much the most elaborate ;
the lower panel-work, and the feathering of the arches supporting
the canopy, are very delicately carved. The former may easily
escape notice, as the northern side ia completely blocked up by
the pulpit and reading-desk, (unsightly modem erections,) and
the IOUthern is partly hid by a low pue; of which I must plead
guilty that I am one among several proprietors.
These obstructioDS may at lOme time be removed, and it will
then appear in almost perfect preservation. .As the only injuries
it has saft'ered are the removal of the doors; and several slices out
of the canopy (made for the sake of accommodating a aoundingboard, since happily removed) which have been very ekilfully
reatored, though unfortunately cast iron has been in part employed.
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I am far from thinking that iron is an improper material for
akreens; the choirs of sevenl French Cathedrals are, I think, 10
Ikreened; but to palm it off aa wood is a deception, aimilar in kind,
though lese in degree, than the lubstitution of plaater for stone
groining; an error which the present revival of Architecture baa
not; saved us from in the choir of Chester Cathedral.
The Ikreen then paases from the second to the first pier, where
it is divided into two branches, one crossing to the exterior wall to
separate the aisle from its chapel, the other meeting a respond
which forms the end of a waU that pasaea from the eaatem one to
the altar steps, and occupiea aa it were the apace between what
might have been two piers. These parts of the aheen are very
handsome, though leaa so than the former one; and either of the
parcloeea would be conaidered a magnificent rood-akreen, if placed
in any Church near Oxford. Besides the entrances from the
aiales into the chapels, there is one from each chapel into the
chancel. Theae laat, I believe, were intended for the clergy;
who (strange aa it may appear) came into the Church by a amall
door under the eaat window; which opens into a low room
formed under the altar fioor. Sufficient height has been gained
for this vestry by sinking it below the extemallevel, which is still
lower than that of the chapels. So that while there is a descent
from the churchyard into the vestry, there is aa aacent from the
vestry into the Chapels. This door is now closed. but lome
yearl ago it waa used aa an entrance into the Church. The
vestry is now used as a IOrt of lumber t;Oom, and the porch
made into a room to lerve aa luch. I have never seen or heard
of one resembling it-the neighbouring Church of Wrexham hal
indeed a subterraneou8 ve8try. and now employed; but there i8
no exterior door to it, and it 8eems questionable that it waa intended for its present use. An-a if a Church should be built in
the same style as Gresford, this feature appears to me extremely
worthy of attentioD. The floor of the chancel is raiaed one step
above the nave, and the altar is ascended to from it by flve more,
arrauged into two flights. This elevation haa a very imposing
effect, and is a principal part by which the distinction of the
chancel IUld nave i8 maintained. In the partition wall, above.
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mentioned, there ill an arch openiug into the side chapel, which
was probably a hagioscope, and a window of three lights, resembliug those of the clerestory, above it; both of these are now
stopped up. The part within the rails has suffered considerably
from modem j"'FofJemeflll, and it has unfortunately been selected
for the place of several mODuments, which realize the words of
the Poet, and II shoulder God's altar b." The east window is partially obstructed by a skreen erected sixty or seventy years since ;
it is of the later Perpendicular style, divided in the head by continuations from the principal mullions, and small ones rising from
the heads of the lowest lights. It is filled with stained glass,
which has been taken out and put up again in disorder; some of
the figures are however perfect, and the general effect is yet
good. ' The piers and arches are plainly but elegantly moulded,
and do not eVince the lateness of the building so much as the
windows do. Of these last, those in the clerestory are obtusely
pointed, the one nearest the altar having a light less than the
others have; those in the sides of the parallelogram are of the
ame form, the heads being divided by straight mullions, and
filled with a light-coloured stained glass; their width is such that
they take up the greatest part of the walls, and os they have
Iquare panes of glass which are much too large, they render the
Church at present too light. The want of proper glass is, I conceive, more keenly felt in Perpendicular than in earlier Churches.
The deep splayed lancet, built before glass staining· W88 much
practised, does not admit that flood of light which requires to be
diminished i and the curiously wrought tracery of the Geometric
or Flowing Decorated has graceful forms and exquisite proportions, which can he recognised without being set in a groundwork
of ruby and sapphire. But the broad and heavy windows of the
times of the Tudors, as they have little beauty of their own. demand to be enriched with colour; and as the glare is great we
feel the deficiency more keenly. I would extend this observa• The alterations spoken or. though unquestionably nolatioDl or good taate.
eTinee the good feeling of their author. and are considerably better than moat
contemporaneoua ones. One of the monuments alluded to is 'Very superior to
the onIinMy kind oftableta; aDd aDother is a noble buat by CbUltly. W.T.P.
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tion to colouring in general, which eeems to have been more
elaborate in the latest style t.han in the former onos. ADd if
Churches are built in it, they should follow i~ in this as in other
features. I believe that in other styles Polychrome is essen.
tial to the highest excellence, but in Perpendicular that it is indispensable to any. The new Church of St. Paul, Heme Hill,
deserves great praise for being one of the first instances of a systematic employment of colouring; and I trust that the same
plan may be more carefully carried out in other Perpendicular
Churches, if any such must be built. The window at the east
of the north chapel is more pointed, it is filled with stained glau.
representing in the lower compartments the history of the
Blessed Virgin, and larger figures above them. The eastern one
of the south chapel is somewhat different in form, being more obtusely pointed; in the head of it is some stained glass, a good
deal mutilated, which appears to have once represented the death
of St. John the Baptist. The western window of the south aisle
appears to be part of an older building, it is Flowing Decorated,
but almost verging on Perpendicular. If the opinion of general
observers is any teat of truth, the preference universally given to
this. above all the other windows, is an evidence which of the two
styles is the most beautiful. when viewed in detail.
The arrangement of the windows Oft the south side is somewhat singular; the most easterly one has a horizontal window
aill, under which is a small piacina. Such sills are not uncommon,
and they may, perhaps. have served for side altars. or at least for
supports, to place them on. The two or three next windows
appear to have been used for lychnolCOpes j they are considerably
lower than those beyond them, and command a view of the high
Altar from the exterior. The north side presents a similar difference in the height of the windows from the ground, but the
peculiar feature of a fiat aill in the last window is wanting.
The roof of the nave is richly panelled, but of very low pitch;
it is supported by beams rising from corbels, between the clerestory windows, without any pretence at spandrels. The omamenta at the intersections of the rafters in the chancel, which
were put up some years ago, are iron. A fact by no means cal.
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culated to add much to the tranquillity of those who are acquainted
with it: as the huge 1l0wers above them seem to have little cohesion with the roof, and their fall would probably involve the most
lerious consequences. It il really quite unfair to the designer
of the roof to place such heavy weights where he can have
anticipated but little strain; and j( they shall ever be found to
have impaired the structure, the parish will become practically
acquainted with the maxim, that those who are penny wisc are
allo pound foolish: and few persons will, I trust, pity them.
The walls of thil venerable building are almost covered by
monuments of the two last centuries; widows weeping over
urns; rat boys naked and unblushing; bodyless heads with frills;
are interspersed amid long, and in many easel illegible, inscriptions. Patriots and mighty warriors, deep divines and great
philanthropists are spoken of, and certainly are by no means
mute, however they may be inglorious. In striking contrast
with these fiaunting memorials are two monuments of the early
part of the fourteenth century. One of them under a low canopy,
on the north side, has a shield and lance, with other sculpture, in
basso-relievo, carved upon a fiat stone; round the rim of which is
the following legend, "Hic jacet Gronow ap lorwerth ap Dafydd."
The other, on the south aide, nearly opposite to the former,
has a knight in mail, under a similar canopy; according to
Mr. Pennant, his name was Madoc ap Llewelin ap Gruff, a pel'-'
son of much consequence in the neighbourhood. He bears a
lion rampant on his shield, and the comers of his sureoat are
turned back, as if to display the mail under it. His hand is
on his sword hilt, which he wears curiously enough on his right
side, and be leems in the act of sheathing it, as if to signify that
his warfare as a Christian soldier is concluded. These monuments must be nearly 200 years older than the present edifice, or
the recesses in the walls they are now placed in. Hidden &8
they are by pues, many a visitor may pass them by unnoticed,
and for this reason, as well as their own intrinsic merit, they
deserve to be particularly mentioned.
It is worthy to be remarked, that brasses are very rarely met
with in North Wales, or Lancashire and Chesllire. Perhaps this
D
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may be sufficiently accounted for by the fact, that the metal
uaed was imported from tbe Low Countriea, and, consequently,
that it did not readily find ita way to such remote porta as
Chester (then the principal one on tbe weatern coast of our
ialand to the north of Bristol). I did not therefore acruple to lay
down a bran in memory of my fatller and motber in Greaford
Church, though none had previously been seen there. A rubbing
of it has been preaented to the Society, which will enable you to
determine how far Mr. Waller haa succeeded in attaining the
high spirit of the old muters. In justice to him, I muat observe,
that the general efFect of it is very much enhanced by the colour·
ing with which the incisions are filled. This has been done ia
accordance with the old examplea, which were, without any
exception, 80 inlaid, though the enamel has, in almost all in..
atances, been aince lost.-If I could diveat myself of private
feelings, and regard him whose memorial I have spoken of as an
unprejudiced judge, I would declare how much his Church owes
to his exertiona for the generally good atate we find it in; I would
hold out hia example 88 an encouragement to shew what the poor
curate of a large pariah, with little or no private fortune, may
efFect; and I would not heaitate to give him that panegyrick
here which could not be inscribed upon his monument.
The exterior of the Church is perhaps the most beautiful part
of it, and that simply for the reason that it bas sufFered few
injuries but those of time. The tower is a very elegant com osition. The buttresses are placed diagonally, and have nicbes in
.their face, with figures in them; pinnacles rise above them from
the battlements, and two figures, with a pinnacle between, are
placed on each side. A band, running round between the belfry
windows and the battlements, gives the finishing efl'ect; and the
simile of a crown may very fairly be applied to it. It has often
seemed to me that this tower resembles a Queen bearing her
coronet; and the rich swelling lines, whicb fo& ita outline, help
to carry out the resemblance. The lower part of the tower bas an
earlier look about it; the door has quite a Decorated character,
and a buttresa on the north side ia undoubtedly part of a much
earlier building.
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The eastern end has two pinnacles at the comers of the chancel;
and a ClOSS of elegant workmanship on the summit of the gable;
but there is nothing else to mark the distinction of nave and
chancel.
The aisles have low gabled roofs; above which, the clerestory
windows shew themselves. The gurgoyles and mouldings are in
the quaintly rich character of the Tudor times. A rose is an
ornament frequently employed.
With all the beauties it possessCl, its appearance is much set
off by the scenery around it. Standing between the mountains
and the rich plains of the Dee, it overlooks the valley of Gresford,
one of the most beautiful in North Wales; and those only who
are familiar with the vicinity can feel how admirably the Church
harmonizes with the country. From almost every point in the
Deighbourhood glimpses of the tower may be had: particularly
fine ones used to present themselvel from the woodl below.
Theae woods in combinatioD, with the river under them, rendered
the lituation a most favourable ODe for bells; and, at one time,
the Gresford bells were accounted among the seven wondera of
Wales; but the peal il DOW deteriorated, and the old wonders
have long given way to others; and the woods, to the great
grief of many, have recently been levelled, in many places, for
a railway to pass through them.
A yew tree in the churchyard has attracted more Dotice than
the Church itaelf. Its girth is about 30 feet. and botanists have
filted its age at more than 2000 years. Supposing this calculatiOD to be correct, we may perhaps believe it to be the spot of the
mYlterioua worship of the Druids, and that this was the reason
for building a Church near it: and it does not seem an improbable conjecture, if we endeavour to account for the yews in church.
yardl, in some measure, by the fact of a aacred character having
been attached to them by the Celts: other reason I must of
coorae have kept tip the practice of planting them, but the one I
mention, aeems to account best for their introduction.
About half a mile from the Church the bale of a crOll lies
under a sycamore where four waYI meet. This however can
hardly have been the situation of the eross, from whence the

DI
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name of Gresford (which is in Welsh" Croes-ffordd," or the
•• Way of the Cross.") has been derived. This crosi was probably
fixed near where the Church stands.
I have no knowledge of the builders of this Church. Its date
must be about the accession of Henry VIII.: and one tradition
ascribes it, with several others in the neighbourhood, to his father,
....ho is alleged to have built them in order to conciliate the adjoining district, which was greatly enraged at the execution of Sir
William Stanley, who had large possessions in it. This story I
am inclined to question. It seems to me more h1tely that Gresford and Wrexham, like the S:>meraetshire Churches, owe their
existence to the munificence of religious houses. Tales about the
builders of Churches are oftentimes most untrue. There are people who believe that the Churches of Somerset were built with
the hoards which Richard Whiting had amassed. The murderers
of that abbot, I suppose, traduced his memory; and popular tradition, not content with propagating the scandal, took pleasure iu
attributing the good deeds of their victim to the inf&mous men
who slew him. Something after the manner of the savage who
attributes to his chieftain the virtues of the warriors he haa
scalped. Such gross ignorance induces me to suspect a somewhat similar distortion of fact in an analogous case. I have done
all in my power to clear up the uncertainty, but as yet without
iuccess. From the rectorial tithes being now attached to the
Cathedral of Winchester. I bad conjectured that they might formerly have belonged to one of the religious houses of the district,
and that this Church, like so many others, ought to be attributed
to the piety of the monastic orders. But I find from the Valor
Ecclesiasticus that the Rectory of Gresford was a sinecure, and
Dot attached to any monastery or collegiate body, at the time when
that su"ey was taken; some years subsequent to the erection of
the present edifice. I will however make all the inquiry I can
to determine the truth of the tradition: and 'hat not from any
wish to deprive King Henry of his credit, or to aggrandise the
monks; but simply for the sake of justice. Nothing can well be
more in vidious than this popular account, which by imputing
motives destroys the merit of his acts. According to the Poet,
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Who build. a Cburch to God and not to tame
Will nenr mark the marble with hi. name."

Perhaps the converse or this is tme, and they who build to
win men's favour will take care to commemorate their munificence. And ir so, the absence of any memorial which might have
recorded the founder's merit, will be regarded as a sufficient evidence of the purity of his purpose. Common fairness seems to
demand that those who have lavished their substance upon God's
sanctuary, and made His house exceedingly magnifical, should
have their deeds estimated as they deserve. True they built not
to win our' praises, or to seek the commendations or men. Yet
we cannot help revolting at the injustice which would transfer
their merita to another, or slander them away by a lie. .. Tulit
alter honores" must ever be painful to a candid mind.
I had intended to make some general observations on Perpendicular Churches, and to consider particularly the view taken by
Mr. Petit. But this would necessarily involve a comparison with
earlier styles, and require more space than the conclusion of a
Paper would allow. It will be better to reserve what I have to
say till some future occasion, when a general view of the progress
of Gothic Architecture may be taken, and confirmed by an historical
induction; when it may be shown that the rise and decline of
Medieval Art, as displayed in sacred edifices, accompanied the increasing prosperitY or corruption of the Church; and I may produce IOmething better calculated to entertain you than the very
imperfect account I have jut given. An apology should be made
for a Paper which, while it described an uuknown Church, had no
drawings to explain ita meaning. But it is the principles and not
the details of Architecture which are most necessary at present.
And if what I have said shall suggest one single re:flection, or
promote in any way the habit of induction, it will not have been
entirely without use.

The President thanked Mr. Parkins for his Paper; and,
referring to that part of it in which he alluded to the difference between ancient and modem monuments, stated that an
eminent Member of the Society was 'present, whom we had
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Dot often the pleasure of seeing among us, but to whom the
Church was deeply indebted for being the first to revive
among us a better taste with regard to such memorials. He
requested Mr. Markland to make any observations which
might occur to him.
Mr. Markland expressed his satisfaction at the decided
improvement which was already beginning to take place in
our Sepulchral Architecture, alluding especially to two
beautiful memorials lately set up in our own U Diversity, the
Memorial Window in St. Mary's Church, and the Brass in
Balliol College Chapel in memory of a late Scholar of that
foundation. The Church described by Mr. Parkins he was
well acquainted with; he thought that in DO case was stained
glass more needed than in such a lantern-like building,
where the flood of light admitted through the large and
numerous windows was positively painful to the eye.
Mr. Parkins stated that remains of ancient stained glass
were to be seen in nearly all the windows.
Mr. Freeman remarked with reference to what Mr.
Parkins had stated as to the omission of the Chancel Arch
in late Perpendicular, that it was by no means peculiar to
that style, as' the noble Decorated Church of Higham
Ferrers was without one, and that in the neighbourhood of
Northampton, where Romanesque detail in other parts of
Churches is exceedingly common, he had remarked very few
Chancel Arches of that style, unless under a Central Tower;
St. Peter's Church in Northampton was clearly built without
one, and in its plan offers a remarkable similarity to the late
~erpendicular Churches. If the Chancel Arch was generally
omitted by the Norman builders in that district, it was a very
singular local peculiarity, as on no part of a Church was
more ornament commonly bestowed at that period.
Mr. Parker said that similar instances, though comparatively rare, were to be found in all the styles.
Ma'. Freeman read several Questions which had been inDigitized by
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serted in the Notice-Book. One, by S. P. Rooke, Esq. of
Oriel College, inquiring what was the best way of providing
a space for ringing the bells, when a lantern tower which
had been fioored oft' was re-opened to the Church, (as in
Merton College Chapel,) and there was not sufficient height
to allow of a separate floor for the ringers. It seemed to be
the general opinion of the Meeting, confirmed by the President and Mr. Markland, that there was no real objection to
ringing from the floor of the Church, and that the common
prejudice against bell-ropes hanging down in the interior of
a Church was a groundless one. Mr. Freeman quoted some
remarks of Mr. Petit's to the same eft'ect, and said that wbile
the sanctus-bell remained in use (as was still the case in
many Churches for another purpose) there must have been
one at least in every Church.
Another question as to the existence of stone Confessionals
had been raised by G. S. Master, Esq., B.A., of Brasenose
College, who presented a drawing of a singular building in
the interior of Tanfield Church, near Ripon, which appeared
to have been most probably used for that purpose. Mr. Way
was however of opinion that it was a receptacle for a shrine.
Mr. Parker remarked that the ancient practice in England
was to make confession to the Priest in the open Church,
and that the Confessionals now in use in foreign Churches
were only modem wooden boxes.
The President mentioned a supposed confessional in Ripon
Minster.
Mr. Jones mentioned two possible Confessionals, one in
the north Transept of St. David's Cathedral, the other at
Lapworth, in Warwickshire.
Mr. Parker remarked that it was most common to give
this account of anything of which the purpose was unknown.
The meeting separated about ten o'clock.
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. MEETING, MAY 14TH, 1845.

The Rev. the President in the Chair.
MBW IIBIIBBIlS ADIIITTBD.

Sir Brook William Bridges, Bart. M.A., Oriel College; Goodnestone Park, Kent.
The Rev. James Bellamy, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College.
H. J. Dyson, Esq., Merton College.
Richard Vincent, Esq., Brasenoae College.
W. K. R. Bedford, Esq., Bruenoae College.
W. G. Tupper, Esq., Trinity Conege.
Frederick Meyrick, Esq., Trinity College.
PaB8BNT8 llBCBIVBD.

Church.. of Wanrir.bhire, No. 8.

PRESENTED BY

ReT. S. H. Cooke, M.A.,

}

Christ Church.

Engramg of tb. proposed Cathedral Church}
at Frederickton, New Brunawick.

J. H. Parker, Esq.

A collection of Impreuiona of Seals.
Cuta of tb. Evange1istick Symbola in BUBO}
Relievo•
.\. Collection of Impressions of Braues, from
Hever and Weaterham, Kent.

l

~

aImpreuion of a Brass from Chinnor Church,}·
Oxf'ordahira.
1> Drawings

of a Veatry at Marldon, Devon.

The .Preaident.

}

cDrawing of a Painting on the Roof of tbe}
Quire of St. Alban's Abbey Church.

Ditto.
C. M. Robina, Esq.,
Oriel College.

F. Manning, Esq.
Rev. W. Grey, M.A.,
Magdalen Hall
Joseph Clarke, Esq.

.• Thi. Brau in memory of John Hotbam, .. Magister in Theologi....
Provost of Queen's College, and Rector of Chinnor, who died in 1361, i. in a
frame made of a rafter of the Church of St. Peter's in the East, showing that
it waa oak, and not chestnut, as supposed by lOme when the Roof was taken
down in the late repair.
1> Thia is aituated on the North aide of the Chancel, forming part of the
Eastml fapade, which is mostly good Perpendicular with a fine niche over
the East Window. In the Parviae is an ancient flre..place.
• This is supposed by Mr. Clarke to be contemporary with the roof, which
ia s valuable example of wooden groining, eir. 1380.
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clTwo caats of tile aides of the Font at Eaat
Meon, Hampshire.

~

S

Impression ofa Braaa from Graveney Church,}
KenL

Rev. C. Walter., M.A.,
Magdalen Hall.

Rev. J. Baron, M.A.,
Queen" College.

PUSCBASBD BY TBB SOCIBTY.

Paley'. Manual of Gothic Mouldings.
The Eccleaiologiat, New Series, Nos. 1 to 8, inclusive.
Memoirs of Noble Briti.h Familie.. No. 6.
Tracings of Stained Glaaa from Churches in Oxford and ita neighbour-

hood.
Oxford University Calendar for 18t6.

Several letters illustrating the presents were read by

Mr. Freeman.
The President announced.that, for the sake of greater
regularity, a Report would for the future be made by the
Committee to each Meeting of the Society, instead of the
desultory announcements of business which have hitherto
taken place.
The following Report was then read by Mr. Freeman•
.. The chief subject of interest which the Committee have to
report this Evening is the farther arrangements for the Restoration
of Dorchester Church. A Sub-Committee consisting of three
Members of the Committee, the Treasurer, Mr. Parkins, and Mr.
Freeman, has been appointed with authority to collect subscriptions, and to carry on the general business of the Restoration with
the co-operation of the Parish Authorities, and under the controul
of the Committee. With regard to the first branch of the duties
of the Sub-Committee, it has been agreed to solicit subscriptions
personally of all resident Members of the Society, which haa been
'already commenced, and it is gratifying to have to announce that
during the few days which have hitherto elapsed, scarcely any
d This is of Notman date, exhibitiug in rude sculpture the Creation and
Fall of l\bn, and his expulsion from Paradise, which is represented aa a
building richly ornamented with Romaneaque details.
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refusals have been met with from Members of the Society, and
several very liberal donations have been paid or promised. It is
hoped that there will be no lack in other Members in following
this example, and that lIufficient funds will be raised to commence
at least the first and most necessary portion of the Repairs before
. the Long Vacation. The Church was inspected personally yeaterday by two Members of the Sub-Committee, in company with the
Architect and some of the Parish Authorities, and they may safely
say that the necessity of speedy repair as a mere matter of safety,
is becoming every day more apparent. It is most pleasing to
announce that the Vicar and Churchwardens, (of whom the
former and one of the latter are Members of the Society,) enter
most fully and sealoualy into the designs of the Committee, while
the Lay Rector has dC?ne, what was .perhaps all that could be
expected from a Member of another Communion, in giving, in a
most obliging manner, every facility for carrying on those parte of
the Restoration which aft'ect the repairs of the Chancel.
The Committee cannot but allude briefly to the decision
come to with regard to our sister Society at Cambridge, which
has decided by a large majority to prolong ita existence. They
may perhaps be allowed to hope that, as the principles on which
its dissolution was proposed were those of the most loyal submission to Ecclesiastical and Academical authority, so in its
renewed form its zeal and energy may not be diminished, while
ita directors may learn from experience to abstain from those
expressions of opinion on matters not coming within its province,
which have brought down on it the censure of constituted
authorities, and, as they cannot but think, greatly diminished ita
influence and power of advancing the holy cause we have all so
much at heart.
The Committee consider it necessary, in consequence of
mistakes which have arisen in several quarters, to announce that
the Society is in no way connected with or responsible for a work
called .. Designs for Churches and Chapels in the Norman and
Gothic styles by several Architects." The seal presented by the
late Secretary to the Society is to be engraved, and will in future
mark the Society's Publications.
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The Sub-Committee appointed to provide tracings of Stained
Glus have already commenced operations, and several tracings
haTe been made under their directions. It is hoped by the
Committee that Members of the Society generally will be Induced
to follow the example of those who haye already added to this
collection.
The presents· received since the last Meeting have not been
ionumerous as on some former occasions. There i. however among
them a brass of historical interest, that of Sir Thomas Bullen,
Earl of Wiltshire, Father of Queen Anne Bullen. This is
presented by Mr. Robins of Oriel College, a newly-elected
Member, but one who has manifested both zeal and liberality in
presenting the Society with many of these interesting Memorials.
The Committee have also to call the attention of Membera to
a new feature in its collection of Antiquities, namely the impressions oC ancient Seals presented by the Principal of Braaenose
College, and other Members. Arrangements have been made to
provide for the placing of them in due order, :md it is hoped other
Members will add to the Collection, as such impressions are
exceedingly valuable in many respects bearing on the study oC
Ecclesiastical Antiquities.
The Committee most earnestly recommend Memben to attend
to a request put forth in the Secretary's notice at the beginning
of the present term, namely that all Communicationa, Presents, &c.
intended for any Meeting should, whenever it is pOSllible, be forwarded to the Secretaries on or before the preceding Saturday.
The Committee would thna be able to arrange the proceedings of"
each Meeting in an order]y and business-like manner, whereas at
present great hurry and confusion is often occasioned by Member.
bringing forward letters and presents at the very last moment,
when it is quite impossible for the President or Secretaries to give
them the necessary attention, or bring them before the Society in
the manner which they often deserve. They have aleo to request
that all communications on the afFairs of the Society be made to
the President or Secretaries, except when they relate to Subscripo
• Several Prescnts received this evening were presented after this wu
written.
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tions or payments, in which case the Treasurer is the only person
authorized to transact buaine88.
The Committee have finally to announce that during the Act
Term the Society's Room will be open from 7 to 8 o'clock in the
evening in addition to the usual time."

Mr. Jones then read a second paper "On Uniformity,
considered as a Principle in Gothic Architecture."
.. In a paper which I had the honour of reading before the
Society at the laat meeting of Hilary Term t I stated this
question. and made some remarks on the proper mode of pursuing
the enquiry. It is intended. with the leave of the Society. to consider the question itaelf on the present occaaion. But it may be
aa well briefty to recapitulate tbe results of my former paper;
more especially 88 the principles advocated in it have been made
the subject of some discuaaion. I stated that there were foaf
modes of treating the subject of Gothic Architecture. By the
firat, which I termed ArcblllOlogical, I certainly did not mean. aa
haa since been aaaumed, tbe aaimu with which certain persons
approach tbe study. It is a method moat valuable under the
guidance of a leading idea. but without such guidance most prejudicial to tbe formation of any thing like a philosophical view of
the subject. I diapenlMld at the same time with two other methode.
and avowed my conviction that to the lIymboliam or expreaaiou of
Ide88.-not of certain historical facta. but of ldeu.-we are to
look for the true principles of Art. In the course of tbe argument
I was led to animadvert on certain paeaagea in the writings of
Mr. Pagin. wbich I thought. and still think. were Utilitarian. jf
not in their import. at least in their tendency. My remarks. &II
had expected. excited an opposition from two very different
quarters. One of my antagoniata answered my objections by denyjng the proposition that the paaaagea in question were Utilitarian.the otber '. by bringing forward a doctrine. which, thougb not
altogether novel, we are not accustomed to bear advocated in this

t

r Report for Hilary Tenn, 18U, p. 30.
• Report for Easter Tenn, 18+6, p. 16.
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place. On this point, I cannot refrain from uking a plain
question ;-&re we to recognize any moral ruJe other than the ruJe
of interest,-any moral senae other than the sense of intereat,-any
moral perfection other than the perfection of self-seeking? Of
distinctions between long and BTwrt-ligl&ted Utilitarianism I know
nothing. With regard to Mr. Pugin'a words, whether they are
Utilitarian or not, is a question of no very great importance: but
or their liability to be 80 interpreted, and consequent dangerous
tendency, I conceive that the letter jnat alluded to is a practical
instance.
So much having been premised, it remains to follow up the
enquiry by the track which bas been aaaigned for the purpose.
ADd I ronat entreat the Society to remember, that if in these
remote regions we have fewer obstacles in our path, we have also
a le88 BOlid foundation for our steps,-if we are breathing a purer,
we are also breathing a rarer atmosphere. I shall therefore, I
trust, be pardoned if these remarks shan appear in some measure
to be, what I am most anxiODB that they may not be, obscure or
fanciful. The question as already stated is I I what measure of
Uniformity is eBBential to Gothic Beauty,"-and this again resolves
itself into the question whether Uniformity,-or that of which it
is the exponent, Unity,-is to be regarded as the law of Gothic
Beauty, or whether that place is to be a88igned, as it is by BOme
in practice, to Irregularity. Are we then to hold that Unity is
eBBential to Gothic Beauty? or rather, are we not to hold that it
is the ground of all Beauty? An author already quoted observes
that "children take pleasure in uniform arrangements b ," and he
might have extended his remark to the childhood of national as
well as individual taste. A young or partially educated mind
refuaea to acknowledge the effect of what we term the Picturesque:
it is a question whether the ancients, excepting perhaps in the
declining days of antiquity, had any netion whatever of it. Now,
as hu been already remarked, irregularity seems, and is popularly
acknowledged, to be connected with the Picturesque. What I am
DOW urging is, that a mind which can take in, as it were, only one
view of an object, is delighted by the Unity manifested in it.
b

Dugald Stewart, Philosophical Euaya, p. 281.
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Hence we may fairly argue that the plea&uTe which arises in a
more enlarged and cnltivated mind when an object of great variety
and complexity is presented to it, bas its source in the CODtemplatioB of a Unity amid the multitude and diversity of particulars. Thus. Plato claaeea, .,.~ E6ILfU'rpoII, i. e. the expression of
one harmonious form. with Truth and Beauty. as a phase or aspect
of Good 1• Now that some such principle lies at the root of
Gothic Beauty, may be rendered evident. by imagining a bWlding
the outlines of which have been so displaced and distorted as to
confound not only all regularity but every thing suggestive of it.
We can scarcely pictnre to ourselves such a Chaos. much leas
dignify it by the name of a Gothic building. On the other hand
having restored the regularity of the general form. multiply and
wry ita minuter details, and you will rather enhance than
diminish ita Gothic efFect. Hence we may aaaume the law of
Gothic Beauty to be Unity Been in a plurality and variety of
particulars. And let it be observed that the variety of the particnlars gives us a greater notion of their multitude, and at
the same time seta oft', as it were, that degree of Uniformity
which we observe in them. For instance in a long row of ahafta
whose capitals agree in COIItotlr, but difFer in the particular
arrangement of their foliage, we are struck, not only by their
multitude. but also by their similarity; and the eye delights to
wander from point to point, and to trace obscurely revealed in
each the common features of all. A friend haa suggested the
close resemblance of this pleasure to the efFect produced by variations in Music, which echo more or leas distinctly the toDea
of the original strain. And this indeed is the method of Nature.
who aubjecta to one law the numberleas and infiDitely varied
bodies of apace,-by that law groups them into syatema, direct.II
their motions, gives them relations and a place in the univene,perhaps indeed originates and 8U8tains their very existence. The
myaterlous unity of animal and vegetable life is so apparent and
10 striking, that a certain achool of naturaIista have aaaumed it as
the leading idea in their investigations. And, if I may ao epeak
with due revereoce,-in Spiritual things for the Unity of the PrinI

Phil.bus, c.
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ciple and the marvellous diversity of its manifestations we may
appeal to the highest Authority.
Now let us conceive an instance, in which the particulars are
diversified to such an extent that the general form can be traced
only with great difficulty: in this case lOme compensating principle must of necessity be introduced,-lOme medium, by whicb w.
may reduce the manifold details to the common formula. This i,
ordinarily affected by grouping the various objects. according to
lOme easily recognized principle of arrangement: either. alternately, as in the Nave Pillars of St. David's and Oxford Cathedrala,--or in pairs, as those at Rochester, and the windows in
Merton College Chapel. This may be called the principle of correspondence of parts: and upon tbis, as far as outline and general
arrangement is concerned, our Gothic Churches, especially those
of the largest size. are commonly conatructed. A cruciform building is not thought irregular because ita Transepta are nearer the
East than the West end: as it certainly would be, had it only
one. The violations of this law are those which we are more immediately concerned to notice.
It is observed that when there is a general uniformity pervading
the several parts of a Gothic edifice, or when the parts are grouped
according to some definite rule, in one or two instances the law
appears. as it were. over-ruled by lOme prevailing counter-force.
The mind instinctively refers such phenomena to the conflict of
opposite principles. just as a casual fiBBure in a continuous mountain chain suggesta lOme mighty convulsion or nature in an age of
which it is the only remsining record. As the uniformity of a
atructure declare$ the presence of a law, 10 the oocaaional departures from it are tokens of the obstacles in the way of ita complete
realization :-they are the evidence of a struggle,-a claahing of
antagonist energies i-the law striving to bring into subjection to
iteelf the individnal powers.-the individual powers in part resistiog, and in part submitting to the general law. Thus they at
once bear witneaa to the vigour of the law of Unity (for a struggle
implies strength), and invest a building with a character typical of
a system formed under the inftuencea of such a conffict. These two
pointf. deserve to be considered separately. and at length, for by
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that means lOme light may be thrown on what hu' been said
already.
I say that occuional deviations from Uniformity bear witnellll to
the strength of the law of Unity. just as a IOlitary rock standing in
the middle of a stream. and parting its waters this way and that.
bears witness to the violence of the current which hu in the
of ages tom away so many of its fellows. leaving it u the
IOle memorial of their existence. It heightens and sets off that
law by the mere force of contrast; and it is analogous to the effect
of chiaroscuro in painting. or discords preparing the ear for harmony. In this point of view. it is merely a fuller development of
the principle of variety which we have already considered in connection with the leuer details of a building. It will be necessary
to notice another application of this principle. as bearing on the
question of the relative superiority of the several styles of Pointed
Architecture. I have heard it urged. and that by a gentleman
whose opinion in Architectural matters I value most highly. on
behalf of the Perpendicular style. that in it the parts are perfectly
fused together and I!ubordinated to the whole. Now I contend
that this. so far from being a ground of admiration. is one among
many reasons why it should be ranked as inferior to its predecesIOrs. It certainly seems to me that the parts of a building ought
to stand out in bold relief. and while they are subordinate to the
whole. at the same time to preserve a certain degree of individuality.
But in the Perpendicular the parts are as it were held in 101ution ;
-there is nothing marked. nothing prominent; nothing to suggest
to the mind of the observer that the one law has gained a victory
over the discordant elements in which it works. Its pillars for instance consist in the union of the two mouldings which they sup~
port; its windows are merely panelling pierced to admit the light.
The want of bold and sharp angles is ICIU'cely atoned for by the
power of fringing the outline with pinnacles. of which Mr. Petit
speaks 10 highly. On this account a greater degree of irregularity
is admi881'ble in the later than in the earlier styles. Perhaps
the qllaint and grotesque details. which apllear most in the late
Perpendicular. are owing to the same principle.
I wish to observe that while I am disposed to place the culmi.

eourse
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nating point of Gothic Architecture 80mewhere in the Decorated
period. I perfectly agree with Mr. Petit in regarding that period
as one of transition. The Early English and perfect Perpendiclllar.-or to nse his nomenclature. the" Early Complete. and late
Complete. Gothic."-are two epochs of Medieval Art. the Decorated being a period of gradual progre88ion from the former to the
latter. But I by no means agree in the inference which some
might be inclined to draw from this view. that that style is therefore of an inferior character. On the contrary. analogy would lead
us to suspect that the highest poetical and artistic feeling would
be developed during a transitional period.
But to return from this digression. which is somewhat alien to
the subject, let us see how the idea of a con1lict of principles is
especially appropriate in Ecclesiutical Architecture. The following
passsge. which I quote at length from one of Mr. Coleridge'slectures. will at once display this idea in its most general form, and
in a particular manner illustrate the foregoing argument. .. Art
would or should be the abridgement of Nature. Now the fo/tW,
of Nature is without character, as water is purest when without
~te, smell, or colonr i but this is the highest. the apex only,-it
is not the whole. The object of Art is to give the whole ad Aomi.
Mm.
...
...
...
7b tlle idea of life flictory or ,trife iB neC6BBfJry;
as virtue consists not simply in the absence of vices. but in the
overcoming of them. So it is in Beauty. The sight 0/ .hat ;.
,ubordinated and cOfUJue-red heightens the "rength au the plea,ure; and this should be exhibited by the Artist either inclusively
in his figure. or else out of it and beside it to act by way of supplement and contrastl." This idea pervades all Nature :-we conceive of her laws as working in matter as in a resisting medium j
-the life, both of animals and vegetablel', has its disturbing
forces. In the case of the latter, by which the idea of life. as
being entirely contained in the subject. is most sensibly represented
to the mind. the whole organization seems the result of a struggle,
and is singularly irregular. especially in the higher species. What
is true of each species individually, ill 80 in a remarkable degree
lUI regards the entire system of organic nature.
Even the cold,
I

Literary Remains. Vol. I. p. 229,110.
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lifeless mineral world gives an obscure prophecy of vegetation in
the various kinds of crystals. and the arborescent forms of the
Arragonite and other mineral products. Certain species of vegetables present as it were a mimicry of motion and sensibility.
The higher animals. each after its kind. darkly shadow forth the
intellect and even the moral instincts of the human race. Further.
as each faculty presupposes all inferior faculties. as the necessary
conditions of its existence. so does it appear to be the sole conceivable aim and object to which they are tending. Each species
seems struggling on to gain a higher place in the scale of creation:
there is nothing fixed. nothing at rat j all is motion. and strife,
and progress: death labours to give birth to life; matter is ever
striving to become mind: "the whole Creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now." The fact that false and dangerous
theories have been framed upon these data. no more militates
against a right use of them. than any similar abuse of phenomena.
For all facts have two faces: and evil men with a wonderful
readiness wrest the teaching of Nature, as they do that of Scripture. "to their own destruction." The same law rules our moral,
our political. and our social life. And by the same law of Unity,
subordinating to itself by many fierce struggles the wills and temperaments of individuals, the characters and institutions of nations.
has the Church been built up, a motley I! tructure,--one, and yet
diverse.-eel:f-consistent. and yet anomaloUB,-harassed alternately
by persecution and by controversy,like the giant oak of the foreet,
wlW:h is set on fire at ODe time by the lightning. at another by
the collision of its own branches. And we I!hould have ezpected
the Church to be analogous to the moral world, a system of halfrealized ideas and half-completed tendencies, and accordingly to
present to an ordinary obse"er an appearance of partial confusion. And let it be observed that this view is quite independent
of any peculiar doctrine respecting the Church, its nature, fwictiODS. and authority j it is a plain matter of fact, and as such to
be decided by history and experience. The irregularity therefore
of a Gothic building, and the idea of a conftict suggested by it. is
as was above stated, typical of the Church as a system formed
under the influences of such a conflict. In strictness of language,
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indeed, it is symbolical only of the general idea of life; but in a
aeoodary sense it is 80 of any particular form of life, and especially
of the Church, as ita highest form.
Of the idea. of strife as displayed in Gothic Architecture. irregula.
rity is not the ouly development. The author just quoted, in an Essay
on Beauty. says of lines, that "the rectilinea1 are in themaelves the
lifeless,-the determined ab ema; • • • the curve line is a modification of the force from without by the force from within. or the
spcmtaneoualr.... And afterwards. referring without doubt to this
strife of opposite forces, he eays, that "the introduction of the
Arch is not less an epoch in the fine than in the useful arts l ."
Again, in a ft!I'Y valuable paper read before this Societym, the
grotesques in Gothic Architecture were referred, if I mistake not.
to the notion of "two opposite principles working in a' common
Illbject." I adduce these instances merely to shew. tha~ the
principle under discussion is one of very wide extent. and admits
of a conaiderable variety of developments.
It will be necessary to mention two other principles of Gotbic
Architecture to which the deviations from Uniformity may partly be
referred. In the first place by breaking up and distorting the stiff
and regular outlines of a bullding. its etFect becomes more ideal;
-there is, as it were, a veil thrown over its inner form. And
again. by destroying the reguIar horizontal lines in certain cases
the vertical etFect of a building is increased. For instance. a
tower crowned with pinnacles of equal height has a certain degree
of flatness, which is oven:ome by elevating the summit of one or
more of them above the rest. It is assumed, as being generally
admitted, that the vertical principle is essential to Gothic Archi.
tecture; but why it is 80. is a question of such latitude and im.
portance. that it might fairly form the subject of a separate
enquiry. I will however at once state that I believe it to be
Symbolical, in the primary sense of the word. and closely con·
nected with the principles which I have just advanced.
And DOW that our theory is complete. what. it may be allked.
is the practical conclusion? Has an artist any actual obstacles to
k

Literary Remains, Vol. I. p. 271.
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• Report for Hilary Tenn, 1844, p. 2.
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contend with and to overcome in the realization of hia idea 1
There certainly are such obataclea,-as the intractable nature of
the material, the difficulties of mechanical construction, and the
necessities arising from the object of the work. These must be
subordinated. but not annihilated. The Architect should aim at
Uniformity, but not 10 aa to necessitate the introduction of superftuities. This view coincides in substance with Mr. Pugin's rules.
already alluded to; but while I moat heartily appreciate their vallie.
" I must contend that it is not lessened by their being put on a more
philosophical basis. I have to otrer one or two more remarks of
a practical nature. Aa a general rule the more important buildings, and their more general and characteristic features, require"
the greatest degree of Uniformity. This is an obvious deduction
from the theory. and one or two practical rules follow from it aa
corollaries. Ecclesiastical is more regular than Domestic Architecture; large and important Churches require more Uniformity
than more humble buildings; and in a large Church, the principal
parts must preaene a considerable degree of regularity, while the
lesser appendages, aa Chapels, Cloisten. Vestries, Chapter-houses,
and the like, allow a cousiderable degree of variety. The
Tower, although an appendage to the building, as far as ita
object is concerned, is yet 10 important and characteristic a
feature, that an Architect should be most cautious in allowing it
to break in upon the general Uniformity of an edifice. Again in
Perpendicular buildings, as I have already remarked, irregularity
is admissible, and to a certain extent desirable. May not thia be
partly the reason why the Domestic buildings of that period are
of 80 superior a character? These rules will I think bear to be
tested by ancient examples. For an instance of Unity of et'ect.
take alm08t any large Church which is the work of the same age
and band,-perhaps Salisbury Cathedral is aa near an approximation to it aa we "can find; For an instance of irregularity. aa displayed moat abundantly in Domestic Architecture. contrast the
South front of All Soula with the West front of Exeter College.
One fertile 80Urce of irregularity in Churches haa been left unnoticed hitherto; I mean, when it proceeds from the alterations
and additions of later ages. Nor does it really deserve notice.-
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beca~:::
2S neithe:r :r:rzm:::ded with
fzzinciples of AnzhHecture,
nor
likely to i£££z::::::nce our
It
purely
accidental nature. And indeed it is by no means an unfailing
source of irregularity: additions are in many cases made in later
IItyle££, mithout
impairinh
'Unity of
As an
inshmee
this I
mention
College
where
probably
discover
an
eye
of date in the several parts of the building.
In conclusion, I have to observe that I am by no means in love
witH
zheory; mu,zh Iuus so wehh:::h
it, as net
eejoice at
seeizzH e££erthrown
modified. Ii
be absUnl±
nverlook
its
zr;±perfectinmz well of
of execuiAmL H these
remarks have any value, it can only be so far forth as they are hints
thrown out for the formation of a more philosophical view of the
subjt'ut th:::n is
entertaineh
tystematiu E<£tm<£tion of
such
I leav:::
qualifiezz
the task.
zo my
h,;fore many ef mhom the
I w<££zliA iAiA<£wise
assumption of such a tone would have been in the highest degree
indecorous, for any thing which might at first sight bear the appeara<£<£<£ nl
PrincipTz%££ haee been
and
simp1h Rmzz££uae the ££££hihizion of th££ hz£O££ess by
are reggU££zd ££eould h££g££g: hggggn at on:Zgg gg££herfluous
and uninteresting. I would also apologize to the Society for the
extreme shortness of this paper, had I not reason to expect that
they
T<£ok upon
its only
qualith'

Mr. Parkins made some remarks on the Paper just read,
thinking that such inquiries, however ingenious, were but
of little practical utility, as being investigations into an
abstms<£ metaphh££££zzz1 questio<£,
would dsobably
nevot
answered,
to the
Cause
dkauty ;
while the province of Architecture, as an Art,'.the end of
which is Production, is rather to produce a beautiful object
wit??<£zz" e£zference
reggtd
the menti
ism,
tdought

££88

such

of
With
made of Utilitarianas m<£±li<£ttz Utili-
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tarianism, following the Useful as our immediate aim, but
still not as an end in itself but as a means to something
higher. With this view he considered Mr. Pugin's sentiments to coincide. He feared that we might pursue these
inquiries to the prejudice of our real objects, and when we
should be building or restoring be merely speculating.
The Rev. John Baron, M.A., called attention to another
Palimpsest Brass in the Society's Collection, from Brombam
Church, Bedfordshire, in which figures of the early part of
the fifteenth century were employed again in 1535 without
alteration, but only the addition of a fresh inscription and
shields of arms.
.
Mr. Freeman suggested that this custom of using brasses
a second time seemed to prove that they were not intended for likenesses. Some conversation took place on
this point, the result of which was that in the later ones,
when the art of portraiture was advancing, such was frequendy the case, but seldom or never in the earlier examples.
Mr. 10nes mentioned a very curious wooden doorway in
a cottage near Stanton Harcourt.
The Meeting dissolved shordy after half-past nine
o'clock.
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Mr. Freeman read the following letter from the Rev. the
President of Trinity College to the President, accompanying
his preseot of tiles from Rother6eld Greys : Trimt, CoUtge, Ma, 28.
DBAR RBCTOR,

My friend Mr. Kinsey, our incumbent at Rotherfield Greys,
has just forwarded to me, for the inspection of our Society, a few
specimens of paving tiles lately discovered in the Church there,
under the i100r of the pulpit, in making some alterations. Four
of them, though muc;b worD, form a regular IIquare; the other two
are of difFerent patterns, and have nothing remarkable in their
design. The pattern of those forming the square consists of two
concentric circles; the inner one resembles an ornamental crown.
or rather coronet. They are probably of the manufacture of Stoke
Row. or Lane End, near Cisa-beach Croes, in Buckinghamsbire.
being of coarse lQanufacture.like many other specimens of an early
date, and may be supposed to be a part of the original i100ring of
the Church; which, though much modernized throughout, has a
very interesting square font of early date, and a few lancet windows.
with one round-headed doorway, now walled up, and a modem
square. headed doorway by the side of it, which is used instead of
it. The subject of tile-works and potteries, in which our encaustic
tile-pavement was formerly manufactured from our native clay and
brick earth. is one which I think might be illustrated to advantage
by some of the younger Members of our Society. if they would
direct their attention to it during the ensuing very long vacation;
of which I hope they will avail themselvell. With my kind regardll
to you all, I remain, dear Mr. President. yours truly.
1. lNoaAIi.

Mr. Jones then read the Report of the Committee.
The Committee have to report to the Society, that it is in
contemplation to make improvements in the Society'll room. At
present its small size and inconvenient form precludes any thing.
like a methodical arrangement of the numerous specimens of
medieval art now in the 'collection of the Society. while it scarcely
affords accommodation for the Members at the ordinary Meetings.
II
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It is intended. if it can be eft'ected at a moderate expeuee. to
remedy these evils. and at the same time to improve the approach.
which is at present highly inconvenient.
The Committee have determined to publish the interesting paper
on Romaey Abbey Church. in Hampahire. read before the Society
in Michaelmaa Term. 1844. by E. A. Freeman. Esq•• of Trinity
College. A new edition of the Drawings of Littlemore Church
has been already iaaued. and a copy lies on the table of the
Society.
Among the presents received by the Society since the last Meet.
ing. is a very large and interesting collection of Rubbings of
Brasaea from Norfolk and Suffolk. presented by the Rev.
R. M. White. D.D•• of Magdalen College. Mr. Robins. of Oriel
College. has alao presented a collection of Rubbings. among others
lOme from New College Chapel. which are remarkable for the
excellence of their execution.
The Sub. Committee appointed for collecting Tracings of Stained
Glasa. have reported that they are at present employed on the
windows in Merton College Chapel.
The Sub. Committee appointed for the purpose of making arrangements for the Restoration of Dorchester Church. have alao
reported progress to the Committee. They have decided upon
printing the list of Subscribers and inning a second Circular."

Mr. Jones then read the Circular of the Sub-Committee.
The Subscriptions, of which a list was printed with it,
amounted to £ 168 98. 9d.
n

The following paper was then read by Mr. Freeman,
On the Architectural Antiquities of the Island of Jersey ott

I I I think I may safely say that the subject to which I would call
the attention of the Society this evening is one whieh will be new
to all. except those who may be personally acquainted with the
buildings which I am about to describe. Although the Churches
of Jersey contain much that is interesting. and not a little that is
highly beautiful. I have not. to the best of my knowledge, ever
seen any reference ever made to them in any Architectural work.
That common observers should pay but little attention to them
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is not to be wondered at ; here are no vast Cathedrals. no ruined.
Abbeys; there is acarcely the same tone of home romance which
belongs to our own Village Churches; they are acarcely mentioned. in any of the guide books to the island; even Mr. Inglis.
in his very entertaining book on the Channel lalands. merely mentions them as adding to the pictureequeneBB of the landscapes.
adding. that few. if any. will repay an examination of the interior;
and the state of neglect and desecration in which they are. shew
but too plainly that the people of the island are equally devoid of
taste for architectnral beauty and of reverence for the House of
God.
The Churches of Jersey were of three kinds; the original small
Chapels. the Parish Churches. twelve in number. and those of. if
I mistake not, four Priories. Of the latter no footsteps whatever
remain. as far as I am aware. and what is left of the Chapels is.
with one exception, very small. It is then to the Pariah Churches
that our attention, as far as regards the Ecclesiastical Architecture
of the island, must be chie:fty confined. These, I should say,
must in their original state have been superior to the common run
of village Churches with ourselves, but it would hardly be an
exaggeration to say that those in England, which are in the
worst condition, are more fortunate than those in Jersey which
are beat preserved.. The usual mutilations and barbarisms of our
own Churches, the pews, the galleries, the windows robbed of
their tracery, the doors turned. into windows and vice vera&, are
here to be seen in full force, but, as far as I am acquainted with
English buildings, it is a peculiarity which ours never share with
them to be without Font or Altar, as is the case with most of the
Jersey Churches. The Font I only observed in one case; in a few
instances the Altar is to be found, but generally, and even in the
Decanal Church of St. Helier. the pews reach to the East wall,
and a mean table is brought in at Communion time. Besides
this, acarcely any Church in the island baa elCBped desecration, it
being the prevalent custom to block off a portion of each to hold
the cannon belonging to the Parish. a gratuitous insult to religion
in an island full of castles, towers, and barracks from one end to
the other.
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With regard to the architectural character of these Churches.
I must intreat the indulgence of the Society to remarks drawn up
101ely from notes and sketches taken so far back as the Long
Vacation of 1843. Thcy were taken alone. as I had no companion interested in the subject. and. as I said before. I have seen
nothing whatever to aid me in any architectural work. and none
of my friends acquainted with nch mattel1l have ever viaited
Jersey. My paper therefore will claim every allowance due to
the sole and unaided efforts of one whose only quaIification for
entering on so new a field was an examination of Bome districts
of his own country.
And. most certainly. to one who had never before croued the
water, the Churches of this island presented much both new and
striking, in their remarkable similarity to ODe another, and in
their great dUFerences from the buildings to which we are accuatomed in England. Whether they at all agree with those in
Guernsey or on the adjacent coast of Normandy, I have no means
of ascertaining. I have had no opportunity of inspecting either
personally, and Mr. Cotman's work on Normandy, which I have
examined for the purpose, does not give sufficient instances of the
smaller Churches of that province to furnish materials for an
induction on this point.
These Churches almost invariably consist of an imperfect crOlll,
the single Transept being indUFerentJy on the north or south side;
there is UBUaIIy a single Aisle extending the whole length, and
equal in size to the Nave and Chancel; it is generally difficult to
tell, otherwise than by the interposition of the Tower, which is
invariably central, which is to be considered the Body of the
Church, and which the Aisle. The Aisles have, with one single
exception, distinct gables; the triforium and clerestory are features
utterly unknown. These roofs are always externaIIy high pitched,
internally is a stone vanlt, almost always of the pointed barrel
form, commonly springing from flat piIaatel1l. Porches are thrown
out on all sides, north, south, and west, and are sometimes
attached to the Transepts. The central towers are in six of the
twelve Churches crowned with quadrangular stone spires, two
have the octagonal form, two have saddle-back roofs, and two are
flat-topped.
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These Churchill are to be chiefly referred to two periods. the
latter part of the twelfth century, and the fifteenth or early part of
the sixteenth. Of work of this latter period, from my very slight
acquaintance with foreign Architecture. I would not fix the date
wjth too much certainty. The work of the former date exhibits an
excessively rude Romaneeque or Transition style; but for the use
of the pointed arch, no period would have seemed too early for
the massive and barbarous architecture of these parts of the
Churches. They exhibit nothing whatever of the beautiful ornament of our own buildings of this date, or of the different, but
still graceful features of the German Romaneeque. Pure Romaneeque, as well as anything like our Early English or Decorated ito rare, but the national style of the island, in which all the
Churches have been repaired. is a species of late Gothick of no
great merit in most respects, but affording in its window tracery.
wherever it has been uninjured by the ruthless barbarism of later
days. moat graceful forms, not exactly Decorated, Perpendi'cular, or Flamboyant. but combining the beauties of all three.
One peculiarity may be noticed in those approaching moat nearly
to our Decorated. the use of the trefoil instead of the quatrefoil
in the upper part of the lights. whereby perhaps the eye is better
carried along the line of tracery. and not left to reat so much on
the quatrefoiled spaces. Some of the more Flamboyant windows
are worked partially without foliations. which of course impairs
their effect. All these windows are under well-proportioned
arches, of which the dripstone is sometimes crocketed and almost
always has .. finial of foliage at the top. The mouldings are
stated by those better acquainted than myself with French buildings to be a mixture of Perpendicular and Flamboyant; they
exhibit one feature which is. if I mistake not. a characteriatick of
the French style, the bowtells being furnished with bases, but
without capitals. an arrangement leas commonly seen in English
structures. One thing may be always remarked. that great
attention was everywhere paid to the working of the jamb
mouldings. in contradiction to the meagre chamfers so often seen
in the Decorated of our country Churches.
The doorways are mostly late Flamboyant. with the depreaaed
arch of the style, and mouldings similar to those of the windows.
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On one or two I observed an ornament very similar to the cablemoulding of the Romanesque style. Where there is any attempt
at decoration. the crocketed ogee canopy is more prevalent.
although the square-headed label of the English Perpendicular
is not exclnded. The round arch is not unknown in this style;
there are also many round arched doorways 80 devoid of moulding
as not to present the distinctive character of any style.
The piers and arches are commonly Flamboyant; maaaive round
columns with octagonal capitals and bases ; Romaneaque and Transition are seldom seen. and the instances are generally uceaaively
rude. The arches of the Towers are moat commonly Transition.
pointed. rude even to barbarism. springing from rectangular piers
without the slightest attempt at decoration beyond a plain impost.
The round arch prevails in the windows in the Towers. which
are always, as well as all the few Romaneaque windows occurring elsewhere. quite plain, without any shafts or ornamental
mouldings.
Having thus mentioned the leading general peculiarities of
these buildings, I will describe the more remarkable features of
the individual Churches, premising that the parishes of Jersey
are twelve in number, and, with a single uception, called after
the patron Saint.
St. He1iers, the parish Church of the chief town of the island,
~d the Rectory of which is in practioe, although I believe not by
any formal enactment, annued to the Deanry of the island, has
been a fine Church iu its time, but is dreadfully disfigured. It
consists of a double Nave ad Chancel, and North Transept. To
the North Chancel is annued a small Aisle under a continuous
roof. The West front is poor. and oft'era nothing remarkable but
a small round window without tracery or foliation, now blocked
up. but the East elevation is very handsome and in tolerable presenation,-i. e. for a Jersey Church-the great East window has
had its tracery mutilated, but not 80 much 80 as to prevent the
recovery of the pattern. The window of the small Aiale is made
into a door. A handsome, though plain Tower, rises from the
centre, with a good pierced parapet, and a small square turret at
the N. W. comer; the lantern within haa CT088-vaulting, the rest
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the usual barrel-vault. The guide hooks attribute this Church to
the year 1841, and internal evidence does not seem to contradict
it. There are lOme modern Churches in St. Hellen, but of no
merit whatever. St. James is a showy edifice with two towen,
but the merest conceivable preaching-house within.
St. Saviouns, about a mile from St. Hellen and 1lOmmaodiog
a magnificent view of the sea, is, as a whole, the haadaomeat
Church in the island, and in the beat preaervatiGD. No part is
desecrated, a Communion Table appears, though of recent introduction. and the window tracery generally remains. and, where
mutilated. it has been patched in wood. which is good restoration
for Jersey. The Churc~ which is throughout Flamboyant. consists of a double Na.e and Chancel. BDd a South Transept; the
Weat Front has two high pitched gables. with two-lighted
winclowa; beneath are doorways with depressed arches, blocked
up. The Northern one has the common ogee crocketed canopy,
the Southern, now made into a window. the English spandril witb
a niche over it. The Tower is in outline very like St. Hellers.
but is palpably much later, and even Debased in style. The belfry
windows are double. of one light. round-headed. with a transom.
For the pierced parapet of St. Heliers appears the common battlement of our village Towers. The interior haS the common Flamboyant pt1lar. bllt the arches of the Chancel are round. The
Lantern has cross-vaulting from engaged columns.
Grouville Church exhibits in its East end the finest architectural display of which the island can boast. Its treble Chancel.
with its three lofty gables. and magnificent windows. contrasts
well with the stem simplicity of its steeple. This is the only
Church in the island whose Chancels are not of equal length; the
Nave. which is Bingle. is desecrated. and the vaulting destroyed:
there are no Transepts. The Chancel has an Altar. but a
Pulpit. &c. in front of it. and is galleried all round; there are
some considerable remnants of stained glass in the upper part of
the East windows; how they escaped in this stronghold of
Puritanism is difficult to imagine.
St. Laurencea is chiefly remarkable for the exceeding elegance
of its North Chancel. whose ·pinnaclcs and turrets, and elegant
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means dieappointed by the beautiful interior. It haa the only
groined roof in the island. except a few of the Lanterns; the vaulting is quadripartite. the key-stones are carved into bosses. Unfortunately however the vaulting does not spring from shafta. bllt
corbels, which always gives the roof the idea of something put
on. and not an essential part of the bllilding contemplated from
the foundation. thus destroying the great advantage which a vault
has over other roor. in carrying the eye upwards, instead of breaking its coone with the horizontal line of the cornice. I know I
shall be propounding a sentiment repngnant to the feelings of many
of my hearers. when I profea my full agreement with Mr. Petit's
opinion that no Early Gothick Charch-I should be inclined to
add, no Gothick Church whatever-is really complete without
vaulting. This subject is too important to be treated of in ..
cursory or incidental manner. and I may perhaps recur to it OD
some other occaaion.-I will now only allude to this Chancel, and
the glorious Nave of Warmington in Northamptonshire (where.
be it remembered. the vaulting is constructed of timber) aa showing the immeasurable superiority of the vault, however simply
deeigned, and of whatever honest material. over the inefFectual
attempts of our English architects. ancient or modern, to construct Church roofs after the barn-fashion of principals and tie-

beams.
The piers of this Chancel are plain octagoDl; the vaulting cor-

bels are attached at about the height of the impost. which is discontinuous. The rest of the Church, consisting of a double Nave,
and Sooth Transept. is more curi01ll than beautiful. The South
Chancel is much injured by modern windows. but retains a
handsome one at its East end. Perhaps the most curious feature
is its double lantern. aa if it had been intended to erect two
Towers side by side; the Northern one hu vaulting, if I rightly
recollect. similar to that of the North Chancel; the Southern
cross vaulting of a rude Transition; over this rises the Tower, a
low structure with a saddle-back roof; its character is almost
deetroyed by injudicious modern alteratioDl. The Northern Nave.
which is desecrated as usual, is separated from the Southern by
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cylindrical piers of Flamboyant character, with round arches.
These cut through the pilaaters of the original vault of the
Southern Nave, so that the Northern is probably a later addition.
The South Nave bas a curious receding doorway of rude pointed
arches, set in a pedimented projection, difFering from those Romanesque Doorways of our own country in which a similar arrangement occurs in itl' greater projection and high gable. Over this
is a small round-headed window.
St. Brelades Church, situated near the Bay of that name, is
said to be the oldest Church in Jersey, and the date given is 1111.
The general style is however the TransitiOD8l Romanesque of the
island, but so rude and clumsy that, but for the use of the pointed
arch. it might be of almost any antiquity. The Norman pilaster
buttre88 occurs throughout the original part. There are a few
Decorated windows. and a ~ther good round-headed doorway of
Flamboyant character; but the beet point about the Church is
the low gabled tower. which, with its round turret. haa a moat
picturesque effect. In the Church-yard stands a small Romanesque Chapel. now desecrated; the roof is the common pointed
barrel vault. but adorned with some paintinge of later date.
St. Peters haa been a fine Church. but is even more deplorably disfigured than usual; it haa an Altar, but. strange to eay.
its place is in the North Transept. The lofty quadrangular l'pire
of this Church. and the bold elevation of the Northern Nave,
rising above the rest of the building, give it a very remarkable
outline. The most singular feature in the interior is a triangular
arch in the South Transept. of very rude character. and resembling
those of like shape in the Saxon remains of our own country. The
Chancel arch of Brading Church in the Iele of Wight, struck me
aa similar, but I do not remember to have seen either cited. This
in St. Peters baa an ordinary pointed arch built over it.
St. Ouene Church consists of three parallel Naves and Chancels
with no external distinction. except in the centre one. from the.
middle of which rises the tower, crowned with a low quadraogular
spire. The windows have mostly lost their tracery; and the
Southern Nave is doubly desecrated, being made into two stories.
of which the lower is, as usual, employed to keep the guns, while
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the upper was, when I saw it, employed as a lanndry, The
interior of the Chancel exhibits on the South aide a fine speci~
men of Romaneaque in the Piers and Arches, excessively plain,
but without the rude clumaineea of the usual Jersey Romaneaque. The Piers are mere JllIU!8e8 of wall, only chamfered so
as to make them of a sort of octagonal figore ; the round Arches
are simply continuations of the Piers, without any moulding or
other ornament. What may be the date of this severe example
of Roman Architecture I know not, but the eft'ect is far from unpleasing, and the work certainly better than is usual in the island.
The North Chancel and Lantern are the usual rude Transition, the
Nave Flamboyant, with very massive round columns with octagonal
capitals. There are three good doorways and some small quatrefoiled circles for windows of the same date in the Weat Front. In
the interior is a singular stone staircase leading apparently to the
Rood-loft, the only relick I remember in the island of the employment of that feature of our ancient Churches.
St. Marys also affords some very good Romaneaque work. The
windows and North and East walls of the Chancel remain untouched, and are umnixed specimens of the style. The East end
is very good, two round-headed lights with a pilaster between;
the interior has pointed vaulting, but the pilasters supporting it
are cut away by the Flamboyant Arches of the South Chancel, in
which is a piacina of that date, exhibiting the cable moulding
mentioned before as occasionally found in the Flamboyant doorways in Jersey, of which this Church affords a good example.
Over it is a singular triangular window, richly crocketed, but, at
present at least, without tracery. The most remarkable feature
however in this Church is its tower, exhibitillg a development of
the Spire with Romanesque details, but of an outline hardly found
in England till the later days of Early English. The Lantern has
the usual rude pointed arches and vaulting; the tower, which rises
only one story above the roof, haa round-headed windows; it is
crowned by a handsome octagonal spire of the same character, and
at the comera, grouping well with it, are square pinnacles, open,
upon round arches. In fact, this steeple is the same, only on a
smaller and plainer scale, as those of St. Stephens Abbey at Caen,
p
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which I believe to be part of the original design. only perhaps
carried out with more richnel!ll and lightDel!II in the details.
St. Johns Church hu but little to interest betide ita handsome
Flamboyant East Window. There is a rich but rather debased
doorway of that style bearing date 1622. Inside are some RomaneBque arches. Thia Church. as well 81 St. Marys, has uo
Transept. Trinity Church has stilllel!ll to remark. except a broad
four-centered pier-arch in the Chancel. These two Churches
have quadrangu1ar spirea.
St. Martins approaches nearer to our Early English than any
other Church in the island. The tower with ita lancet windows
is qwte in that style. The spire is octagonal. There are some
other lancet windows and heavy pedimented buttreeaea. The
pillara of the Nave are octagonal. and have quite an English look.
The Eut Window has had ita tracery tampered with. but seems
to belong to the peculiar Flamboyant style of the island.
St. Clements is chiefly remarkable for being the only Jersey
Church which retains ita Font. a handl!ome Flamboyant one of
octagonal form; to make up for this most UDusual appearance. the
Altar is absent. and part of the Nave applied to profane uses. The
East Window has beautiful Flamboyant tracery. and the gable
above it is crocketed. The spire is quadrangular.
Such are the Parish Churches of Jersey. in which among greater
neglect and de!eCration than perhaps ever befel any builctinga still
professedly dedicated to holy purposes. the eye of faith will still
recognize and lament over the despised temples of God, while the
Ecclesiastical antiquary wiD. 81 must be plain even from the above
imperfect sketch. discover very much that is both singular and
beautiful. In one department of antiquities they are exceedingly
poor; the whole twelve Churches do not contain a Bingle bral!ll or
other monument of the slightest value or interest.
Of other Ecclesiastical buildings little is to be said; the Chapel
of Rozel, some account of which was read to the Society about
a year ago. I have never seen; but the piety of Mr. Lemprlere.
the owner of the mauaion to which it is attached. has lately rescued
it from desecration. and carefully restored ita principal featclretl; an
act sufficiently honourable under any circumstaaces, but the more
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80 wben it stands out alone amoDg the utter want both of taste
and reverence prevalent in Jersey. St. Katharinea Chapel, near
the bay 80 called, is in ruins, and ouly a small piece of wall remains, with a window so rude as to baftle all architectural skill to
auign it any defini~e style or date; it appears to me quite anteNorman, perhaps as old 88 the first introduction of Christianity
into the ialand. At Princes Tower near St. Heliers is what is
thought to be a desecrated Chapel, but it has no architectural
features j in the grounds are the remains of an ancient Font.
I must now add a few words on the military and domeatick
Architecture of the Island. I am too little acquainted with the
former to give any correct technical account of the Castles I shall
have to mention, 10 that all that I can do is to allude to such of
their details 88 have any marked architectural character. I will
first mention the point which these buildings offer of most intereat-their doorways of late Flamboyant character-with rich
mouldinga and crocketed ogee canopies: 80metimea the arch is of
the fiat Burgundian form, of which two noble examples occur at
St. Ouena Manor House, a Mansion of very fine outline, but
ruined by the tracery being cut from its windows; but the most
common form is the semicircular arch similarly adomed j LoDgueville Manor-House has a magnificent one with no pollSible mark
of debasement but the form of the arch j in Elizabeth Castle and
near Trinity Cburch are plainer examples j but the common 8Ort,
which has lasted almost to our own day. and which is worked
well 10 late as 1687. is a good. bold, doorway without a canopy,
the arch round, and DO attempt at ornament, except occasionally
a chamfer. and now and then one or two mouldings. Such doorways are seen continually in houses and other buildings of every
sort throughout Jersey, the masonry is solid, and without pretence,
and the efFect invariably good. The English Tudor Arch I saw
but twice, in a very handsome doorway in Mount Orgueil Castle,
and in a very tall unomamentecl gateway in an out-house of Trinity
Manor.
The most ancient fortress of Jersey is the CaBtle of Mount
Orgueil; were it not my place here to describe the arc1&itechlral
antiquities of the ialand I might run on almost for ever on the
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rnajeatick appearance of thil venerable Castle frowning over the
waves from its rocky height. whence for 150 many centuries it has
defied equally the power of the elements and the _nIts of hoatile
force. I might tell of the historical al!8ociations of a lpot which
witnessed the defeat of Du Guesclin himself. and was the last fortress in the British dominions to hold out for King Charles II
against the 1l8111'ping power of Cromwell j or the awefulness of a
position where the worke of nature and of man appear equally in
their sternest form, the massive walls of the Castle growing out of.
as it were. and acarce1y to be distinguished from the rugged cllil's
on which it is built. But to come to sober matter of fact. my
ignorance of castellated architecture will hinder me from describing more than one portion. a building thought to have been the
Chapel. but which strikes me as having been rather the crypt
underneath it. Only a muill part is perfect. but the foundations
can be traced throughout j it seems to have been divided into two
aisles by a row of five low masay pillars, with square abaci. from
which springe. without any pier arch, quadripartite pointed vaulting. without ribs. This vaulting. which at the side rises from
plain corbels. is of rubble without plastering. The windoWi are
bare openings. few. small. and without architectural character.
Two bays only towards the west are perfect. but the basel of the
columns and the Ipring of the roof from the wall can be pretty
well made out. In this building is preserved. where it was
originally found. an image of oar Lord in the arms of His EverBlessed Mother. quite perfect. except that the head of the Divine
Infant is broken off'. It is now kept in a glass case. In another
and higher part of the Castle is a good bell gable with a foar centered arch.
Elizabeth Castle. near St. He1iera. built on an island acceasible
at low water by a natural causeway. is a highly picturesque object.
but. being built at intervale between the reigns of Edward VI and
Charles II. has but little of architectural interest except one or
two of the doorways mentioned above. The same may be said of
St. Aubins Castle in the same noble Bay.
On Grosnez Point. ill another part of the island, stands a ruin.
consisting of a eingle pointed arch of rude maeonry.-I can give
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no account of ita history. but ita position is exceedingly romantick;
a bleak moor reaching to the. brink of the wild and precipitous
rocks on whose edge stands this ruin. with the lea immediately
beneath. lashing the bottom of the clift's without any intervening
beach.
The Manor-Hou8e8 and the smaller domestick buildings are
well built and picturesque. but have seldom or never any detailB
worth noticing beyond the doorways. Indeed. wherever modem
gimcrack taste bas not intruded itself. a remarkably good.
honest. and substantial style of building prevails in the island to
the present day ; the material is generally. if I mistake not, granite,
with quoins and dressings of brick. The reverse is more common
in England, but I have seen the Jersey fashion in a gateway of the
Tudor period at Boxley Abbey in Kent, where the body of the
edifice is stone, and the dressings are done in moulded brick.
I have thus done my best to describe a class of buildings to my
mind highly interesting, both from their intrinaick merit, and their
remarkable conformity to one type. I may perhaps, in conclusion,
be allowed to suggest to other Members the composition of Papers
on the Churches of diBmc,. with which they may be acquainted.
Local peculiarities in ArcbitectiJre are seldom so strongly marked as
in the Jersey Churches, but they are always an interesting field
for inquiry; and though I do not feel myself capable of investigating the philosophy of them, I am persuaded that some reason is
to be assigned both for the fact that they do distinguish the buildings of particular districts, and also for the peculiar connexion
which one may reasonably expect a priori to find between lIuch
peculiarities. and some circumstance of the district. This connexion I have myself in many cases vainly endeavoured to find
out; but I am fully persuaded that something more than mere
chance is at the root of them, equally as of similar provincialisms in dress, manners, language, and tone of thought; provincial I mean as opposed to national distinctions, although the
latter would be only a greater development of the lame principle.
The adaptation of style to scenery would be a part of the lame investigation. although these peculiarities are found to belong to
geographical districts irrespective of hill or dale. field or forest.
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They are IOmetimes peculiarities of outline. sometimes of minute
detail; IOmetUrles a similarity is found in buildiogs of totally
di6erent datea-not 10 of ooune as to renounce their own stylewithin the same district. as though the eft'ect of lOme principle in
the mind remaining through ditFerent ages. Thus in Jersey the
great features oC the Churches are invariably the same whether the
style be Romanesque or Flamboyant. These few hinta are thrown
out in the hope that. while SODle abler minds than my own may
work out a philoeophical investigation of the principle. othera may
not decline sharing with me the humbler task of eatabliahing the
fact by inatanoes. The subject is further one of practical importanee; modem architects seem scarcely ever to attend in their
erections to the peculiarities of the district; yet surely the same
principle which would make us prefer,-prefer simply as examples
for our own use. not as condemning the foreign style-onr own
Beverley or Canterbury to the gorgeouaneaa of Beauvais or Abbeville, should in a leu degree make us hesitate to place a copy of
Taunton tower. for iDatance. among the spirea of Lincolnshire. 01'
an oblong clereatoried Church with a western tower, and low
timber roof, among the high gables. stone nalta, and central
lanterns of the Churches of Jersey."

Tbe Paper was illustrated by numerous pen and ink
sketcbes of tbe buildings and details referred to.
The President thanked Mr. Freeman for his bigbly interesting account of a district wbicb bad not bitberto come
under the notice of tbe Society. He observed that the remarkable fact of local peculiarities of outline and detail, to
wbicb Mr. Freeman bad adverted, tbough in some instances
owing to the same Architect baving built many Churches,
must be referred ultimately to a deeper principle.
Mr. Robins, of Oriel College, mentioned tbe Cburch of
St. Anne in Aldemey, a Norman edi6ce, which was in a precisely similar state to those in Jersey.
In answer to a question of tbe Rev. W. Sewell, of Exeter
College, Mr. Freeman observed, that he thought the buildings were chiefly of the granite of tbe island, but would not
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express any poaitive opinion, from his very slight acquaintance with the dift'erent kinds of stone.
Mr. Sewell remarked that the builders often modified
their details to suit the nature of the stone. He adverted to
a soft stone used for minute details in some Irish Churches,
being a kind of fine Steatite.
Mr. Parker observed that hard chalk was similarly used
in many Churches both in England and Normandy.
Mr. PatterlOn, of Trinity College, mentioned a very friable
sandstone used in the Church of St. Jaques, at Liege, which
was hardened by oil. This application gave it a deeper
colour, but possibly prevented weather-stains. He alluded
at the same time to the foliations in Cologne Cathedral, the
upper sides of which universally sloped outwards, so as to
prevent the water from lodging on them.
Mr. Parker observed that it was usually the case, the
Early English base being the only moulding that would hold
water. In answer to a question of the President, he re~ked that a surface drain paved with brick or tile was the
only eWectual method of carrying off the water which falls
from tbe eaves of a building.
Tbe Meeting separated shortly before ten o'clock •
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The Rev. the Master of University College, V. P.
in the Chair.
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The Rev. C. L. S. Clarke. B.e.L., Fenow of New College.
The Rev. Alexander P. Forbes. B.A., Brasenoee College.
William Johnston, Esq., B.A., Trinity College.
William Frederick Simmons, Esq., Worceater College.
H. M. Clarke, Esq., Union Club, London•
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A Collection of rubbinga of Braaaes from Little} E. Walford, Esq., B.A..
Wittenham, Cbo18ey, and Goring Churches,
Balliol College, aIld
Berksbire, one of the former a singular one, of
E. A. FreemaIl, Esq.,
80 late a date as 1689.
B.A., Secretary.
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The Round Towers and Ancient AIclIit.ecturQ of Irelaad, by G. Petrie,
R.H.A. VoL i. 4to. Dublin, 1846.
Hierurgia AIIglicana, Edited by Members of the Cambridge Camdeu
Society, No.. 1 to 9. 8vo. Cambridge,I843-to
Alphabets, Numerala, aIli DeTicea of the Middle Ages, by Henry Shaw,
r.S.A., NOI. 1 to 10. bo. London, 1848-6.

The Chairman apologized to the Society for the absence
of the President, who had been prevented, by unavoidable
busineBB requiring his attendance at a distance from Oxford,
from taking the Chair in person; alluding at the same
time to the pleasure he would otherwise have had in
attending on the present occasion, as the principal Meeting
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in the year of the Society, in whose proceedings he took 80
lively an interest, and over which he 80 ably presided.
Mr. Parkins exhibited some specimens of bl'88BeB executed by Messrs. Waller, having all the incised spaces filled
with enamel, according to the ancient custom, which had a
very rich efFect. Some specimens of decorative colour,
prepared for Clifton Hampden Church by Mr. Margetts,
of this City, a Member of the Society, were al80 exhibited
to the Meeting.
The Chairman then called on Mr. Freeman, as Secretary, to read the Annual Report of the Committee, which
was as follows,
"The Committee in laying before the Society its Sixth
Annual Report, cannot but congratulate its Members upon
the steady advance of the principles advocated by our own
and similar bodies. The Ecclesiastical Architecture of the
middle ages, considered both in a merelyathetical, and also
in a higher point of view, is now, after 80 long a period of
contempt, arriving at the admiration justly due to it as the
highest development of human art, and that applied to the
highest and holiest of all purposes. The erection or restoration of a Church is now beginning to be looked upon as
something of higher moment, and to be conducted on different principles from a building intended for merely secular
uses; there are now oftentimes shewn among US instances
of faith, and zeal, and liberality, abundantly testifying that
there are many who look upon the decoration of the
material Church, as being in itself, what it ever was in the
ideas of our ancient Architects, an act of Religion. The
Committee do not scruple to speak thus, for, while they
would utterly repudiate any notion of making Church
Architecture into an engine of polemical Theology, while
they would have our Society be the handmaid of the
Church, not of any party in the Church, and would refuse
alliance to none of our Communion who recognise the conDigitized by
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IeCrated building .. set apart for the especial service of
God, they must equally repudiate the chilling JifelesmelS
of mere antiquarian research; they have no sympathy with
thoee who would place a pagan vue and a COD8eCl'&ted
chalice Bide by Bide 88 objects of mere curiosity, nor with
those who reduce EccleBiaatica1 Architecture either to
Bimple aestheticks or to a mere affiUr of Norman mouldings
and Perpendicular tracery. I t is to the life-gi.ving spirit
which animated the Church-builders of former days, their
heart·felt reverence, their faith and self-denial, that we
alone can even reasonably look for such results 88 those
which crowned their pious labours.
"In our own University and City perhaps less baa happened to recount than in some former years. The foremost
object is tmdoubtedly the beautiful gateway erected at
Magdalen College. This is not the place to enlarge criti.
cally on its merits, or on its defects, if such there be; but
it is impossible to avoid the praise due to a structure 80
elegant in itself and so well harmonizing with the more
ancient parts of the noble College of which it is the
entrance.
" Of the works lately executed at St. Peter's Church, 88
beiug little more than mere repair., much need not be said;
but the Committee cannot avoid making some remarks both
on the merits and detects of the Church now erecting in
St. Ebbe's Parish. While they are willing to allow the
beauty of its lofty Nave, ita well proportioned pillan, arches,
and clerestory, they cannot but regret ita stunted Chancel,
and the departure &om the ancient arrangements of the
Eaglish Church in its position North and South.
"In the neighbourhood of Oxford a Church of conaiderable merit, though by no means faultle-, has been erected
at Tubney by Mr. Pugin: but the Committee would more
especially call the attention of the Society to the recent
restorations at Clifton Hampden, as proving that there is no
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occasion to go beyond the limits of our own communion
for skill, taste, and feeling of the highest order. The Committee do not think it neceseary to enlarge more on this
most honourable example of Mr. Scott's and Mr. Willement's professional talents, 88 they doubt not but all our
Memben will make a point of viewing an example of a
Church such 88 we believe all once to have been, and trust
to behold them once again.
"The Committee cannot help also adverting to several
instances of a like feeling in other parts of the kingdom, in
which they cannot but feel an interest, as being in many
cases owing to the efforts of our own MemberB. The piety
of two non-resident Members has rescued from its longcontinued desecration one of the holiest spots of our land,
the Abbey of St. Augustine at Canterbury; and in matters
more exclusively Architectural, the noble restoration of
St. Mary's Church at Stafford stands forward as an everlasting monument of the munificence of one of our Members
and the genius of another. The Church also erecting at
Leeds, from the de8igns of another of our profeBBional
Members, Mr. Derick, is worthy of very high commendation, and the Committee feel it more strongly incumbent
on them to make this acknowledgement to that gentleman's
talents, on account of the confusion which has been sometimes made between his very beautiful design and the far
less commendable one of the Parish Church, which has
been more than once attributed to him.
cc The past year has been a truly eventful one in the internal aft'airs of our own and several other Architectural
Societies. Two new ones have arisen in the counties of
Lincoln and Northampton, districts renowned for their
architectural riches. The last named Society has already
taken in hand a History of the Churches of that Archdeaconry, which bids fair to be a valuable addition to the list
of similar works. The Lichfield Society has also recomDigitized by
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menced its Meetings, which had been discontinued for a
considerable time.
" But the interest which the Committee feel in theae
valuable provincial Societies is necessarily surpassed by
that excited by the recent proceedings at Cambridge. The
Committee may safely assert that they had long been anxiously watching the course of the Camden Society, and,
while yielding all merited admiration to the energy displayed
by its directors, could not but feel alarmed lest the decidedly controversial tone of many of its publications should
hinder the cause which both Societies equally desire to
promote. They have only farther to hope that the Society
iu its renewed existence will profit by the experience of
the past, and learn, while diminishing nothing of its vigour,
to beware lest its good be evil spoken of through lack of
discretion.
" Having noticed the recent act of our sister Society, the
Committee cannot but briefly advert to several important
changes which have taken place during the past year in
our OWD. The alterations in the Constitution and rules of
the Society, which have been efFected in consequence of a
memorial presented at the last Annual Meeting, have now
had a tolerably fair trial, and it cannot be denied that the
result is such as to raise expectations of an increased efficiency on the part of the Society. Still much remains to
be done; the most carefully planned code of rules, and
the best ordered Constitution, will never secure the attainment of the great object of our Society without a greater
manifestation of zeal and activity on the part of individuals:
and although the Society owes much to the aid of certain
of its Members, whether resident or non-resident, yet their
number is altogether disproportionate to that of the very
numerous list of Members appearing in our Reports. The
memorial to which allusion has been made, was signed by
upwards of sixty resident members, each of whom it is
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to be presumed, was at that time keenly interested in the
welfare of the Society, and anxious to see an increased
degree of activity displayed by it; and yet a very small
portion of the Memorialists have since that time manifested their feelings on this subject by anything approaching to action.
"In addition to the general alterations in our constitution,
several particular changes have taken place in the Officen
of the Society. The venerable President of Magdalen
College, under whose auspices the Society was originally
instituted and had continued from its foundation, resigned
his office at the close of the last year. The Committee
cannot retrain on this occasion from expressing their deep
sense of gratitude to him for having during 80 10Dg a
period given to the Society the sanction of his name; and
it is not doubted that every Member will most heartily
respond to this expression of feeling. At the same time it
is due to his successor, the present President, that fitting
mention be made of his courteous and affable conduct, and
above all his zeal and energy in the cause of the Society.
" On the formation of a new Committee at the commencement of the present year, Mr. Parker, who had since the
foundation of the Society administered its affairs in t~e
capacity of Secretary, was unanimously re-elected to that
office; however under the pressure of important engagements he found it necessary to resign that' post. The
Committee cannot retrain from expressing their regret that
the Society should have been deprived of his valuable
services, and beg leave at the same time to thank him for
his unremitting carefulness and assiduity in the dil!charge
of his office, and above all for his kindness in taking care
of the Library of the Society before it was removed to its
present place. It is right also to mention with praise the
activity displayed by his successor, Mr. Parkins, during the
period he was in office. Another of the Officers of the
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Society, Mr. Patterson of Trinity College,.has deserved
the thanks of the Committee, for his care of the fiDancea
of the Society, which at the close of the last year were in
a very low state. Subscriptions which were in arrear, in
some instances for two or three years, have been called in,
and the funds of the Society are now, both &om thia
cause and from the increased number of Subscribers, more
ftourishing than they have been at any time since its fOun.
dation. In alluding to the new Members it is right to
mention the distinguished name of the Lord Bishop of
Socior and Man, who has honoored the Society with his
Patronage since the last Annnal Meeting.
"The publications of the Society during the past year
have been rather nnmeroDl. The Drawings of Shott.broke and Wilcote Churches, and the Chapel of St. Bartha.
lomew, which were announced at the last Annnal Meeting
as nearly ready for publication, have since that time been
published, and there is some hope that the drawiop of
Minster Lovell Church will at length be completed. .A.
regards the aeries published in octavo, the valuable paper
read last year, by the Rev. H. Addington, B.A., of Lincoln
College, on Dorchester Abbey Church, which has received
additional interest from the intended restoration of that
venerable building, has just appeared, and lies on the table.
His paper on Ewelme Church and Hospital is pre~
for publication. The Committee have also decided upon
publishing a paper read by Mr. Freeman of Trinity College, in MicbaelDl88 Term last, on Romsey Abbey Church,
in Hampshire, a magnificent specimen of a Norman Conventual Church. These, with the papers on Great Haseley
and Fotheringhay Churches, are intended to fOl'D1 a complete vo:ume of papers read before the Society"or the Guide to the Architectural Antiquities in the
neighbourhood of Oxford a third number has been published during the foregoing year, being the first part of the
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Deanry of Cuddesden, for which the thanks of the Society·
are due chiefly to Mr. Parker,and the Rev. J. Baron, M.A.,
Vicar of Waterpery, the latter gentleman having been
principally occupied with the Heraldick and ArchfeOlogical
portiOD& A second part will follow shortly after the Long
Vacation; this part will complete the first volume. The
second volume will be commenced by the Deanry of
Abingdon, in the mode of conducting which BOIDe changes
are in contemplation.
"As connected with the publications of the Society, the
Committee would allude to what they hope will be considered
as an improvement in the Terminal Reports, namely the
giving a more detailed account of the Society's proceedings,
in many instances printing the Pape1'8 at full length, and
the occasional introduction of woodcuts. The Secretaries,
on whom this branch of the Society's busine88 chiefly
devolves, sincerely hope that this will render the Reports
more generally interesting and acceptable to the Members,
and they have had mIlCh pleuwe in hearing aeveral Members expresa their satisfaction with the change.
I< With regard to one branch of the Society's operations,
the Committee feel thelD8elve8 unable to follow the course
prescribed by annual custom. It has been usual to allude
to the most valuable and interesting Pape1'8 read at the
Meetings; which is this year precluded by the fact that,
with the exception of the essay promised us for ~ay
by a distinguished scholar and divine, every Paper read
since the last Annual Meeting has been contributed by
some Member of the present Committee, 80 that they
cannot be fit judges of the merits of their OW'll production&. .
The Committee mention this in the hope that Members
generally will Dot look upon the composition of Papers as
a mere official duty of Members of the Committee, but will
tbemselves come forward with essays more frequently than
has been of late the case.
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" A new featme in the Meetings has been the substitution
of discussions on a given Architectural subject, when a
paper has not been provided. This has been as yet only
once necessary, and it is hoped that the debate was not
without interest and advantage.
"Many valuable presents have been made to the Society
during the last twelve months; the additions. made to the
collection of Monumental Brasses, chiefty by the Rev.
Dr. White of Magdalen College, and Mr. Robins of Oriel
College, call especially for the thanks of the Society,
though the Committee regret that the accommodation at
present afforded by the Society's Room is 80 totally insufficient for displaying them as they deserve. The collection of Seals presented by the Principal of Brasenose
College, Mr. Parker, and 80me other members is also a
new feature in om Collection, and a very interesting one.
The specimens of building stones presented by Mr. Millard
of Magdalen College should also not be omitted, as the
nature of the stone is a point not to be overlooked in our
Architectural researches, as it oftentimes exercises considerable inftuence on the character of a building.
"The very great inconveniences of the Society's Room
have long been a subject of complaint among many Members of the Society. As there does not appear to be any
prospect of obtaining a more eligible situation, it has been
determined on by the Committee to inquire' what steps
may be taken for its improvement, at least 80 far as regards obtaining a more desirable approach a.
"The Committee trust further that the arrangements made
for rendering the Society's Collection of Antiquities more
generally accessible to the Members, as well as the rea It may be adviaable to .tate that, by a recent vote of the Committee, a
Sub· Committee of three Memben-the Preaident, the Rev. M. 1. Green, M.A.,
Fellow of Lincoln College, and Auditor of the Society, and Mr. J. H. Parkerhave been appointed to enquire into this matter, and report to the general
Committee.
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moving the Library to the Room have been found advantageous to the Society, and calculated to forward the
study of Christian Art among individual Members by
means of the large collection of Drawings and models of
ancient buildings and details. They think that these
. monuments, 80 valuable as specimens of the taste of oltr
Forefathers, and as models for Ecclesiastical design, cannot
fail to excite at least as much interest as collections of the
relicks of mere Pagan Antiquity.
"The Portfolios and Notice-book suggested by the Rev.
. John Ley, B.D., of Exeter College, have been for some
tilDe on the Society'S Table. Several valuable suggestions
have been inserted in the latter, but it is hoped Members
in general will be more active in contributing Drawings to
the former than haa .hitherto been the case.
. "The Committee regret to state that Mr. Derick's beautiful
design for Colabah, after all the pains taken to adapt it to
the requirements of the cliItate, has been found altogether
unfit for the purpose, as well as requiring an expense for
its erection far surpassing the extent of any funds which
can be provided for that end. Under these circumstances
a second application was made to our Society, and Mr.
Salvin, one of our Honorary Members, has been engaged
to furnish a second design at the expense of the Bombay
Committee.
" Applications have also been made for designs by several
Colonial Bishops, and R plan furnished by l\Ir. Cranstoun
of this City has been approved of by the Committee for a
Church in the Diocese of Newfoundland.
"The Committee have finally to allude to the arrange~ents made for the Restoration of Dorchester Abbey
Church under the superintendance of the Society. This
it is hoped will quite answer all the objections which have
been made with regard to the supposed inactivity of the
~iety in any practical work; though' at the same time
G
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the Committee must express their opinion that onr duty, as
a Society for promoting the Study of Gothick Architecture,
did not absolutely require our going beyond the development of principles, and the general promotion of Architectural knowledge•
. "It is not necessary to enlarge on the requirements of the
case, the ancient splendour and present neglect of Dorchester Church, and the interest attaching to it even in its
fallen state, or on the peculiar arrangements made by the
Committee for carrying on the work; as two circulars
announcing these particulars have been widely dispersed;
'Suffice it to say that the Vicar and Churchwardens c0operate most heartily with the Society, and, with their
concurrence, the first portion of the Restoration will be
commenced immediately after the Long Vacation, and it
is hoped that sufficient funds will be raised to enable the
Society to proceed further in so good a work."
The Report of the Committle was unanimously received
by the Society.
The Chairman said that he felt bound, as one of the
Committee for building the ·new Church in St. Ebbe's
Parish, to state the circumstances under which that Committee had acted. They were bound to afford a certain
amount of accommodation with very limited means and
upon an extremely inconvenient site. This had curtailed
the Chancel, and had compelled them, much against their
wishes, to depart from the usual rules of position. The
site however had been granted, and no other ground could
be obtained for the purpose.
A Lecture was then delivered by the Rev. William
Sewell, B.D., Fellow of Exeter College, on the "Early
Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Ireland."
.
)lr. Sewell commenced by stating that the remarks
which he was about to lay before the Society were suggested by the interesting researches lalE'ly published by
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Mr. Petrie, in his Essay on the Round Towers. The interest attached to these remains is derived chiefly from
their connection with a period in which religion and literature flourished in Ireland, as in the great school of Europe,
and in which St. Columba and his followers, by their domestic and miBBionary exertions, maintained in it and
diffused the light of the Gospel, at a time when it was
becoming obscured over the rest of the world. The object
and result of Mr. Petrie's enquiries was explained, and the
evidence pointed out by which the Round Towers were
proved to be Christian Ecclesiastical Edifices, constructed
to sene a variety of purposes, as belfries, places of protection for the inmates of the religious houses, and for their
treasures, and also, it would appear, as beacon towers.
Many instances were adduced of the important aid rendered to the Irish antiquarian by the MS. records and
unbroken popular tradition still in existence.
A sketch was given of several other classes of ecclesiastical remains connected with the sixth, se~nth, and eighth
centuries. Among these are the ruins of several hundred
Churches anterior to the eighth century-the oratories used
by the earliest saints in Ireland-of the ancient cemeteries of the Irish kings-and the singular beehive cabins,
many of which still remain, especially in the islands oft'the
coast of Connemare. A description was also read from
Mr. Petrie's book of the remains of the great Monastery of
Ardoilen.
1\lr. Sewell also alluded to the number of interesting
ecclesiastical relies still existing in Ireland, such as MSS.,
croziers, bells, and crosses, which can be authenticated by
MS. and traditional records, as ha,"ing belonged to the
most celebrated saints,-St. Patrick, St. Columba, and
others. But as the whole Essay will shortly be printed,
and the details on which the evidence of these facts is
based scarcely admit of condensation, it has been found
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impossible to do more than allude generally to its contents,
and invite attention to the subject, developed as i~ has
been recently by Mr. Petrie's celebrated Essay on the
Round Towers, which has just been published, and by
many other scattered pnblications of the same learned
antiquarian, which it is hoped may soon be given to the
world in a collected form.
The Chairman complimented Mr. Sewell on his Paper,
and thanked him for bringing forward a series of interesting facts which had not previously come before the Society.
They were of a nature which could not fail to excite great
interest, now that so many circumstances were conspiring
to draw general attention to the present and former state
of Ireland.
The Rev. Dr. Buckland, V.P., stated that he was acquainted with some of the officers who were employed on
the Ordnance Survey in Ireland, and offered to communi~
cate with them, in case any facts could be brought to light
by their means.
Mr. Sewell said that the officers employed there had to
a great extent illustrated the antiquities of the country by
their labours. They had taken considerable pains in
searching the ancient manuscripts, in order to obtain sufficient accuracy in their reports, as, for instance, in spelling
the names of places. He adverted to the proposed Restoration of S1. Patricks Cathedral in Dublin, to which considerable interest attached, as being the first instance of
Restoration in that kingdom.
The Meeting, which was very numerously attended by
Members and their friends; dissolved -shortly before four
o'clock.
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The President, in remarking that the time for the nomination of the New Members of Committee had now arrived,
bore witness to the advantages which had accrued to the
Society from the changes made in its Rules and Constitution about a year back. He particularly alluded to the
mingling of Senior and Junior Members of the University
in the Committee, the result of which had been that the
life and energy of the one was tempered by the greater
prudence and experience of the other; he could bear witness for himself and the other Senior Members, that they
had acted throughout the year in the greatest concord and
harmony with their younger brethren. With regard to himself, having now 6.11ed the office of President for the current
year, and that of acting Vice-President
for ..... YCfrepreDigitized by tj\)~OI'
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ceding, he felt it was time for him to retire from his position
at the head of the Society, especially as other avocations
required much of the time which it was befitting for the
holder of that office to devote to the Society's affairs. He felt
it a high honour that the first choice of the Society under
the present system had fallen upon him, and stated that he
retired from the Presidency with increased feelings of interest and attachment to the Society, and hoped that the
next choice of the Society would ran upon some one more
capable of worthily discharging its duties than himself.
This speech of the President was received with marks of
warm approbation.
Mr. Freeman then read the Report of the Committee,
which was as follows:
The Committee, in presenting to the Society their first Report
after the Long Vacation, trust that Members of the Society have
not allowed the opportunities which that season must have given
to many of them to p888 unimproved; many have probably
inspected numerooa Churches and other ancient buildings, and
collected information on subjects connected with ecclesiastical art,
which may form the materiala of papers, as well as add to the
Society's collection of drawings and other representations of the
relieka of ancient skill. The Committee hope that Members
generally will look upon the Society 88 • worthy depository for
whatever information can be found on these matters; notes and
drawings of every description are always valuable both for the
private study of individual members, and also to aid the Committee
in forming their opinion in the many cases in which their advice
ie .Iked with regard to the erection and restoration of Churches •
. The way in which the Committee would more especially invite
the co-operation of Memben of the Society generally, is by
providing plane, notee, sketches, or measurements of the Churches
within the Deanry of Abingdon, a district whose Architectural
Antiquities will form the beginning of the second volume of the
Guide. Any such forwarded to the Secretaries will be thankfully
received, and will be of great advantage in providing materials for
the continuation of that work.
Digitized by Goog Ie
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The Committee also suggest to Members that it would be
desirable if they would in like manner mention any examples
which may occur to them of Parish Churches which might serve
as models for modern Churches to hold about 500 worshippers;
Decorated Churches in the Diocese of Oxford would be preferred.
The Committee have now, in accordance with Rules VII and
VIII, to announce that the following Members of Committee will
retire according to the provisions of the former Rule, The Rev.
the Principal of Brasenose College, Mr. Liddell, Mr. Jowett,
Mr. Parkins, and Mr. Merriman; and that they have determined
on recommending to the Society the following gentlemen to be
elected in their room.
The Rev. John Ley, B.D., Fellow of Exeter College.
The Rev. Thomas Chamberlain, M.A., Student of Ch. Ch.
The Rev. Bartholomew Price, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke CoIl.
J. W. Knott, B.A., Fellow of Braeenose College.
H. J. Coleridge, B.A., Fellow of Oriel College.
Members having other Candidates to propose mlllt forward
their names to the Secretaries before the next meeting of the
Society, remembering that by the provisions of Rule VII, three
of the Members to be now elected must be above the degree
of B.A.
The Committee have to bring before the Society's notice thia
evening several very interesting presents j they would allude
especially to the large collection of drawings presented by
Mr. DawlOn Turner, and by Mr. C. M. Robine, of Oriel College.
The latter gentleman hu also presented a braes which he
discovered in London, removed from lOme nnlmown Church,
and which he hopes the Society or lOme of its Members may be
the means of restoring, on any opportunity which may occur,
to its original locality, or to any other which may be found
feasible.
The Report of the Society's Proceedings for Easter and Act
Terms has been iaDed by the Secretaries, and it is hoped that
each member has received a copy. They have been enabled to
print all the Papers read during the two Terms at full length,
with the exception of the learned essay on Irish AntiQUiti. XflI,.d
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by the Rev. W. Sewell at the Annual Meeting, which they regret
to say is prevented by unavoidable circumstances from appearing
at fuJllength.
The Committee trust they will not be exceeding their bounds
by alluding to the proceedings of a kindred Society in a neighbooring County and Diocese, if they call the attention of their
Members to the projected work on the Churches ot the Archdeaconry of Northampton, published by the Architectural Society
of that Archdeaconry, under the supervision of a Committee.
several of whose Members are also to be found in our own lists.
The Churches of that district are well known as lOme of the finest
in England. from the earliest Romanesque. or even Roman. to the
latest Perpendicular. and many of them are rich also in historical
and antiquarian as8ociation. Comparatively few names are now
required to raise the list of Sub8cribers to such a number as to
justify the commencement of the work, in which the Committee
sincerely hope the Northampton Society will meet with the succesa
which they deserve. Subscribers' names will be received by
Mr. Parker.
The Sub-Committee, appointed to make arrangements for the
restoration of Dorche8ter Abbey Church. have reported that the
subscriptions received are sufiicient to enable them to commence
the first portion of the work, the repairs of the Sedilia and South
Window of the Chancel, immediately, and they hope that the
work will be actually commenced in a few days. Every facility baa
been found on the part of the Parish Authoritie8. who enter most
heartily into the Society'S purpose8. and are zealouBly seconded
by the Parishioner8 in general, who have already begun to offer
of their 8ub8tance for 110 good a work at the Altar itself; the proceed8 of a Monthly Offertory being devoted to the restoration,
which already amount to a considerable 8um. The Committee
congratulate the Society upon being able to proceed thus far, but
they hope that the fact of the work being really set about will
only serve to excite Members and others to enable them to proceed still farther; they trust that, when the beautiful Sedilia are
restored, they may be able to free the magnificent Eastern Window
from ita preseJlt mutilation; indeed they cannot ·utterly despair ~f
seeing the vaat pile of Dorchester Abbey restored~rz9Wf~~
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perfect beauty which again marks its more lowly but not lese graceful daughter Church of Clifton Hampden. Those who aid m this
restoration will shew practically their agreement with the great
principle on which Societies like ours are founded, that the appropriate decoration and arrangement of the Templee of our Religion
is really a pious work, that the beauty of the material Church
tends m no amall degree to the hOD our of God. and, by that moral
teaching which is a great end of Christian art, to the edification of
His spiritual Temple. And surely no better object for this end
can be found than this ancient Abbey. the succel80r of a more
ancient Cathedral, the mother Church of such daughters 88 Wincheater and Lincoln, the first seat of Christianity in this part of
England. whence the trntha of the Gospel were spread over at least
one half of our country. Though Church and City are equally
fallen from their ancient dignity. such BI8Ociations as these, independently of the mtrinsick interest of so splendid and in many
respects so unique a fabrick, cannot surely but have a deep claim
upon all who share in the revived feeliDg of reverence for the seats
of ancient piety: no one, the Committee would fain hope. withiD
this County and Diocese can behold the present conditioD of the
Abbey Church of Dorchester, and not contribute according to his
means to the restoration of what. next to our own University. is
its chief glory; and they deem that we may look yet farther and
call the attention of all English Churchmen to our present design
88 to a national work in the highest sense, the restoration to ita
former beauty of a Church which all should look upon with
reverence, as connecting them with some of our earliest ancestors
m the faith, the first preachers of true Religion to our heathen
forefathers. "

Mr. Patterson then, as Treasurer, at the request of the
President, gave an account of the funds raised for the
Restoration of Dorchester Church. He remarked on the
great interest taken in the work by the parishioners in
general, manifested especially in the Offertory collections
alluded to in the Report of the Committee, which had
amounted in the five months that they had been established
to £39. 2,. Siel. viz.Digitized by Goog Ie
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£. 8. d.
911 51
June
July
6 8 71August
7 140 7
September
• 5 16 11
October
• 9 10 81
He thought it was worth while to mention the exact sums'
received, as the odd halfpence seemed to prove that even
the poorest deemed it a privilege to contribute according to
their means to the restoration of their Church; and he considered that the amount was highly satisfactory for a poor
agricultural parish. Still he could not deny that the whole
amount of SUbscriptions received was disappointing. While
£4000 at least was required to complete the whole restoration, the subscription list amounted at present to no more
than £878, of which £120 yet remained unpaid. Still however the very smallness of many of the donations afforded
him ground for hope that they were not intended as the
.hole extent of the subscribers' liberality, but that they
might in many casel be renewed, annually or otherwise,
according to the ability of the donors. If by this means an
annual subscription of £200 or £800 could be raised, so as
to keep four or five workmen constantly employed, we might
hope to see the restoration extended to the whole Church,
of which otherwise he feared there was but little prospect.
He had himself, as well as others interested in the work,
often experienced the difficulty of obtaining subscriptions
from persons at a distance not locally or otherwise connected
with Dorchester and its neighbourhood; by far the greater
portion of the subscriptions already received had been collected in the University, but he still looked to the County
of Oxford, whose inhabitants were after all the persons most
interested in the work, to come forward in its aid in such a
manner as the excellence and importance of the proposed
end required.
Mr. Freeman read a letter nom JosepbtiZ.Q!~~~J
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Architect, promising a paper on the desecrated Chapel of
Coggeshall Priory, Ellex, a valuable specimen of Early
English; also illustrating a drawing which was exhibited of .
some fresco paintings in the apse of Swyncumbe Church,
Oxfordshire, which are remarkable from the circumstance of
the original Norman windows having been blocked up in
order to form a surface to receive them.
Mr. Jones then read a Paper on some remains of Ecclesiastical Architecture in Cardiganshire.
II The principality of Wales possesses very few interesting specimens of Ecclesiastical Architecture: the parish Churches are,
with a few remarkable exceptions, rnde and humble. and even the
Cathedral and conventual buildings will not bear a comparisoD
with those of the more favoured portions of our island. But
bowever poor in art, it is rich in association: the memories of
the early heralds of the Faith, the precursors of Augustine and
Paulin us, which in this country are either altogether lost, or obscured by the more vivid recollections of later historical events,
are there still fresh and green: and the existence of an in dependant British Church, which has here been so lost sight of, as to have
been made the subject of controversy, is attested by the nnmerous
memorials of local Saints, prior to or coeval with the Gregorian
mission. Each humble country Church bears the name of some
primitive teacher of Christianity, who. far from the tumults and
temptations of the world, in the deep recesses of the mountains,
or on the solitary shore, there dedicated his life to the service of
the Church. Their names survive in the poetical traditions of the
period, closely linked with those of the celebrated heroes of the
romantic age, Arthur and his stalwart brethren in arms; the
mighty wizard Merddin; Taliesin, Aueurin, Llywarch the Aged,
and the whole quire of bards who have consigned their exploits
to the memory of posterity.
The three Churches which I have the honour to bring before
the notice of the Society this evening, are a remarkable instance
of. this general statement. They are the only Ecclesiastical remains of any importance in the county of Cardigan, and even
these present features which are rather unique th~ beaut.iful.
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But their principal interest lies in their historical and traditional
888Ociations, and though they well deserve a visit from the Architect or the Antiquary, yet they are in the highest degree interesting to the Churchman.
The Church of Llanbadam-fawr (i. e. Great St. Padam's) is
situated about a mile to the east of Aberystwyth, in the valley of the
Rheidol. It is sheltered from the north by a stt'ep hill, rising immediately at the back of the churchyard; and a narrow winding glen
running up into the hill bears the name of the patron Saint of the
place. The Church consists of a Nave, Chancel, and Transepts,
withont Aisles; and haa a central Tower, south Porch, and a Vestry
on the north side of the Chancel. They are, with the exception
of a few later insertions, wholly in the Early English style, and
from the obtuseness of the arches appear to have been built at a
very early period after the adoption of the pointed arch. The
building is of grey rubble stone, the arches and jambs of the
doors and windows being of free-stone. The roof, which is of a
rather low pitch, is slated, and the gables have high parapets.
The Tower is low and massive, and is crowned with a crenellated
parapet with machicolations, and surmounted by a low octagonal
spire of timber covered with slates. The interior dimensions are,
if I recollect rightly, nearly aa follows; the Nave is about seventy
feet by thirty; the space within the Tower and the two Transepts,
each about thirty feet square, and the Chancel about forty feet
by thirty. The Nave haa three Early English windows on each
side, and three at the west eud disposed in a manner that I do
not recollect having s~en in any other building, two of them being
in a line with each other, and the third forming the apex of a
triangle, of which the other two bound the base. At the western
extremity of the south side is the porch, which is entered from
without by a plain pointed arch, and communicates with the Nave
by a lofty Early English doorway, with rich shafts, capitals, and
mouldings. The capitals are foliated, and curiously interlaced
with each other, and the mouldings of the arch, which are well
and deeply cut, continue the shafts upwards, as is usual in arches
olthe.Perpendicular style. The arch itself is singularly obtuse.
Immediately opposite the door, in the centre of the Nave, is the
Font, elevated on steps. A plain octagonal b~itamiy~lUOS~
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port a basin of the same form, surrounded by a rude arcading. A
little east of the Font a modem singing gallery, adorned with
Grecian columns, extends across the Nave; and from this up to
the very Altar, the Nave, Chancel, and Transepts, are encumbered by unsightly pews of all shapes and sizes. There is a
considerable ascent in the 1100r of the Nave, although the Church
stands upon perfectly level ground. In like manner in the Nave
of St. David's Cathedral, there is a most perceptible ascent. I.
it not pouible, that this may have been designed to give the
building an appearance of greater length, according to a well
known law of perapective ? The eft'ect of the roof is very striking: it consists of ribs placed very near to each other, each forming an obtusely pointed arch. The Tower rests upon four
massive pier-arches, obtusely pointed, but not chamfered or in
any way ornamented. Each of the Transepts has an east and a
west window; that on the east side of the north Transept is a
square-headed Perpendicular window of two lights, under which
is a curious recess probably marking the place of an Altar; the
remainder are Early English. In the south gable are three Early
English windows, arranged like those at the west end; in the
north gable are two, of very fine proportions; and under them are
two low sepulchral recesses, which are the only remains of ancient
monuments in the Church. However, the monuments themselves
have long since disappeared. This Transept is called " Canghell
Clarach," or the "Clarach Chancel," the township of Clarach in this
parish being chargeable to ita repaira. It was formerly separated
from the rest of the Church by a parclose, of which a small portion still remains, and is very richly carved. Its roof nearly resembles that of the Nave. that of the south Transept being perfectly plain. The side windows of the Chancel are all blocked
up, for the sake of modern monuments: they consisted of an
Early English light at the south-western extremity, and two Perpendicular windows with four-centred arches, one on each side of
the Altar. Close to the southern one, inside, is a shield bearing
a large W, over a pastoral staff in pale. with two quatrefoils in
chief: there are no other devices remaining in the Church. The
east window is Perpendicular, of five lights, and is greatly disfigured by a transom which crosses it at t~gi~~~ 6tinJgI~the
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arch. Between the windows on the south aide is a Priest's door,
having a plain pointed arch, and nearly opposite to it a door
leads to the vestry. Somewhat to the west of the latter, two
steps lead up to a doorway in the wall, now closed up: what this
led to I cannot conjecture. The roof has a vaulted wooden ceiling, panelled; and on a panel over the Altar is a rude representation of the Sun, the Moon, and seven Stars. In the north-east
pier of the Tower, a winding staircase leads to the belfry,
wherein there are six bells of very sweet tone, but without any
remarkable inscription: they are rung from a stage which is
placed so low as to cut off the heads of the arches, thereby greatly
impairing the effect of the interior. One of the beams which
support it is very richly carved, and was evidently a part of the
ancien trood-loft. The belfry has four square-headed Perpendicular windows of two lights. Iu the churchyard, which is one
of the most picturesque I have ever seen, among several. fine
trees, is a yew tree of great size; and near the west gate are two
Crosses: one is about seven feet in height, and is richly carved;
the other is low and plain, but has three small holes in it: there
is no inscription on either of them.
The Church derives its name from its founder Padarn, or
Patemus, a native of Armorica, who erected a bishopric here in
the sixth century, of which he was himself the first prelate. In
a curious Latin poem, written about the commencement of the
eleventh century, by John, son of Sulgen Bishop of St. David's,
in honour of his father, there is a long description of Patemus.
This poem was written at the end of a copy of St. Augustine's
works which had been transcribed by the poet, for the use of his
father. The volume was in the Cotton Library, and was entirely
burnt, with the exception of about a hundred lines of the poem in
question. It is by no means remarkable for its elegance, either
of Latinity or ofveraification, but as it is rather curious, and illustrates the subject, I will make no apology for quoting a portion
of it. After describing Cardiganshire, the poet proceeds to
mention Llanbadarn, of which he was himself a native:
.. Hujua ad Arctoas locus est, Metropolis alta,
Antistes sanctus quo duxit jure Patemu8
Egregiam vitam, septenos terque per anno.
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VotiYUI CCIIlo quot _
qllotque diebua I
Nam quidclam lIIClo nmt rationia In iato,
Omuia que mundi aunt, ....na et lubrica cernella,
Intandena animo cCIIlestia numina toto,
DlIYoYit Cbriato totum l81'Yire per IIIT11111.
Ac Ie jam AIIcto mactana cruciamire corpua,
Semper Inexhausto peniateoa valde labore,
Orana, jejunanl, vigilana, lacrymanaque, gemenaque,
Eanria aliments fuit [1] nexiaque IllYamen,
HOIpitibua pandenl aditum, aitientibua hauatum,
JEgrotia curam, nudia miaeratua amictum.
Pruden. qUlllque gerena perfecit cuncta puteuter;
Ac lic luci1luum meruit conacendere cCIIlum,
Cunoti quo Sanoti milO Iplendore beutur."

From this poem it appears that he ruled over this diocese for
one and twenty years: when upon the death of Ennius, Bishop
ofVannes in Armorica, he was translated to that see, A.D. 575.
He rebuilt the Cathedral there in stone, it having been hitherto
of wood; and died A.D. 590. At a synod held at Worcester by
Augustine, in the year 602, there was a bishop of Llanbadam
present, and the Bee appears to have retained its independen~
until the early part of the eighth century, when the inhabitants
of ihe place murdered their bishop, whose name is said to
have been Idnerth. There formerly existed at Llanddewi Brefi,
a place which I shall have occasion to notice this evening,
a stone with the following mutilated inscription in rude characters ;
HIC IACET IDNERT FILIV!! 1
QVI OCCISYS FYIT PROPT ERP
SANCTI

Whether it has reference to this circumstance, it would now
be difficult to determine. From this period the diocese of
Llanbadarn, has formed a part of that of Saint David's. Ita
limits can I think be traced without difficulty. A straight line
drawn from Llanddewi Aberarth on the coast of Cardiganshire.
to Hay in Brecknockahire, passes close to five Churches bearing
the name of Dewi (David), and three bearing that of Padarn, the
latter being invariably on the northern side. This line cuts off
from the diocese of Saint David's, about one half of Cardiganshire, two thirds of Radnorshire, and small porti~s of MontDigitized by
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gomeryshire and Brecknockshire. This then was in all probability the extent of the diocese of Llanbadarn.
The Church of Uanbadarn from henceforth became conventual; but upon the subjugation of Cardiganshire by Gilbert
Strongbow, Earl of dlare, this Church with the tithes, ofFerings, &c. appertaining to it, was given in the year 1110 to the
monks of St. Peter at Gloucester, by whom it was held until
they were deprived of it by Owen and Cadwalader, the sons of
GrufFydd, Prince of North Wales, who recovered that district
from the English in the year 1136. After this time it was
visited by Giraldus Cambrensis, who attended Baldwin Archbishop of Canterbury when preaching the Crusade in Wales.
He describes ita state in the following terms :
.. It is to be noted that this Church, even as divers other in
Ireland and Wales, hath a lay Abbot. For an ill custom hath
sprung up, that men of power in the parish, who had been first
appointed by the clergy as stewards, or rather as patrons and
protectors of the Churcb, in course of time waxing covetous, have
taken unto themselves the whole authority, leaving to the clergy
the Altars only with the tithes and offerings, and these too giving
to such of their sons and kindred as were clerks. Now such
defenders or rather destroyers of their Churches, caused themselves to be called Abbots."
The tithes were in process of time granted to the Abbey of
Vale Royal in Cheshire: from thence, at the dissolution, they
fell into th" hands of the Crown, and were afterwards granted
away. The pauage above quoted from Giraldus, is ill a certain measure applicable to the present state of the Church; but
in the place of a lay-abbot it has a lay-rector.
The Abbey Church of St. Mary of Strata Florida, or Ystradfl6r,
stands on the banks of the river Teifi, at the foot of a hill which
divides two narrow valleys. Before the Church these Valleys unite
and form a plain of considerable extent, open to the west, but enclosed to the north and the BOuth by lofty hills, which are partly
covered with wild copse-wood. Leland thus describes it :
.. Stratefleur is set round with mountains not far distant,
except on the west part where Dift'rin Tyve is. The Church is
large, aide islid and cross islid. The foundation D~U~~y ~~ Ie
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the Church was made to have been 60 feet longer than it is now.
By is a large cloyster, the fratry and infirmary be now mere
ruines." •••• "The cemeteri wherein the country about doth
bury is veri large and meanly walled with stone. In it be 39
great hue trees. The base court or camp before the abbey is
veri fair and large."
I regret to say that this description is no longer applicable.
Of this magnificent fabric, the only remains at present are a
portion of the west front, containing a singular and beautiful
Romaneaque doorway. with a very early pointed window to the
south of it, and a mere fragment of the north transept. The
marks of the foundation still bear witneas to the magnitude of
the building; it was evidently cruciform, as stated by Leland,
and had the short choir peculiar to Churches of the period,
apparently with an apsidal termination. The great west doorway
is exceedingly curious, nor
am I aware of any parallel
example. The shafts, of
which there are five on each
side of the doorway, have no
capitals, but are continued
round the arch. Over the
arch is a hood-moulding
with singular terminations:
the shafts (and the hoodmoulding as far as it extends) are connected by a
aeries of bands terminated by
well carved finials. Of the
thirty-nine great yew trees
Door, St.rata F1.or.c!a.
there is but one left, and a
flat stone, having a richly foliated crols incised upon it, is the
sole relic of the ancient sepulchral monuments. These must
have been very numerOUI, for this was the resting place of the
Princes of South Wales. Here also their genealogies were recorded, and the annals of the principality were kept.
The Abbey was founded in the year 1164 by Rhys ab
Gruffydd, Prince of South Wales, and his sons ,ruff dd, Rhys,
N
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and Maredudd: the charter was confinned by King Henry II.
It was founded for Cistercianll, according to Dugdale's Monasticon; but Camden states them to have been Cluniacs. In the
war which put an end to the independence of the Welsh nation,
the Abbey was burnt, and afterwards rebuilt, under a charter of
King Edward I., granted in the twenty-third year of his reign.
The charters of Rhys, Henry, and Edward, are preserved by
Dugdale. It was again destroyed in the fifteenth century by
Owen Glyndwr. At the dissolution its revenues were valued
at £118. 17_. A mansion house was afterwards built here by
the Stedman family, into whose bands the place fell. This has
DOW fallen into decay, but among the offices attached to it,
there appear to be portions of the ancient conventual buildings.
About nine miles from Strata Florida to the south west, is the
Church of Llanddewi Breil. It stands on a rising knoll, in the
middle of a narrow dell, opening on the west into the fertile
valley of the Teifi, but closed in on the other sides by steep
and rocky mountains, the lower parts of which are clothed with
wood. The Church was formerly cruciform, and of considerable
size; the Nave had one if not two aisles. But the aisles and
Transepts have been pnlled down, and the Nave has been rebuilt
without any pretension to architectural character, nor can the
Chancel in its present state be referred to any style. The Tower,
which is part of the .ancient edifice, is Iarge and lofty, and is
IIUpported by four massive pier-arches, nearly resembling those
at Llanbadarn. Above the arches is a rude stone vaulting.
The belfry lights are of the Perpendicular period, but under that
on the BOUth side I observed some herring-bone work. The Tower
is machicolated, and snrmounted by a low pyramidical capping,
at its north-eastern angle there is a square staircase turret.
Near the west door of the Church is a rude stone pillar, about
six feet in height, called St. David's staff, on which he is said to
have leaned when he preached to the multitude. It bears a cross,
and an inscription in ancient cbaracters. I conld make nothing
of it, and my cicerone conld give me no account of the stone,
excepting tbat he seemed to have a vague impression that it had
something to do with the Romans. A fac-simile of tbe inscription is given in Camden's Britannia.
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The chief interest attached to the place, arilieS from its being
the spot where Saint David confuted the Pelagian heresy in a
Synod held in the year 519, or according to Usher, as early as
475. On this occasion it ill said that the truth was attested by
a miracle, which is thus narrated by Giraldus, whom I have
already quoted:
.. From thence we journeyed by way of Landewi Brevi, that is
to say, the Church of Saint David of Brevi, which is set on a hill,
which on a time grew up under the feet of the.aforesaid David.
who was preaching the while c : to wit, in that great Synod of all
the Bishops and Abbots of all Wales, and likewise the whole
Clergy thereof, which was there gathered together, with much
people, by reason of the Pelagian heresy. For howbeit it had of
old been destroyed out of Britain by Saint Germain, Bishop of
Auxerre, yet had it at that time risen up anew in these parts with
fresh pestilence. Whereupon, at the sight of so great a miracle,
David, however unwillingly, was elected Archbishop by the choice
and acclamation ofthe whole meeting."
A Collegiate Church was founded here in the latter part
of the thirteenth century by Thomas Beck, Bishop of Saint
David's, in honour of Saint David, for a precentor and twelve
prebendaries. King Henry VIII. appropriated its revenues,
which were then valued at £38. lIB., as well as those of the
College at Abergwili, in Carmarthenshire. to the foundation of
a Collegiate Church at Brecon under the name of Christ's College,
which still continues to exist. It was intended to found a Col.
lege at Llanddewi for the education of Clergy for the diocese of
Saint David's, but this design was afterwards carried into execution at Lampeter, at a distance of ahout eight miles from thence;
where a College, dedicated to Saint David, was founded about
twenty years since. Thus another place in the county of Car.
digan has been consecrated to Ecclesiastical uses: and we muit
hope that in due time the Clergy who owe to it their religious
nurture, emulating in piety and learning the illustrious band of
Saints who adorned the British Church in the fifth and sixth
centuries, and him especially whose name the College bean, may
• In commemoration of this miracle, it i. usual to depict St. naYid ltanding on a mount.
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rescue the diocese from the attacks of false doctrine and schism,
and restore it from ita present unhappy state to a condition more
nearly approaching to primitive perfection."

The paper was illustrated by ~a few engravings and
sketches.
The President thanked Mr. Jones for his Paper, and,
there being no further business, the Meeting dissolved
shortly after nine o'clock.

MEETING, Nov. 12TH, 1845.
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PURCHASED BY THK SOCIETY.

Tracings of Stained GI .... Menon College Chapel
Eoclesiologiat. November. 1840.

The President read the list of Members proposed to serve
on the Committee.
Mr. Jones read extracts of letters from the Rev. C. Boutell, and M. W. Gregory, accompanying presents.
Mr. Jones then read the Report of the Committee .
.. The Committee have to call the attention of the Society this
evening, to several matters of the highest interest and importance
to the Society, as regards both its internal economy, and its external relations. The increased activity displayed in the Society
since the introduction of certaiu important changes, within the past
year, has been such as to warrant the completion of those arrangementl, if they should have been left in any respect imperfect.
The Committee would allude especially to a motion for making
alterations in Rules VII. and XII., which will be brought before
the meeting this evening, under its sanction. This motion having
been laid before the Committee, and approved of since the last
General Meeting, under the provisions of Rule XIX., must be proposed to the Society this evening; but as the Society is not required to decide the question without due time for deliberation,
the discU88ion of the question will be reserved for the Special
Meeting to be held on Tuesday, November 18th. In order that
Members may be able to consider the question in all its bearings,
it is necessary to observe, that the object of the motion is to assign
to the Treas~rer certain duties which seem naturally to belong to
his office, and which appear to have been overlooked at the late
revision of the rules. Up to that time all the duties which now
devolve on that officer, had been executed by the Secretaries; 80 that
in point of fact, at the election of a Treasurer with new duties at
the commencement of the present year, a new office was created
Digitized by
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by the Society. The object of the present motion is to complete
this important alteration.
The Committee have already alluded to the changes made in
the mode of printing the Society's Reports. In consequence of
the present arrangement applications have been received for copies
in addition to those which are sent gratuitously to each member.
It baa been therefore determined to print a anfficient number both
for distribution and for sale.
Among the presents received since the last meeting, it is necessary to notice a very curious palimpsest Brass from Oakover in
Sta1Fordabire, for which the thanks of the Society are due to Mr.
Gregory of Wadham College. Ita great peculiarity consists in
the figures of the children being engraved on a figure which
must have previously represented a priest.
As regards the external relations of the Society, and the daily
extension of its influence in the country, the Committee are much
gratified in stating that the Architectural Society of Saint Alban's
has been admitted to the same privileges which have been granted
to other local Societies. It is most satisfactory to observe the
frequent formation of new Architectural Societies in various parts
of the country, each of which bears fresh testimony to the improved tone of feeling, in matters pertaining to Ecclesiastical Art,
which now pervades all England, and is beginning to manifest
itself in various parts of Christendom.
The Committee have to record some most satisfactory instances
of this feeling, in the applications which have been made to them
for advice. in the restoration of Churdtes in the country; the
Committee allude in particular to the Churches of Rudbuton in
Pembrokeshire, Abergele in Flintahire. and LJanfairynghornwy. in
Anglesey. But the restoration which naturally most engages the
attention of the resident members of the Society, has been commenced, and has hitherto proceeded most satisfactorily. The
Committee refer to the repairs now in progreu at Dorchester.
The workmen are at present employed on the great window over
the sedilia. on the mouldings of which traces of colour have been
discovered. The sedilia themselves likewise exhibit marks of having
been painted. their backs having been adorned with diaper work
of various patterns. which can be made out sufticieutl~tll8J.i a
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hope that they may at lOme time be restored to their primitiYe
splendour in all respects. Painting hu allO been dillCOvered
under the Jesse window, on the north wall of the Chancel a •
The Sub-Committee appointed to commence a collection of
tracings of painted glass, report that they have confined their
attention in the first instance to Merton College, 88 affording the
best specimens in Oxford for their purpoee. They haYe procured
tracings from the side windows of three running patterns, the
oak-leaf, the vine-leaf, and the ivy-leaf, with borders.. among
which are the cutle, the badge of Eleanor of Cutile, and the
fleur-de-lis; three patterns from the tracery in the heads of these
windows, three small figures, St. Peter, St.Palll, and St.Nichol88;
all these are of the time of Edward the YllSt, the gift of Henry de
Mamesfield a fellow of the College, whose figure in a kneeling
attitude, with a scroll from his mouth, bearing his name inscribed
on it, is many times repeated in these windows.
From the west window of the chapel, a small Crucifixion. the
head of an abbess with a putoral stafF, and a small figure of a
seraph or angel, standing on a wheel; these are of the fifteenth
century.
From the .ide windows of the Library. four pattems of quarries
·and borders with the Agnus Dei in the centre, these are also of
the fifteenth century. Among the early glus, there are also
small heads of Christ and the Ble~sed Virgin, a pelican, and a
lion's head. All thge tracings are intended to be as exact
factimilea of the.glau as possible, forming in fact working drawings for glau.l!t.iners, which can be retraced on glass with a flux,
and burned in the oven.
The tracings are mounted on calioo to prevent their being tom,
and can be lent to any of the Members who may wish to make
use of them.
The Committee hope that this will prove to be only a small beginning, and that when Members see the utility of these tracings.
• This painting consist. of a seriet! of quatrefoils, the spaces between them
having contained representations of animals, of which a lion baa beeu diatinctly made out, and something nearly resembling a griffin. .. The Chancel
wall," says Leland, "hath all been painted vcrie gloriously with all sorts or
heaates; there yet remains a lyon, a griffin, and a leo~~~;d by
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fiequiring only
with which they mfiy
fiome
forward to,
industry, many of
add
: there are some
of various
ages
CdlfiYnll at Christ Chumh,
fif the original
glass of Wykeham, in the south transept of New College
chapel. Members belonging to either of those Colleges may do
good service to this Society. by making tracings of their
glass.
The thanks of the Society are due to Charles Winston, Esq.,
of thE
for the assistO'EOO
EEndered in the
!1m:ne of his very aceeofite
which he has
Society.
appointed to
Committee in
the
removal of the
£1K1K1ther room, have
to report that they have with this view visited and inspected the
only two places that offered for the purpose, viz., Giles' auction
room in the High Street, and the Music room in Holywell.
That in regard to the former of these, it is at present very badly
lighbl,d, ""d altohother inferior to tho room nEW occupied by the
Socioth,
situation, and in
fhl're being two
or
connected with
be rendered
availohlo
objects of
hEt that they do
not
the last mentioned
an adequate
compensation for the additional rent of £80. per annum beyond
their present, and for the outlay required on the room, which
if borne by the landlord would probably entail a ,further increase
of the rent.
In regard to the Music room, they consider that it might very
easily
the purposes of
Elithout materially
§ltuation, in the 01""~"'U::
filr:ple room in
display of the
and casts, as
well as in the domestic apartments connected with it, which are
capable of lodging the clerk of the Society, and who would thu8
be in constant attendance in the room. Altogether they consider
it to be very eligible. and do not hesitate to recommend the Society
to secure it, if satisfactory terms can be made with Wadham Col.
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lege. to which it belougs. and with the present lel!8ee under the
College. who has a considerable unexpired term in it."
With regard to the question of the Society's removal, the
President remarked that it was a matter of the utmost importance to the welfare of the Society, and that he, as a
Member of the Sub-Committee, had seen so many difficulties
in certain details of the proposed arrangements, that it appeared inexpedient to proceed fal'ther in the matter without
obtaining the concurrence of the Society. The question
therefore would be laid before the Society at their next
meeting, whether full powers should be given to the SubCommittee, to treat with Wadham College and their lessee.
He thought it right to add that the removal of the collection
would entail a considerable expense on the Society, which
he trusted would be defrayed by subscription among the
individual Members, as the general funds of the Society
could very ill afford it.
Mr. Marriott of Trinity College rose to propose the motion which had been adverted to in the Report of tbe Committee. He observed tbat at the last revision of tbe Rules,
the consequences of the alterations were not wholly foreseen.
He alluded in particular to the appointment of a Treasurer,
with duties that had bitherto devolved upon the Secretaries. It was evidently desirable that that officer should be
always a Member of the Committee, as bis advice was frequently required on matters connected with the funds of
the Society. The present Treasurer was a Member of that
. body by election, and not by virtue of his office. He
therefore proposed that in Rule VII., after tbe words" the
two Secretaries," the words "the Treasurer" should be
inserted; and after the words "exclusive of the Secretaries,"
the words "and the Treasurer" should be inserted; also
that in Rule XII. for the words" the Secretary" the words
I'the Treasurer" should be substituted.
Mr. Jones seconded the motion.
Digitized by Goog Ie
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Mr. Freeman then read the following paper on the "Development of Roman and Gothick Architecture, and their
Moral and Symbolical teaching:"
.. The subject of mere detail in ancient Architecture is one which
either is or ought to be sufficiently known. Almost every Church
and other ancient building has been examined; books and engravings multiply almost daily; the mere historical succession of the
several stylel i~ accurately marked; there is little danger of attributing an Early English spire to Cardinal W olaey, or a Perpendicular one to the Saxon period, mistakes made within the memory
of man; but the majority of our Ecclesiastical antiquaries seem
not to get 1teyond heaps of isolated· facts, or at best, n mere hietorical arrangement of them. One influential party indeed, with
something more like a pretension to philosophical investigation,
not satisfied with preferring one style without condemning others,
sets lip the style of one individual period as the standard of perfection, and measures every thing by strict canons of its own
making: the Chapel of Kings College and the great Tower of
Canterbury I!C8I'cely meet with more favour from many professed
admil"em of Gothick Architecture than from an Evelyn or a Wren.
and to regard the awful Naves of Peterborough and Ely as fit
temples for Christian worship is looked on with as great slIspicion
in many quarters as would be the imitation of the caves of
Elephanta, or tbe moaque of Cordova. But within the favoured
period, all must be accounted perfection; the rudest village Chorea
of the fourteenth century Must be looked on as teaching us more
of the true spirit of Christian Architecture, not only than the
foreign, and therefore proscribed piles of WonDS or Seville. but
than some of the most noble buildings of our own land. If these
ideas are really carried out. Romaey, and liftey. and our own
Cathedral must be claaaed with idol temples, and the works of
WiJliam of Wykeham must be held as breathing only the spirit of
a corrupted taste and a faithless heart.
That it is to the disadvantage of the present day that we have
no one fixed style, I wiD not for one moment deny; the simultaneous cultivation of all appears too likely to lead to excellence
in none j but this is very different from bindin§Ji~~ b~~ ~

yoke upon the architecta of all agee. and bidding us not only forbear from imitating. but actually set our seal of condemnation
upon all others. If Architecture. the first of arts. if Ecclesiastical
Architecture. that art applied to the highest ende. if Gothick
Architecture. ita noblest form. be something more than a stock of
details for antiquarian research, or of picturesque efFects for the
pencil. or of mere atheticks in any shape. we must look on ita
succeaaive changes not as the result of mere chance. or of the
caprice or taste of individual architects. but as the developments
of some great philo80phical and moral principles. intimately connected with the spirit and feelings of the succe88ive ages in which
they arose; and not merely as arising from them. but as being
beat suited for them. best calculated. each in its own day. to produce that moral effect which is the end of all art, especially when
immediately devoted to sacred purpoeea. Dift"erent agee of a
nation at well as of an individual require difFerent kinde of teaching. that which moat edifies the early and uneophieticated mind
of a people will have but little effect on the heart grown hard
amid the luxury and artificial tone of a " civilized" age; and if
a rt be moral. if Architecture be the chief of arts. thus to narrow
and limit ita teaching. shews 81 little perception of ita inward
depth of meaning. as of its merely outward beauties.
I hope I may be understood as only speaking what I think.
when I say that I feel myself quite inadequate to treat this subject
as it deserves; yet as it is ORe which has been often in my thoughta,
and which I have seldom seen attempted, and scarcely ever satisfactorily carried out. I may perhaps be doing some service in
throwing out a few hints which some other person more competent
for the task may be induced to develope in a more able manner.
Much will doubtless be found in this paper which my hearers
wiD recognize as derived from other sources; much I am aware
lowe. (as what writer on Gothick Architecture can fail to owe?)
to the works of Professors WheweD and Willie. and especially to
the truly thoughtful and original volumes of Mr. Petit; much too
is doubtless derived from the writings and conversation of several
valued friende; but to refer each idea to ita original source is of
course impo88ible; and, though it is po88ible that no one idea may
be originally my own, I feel that I may c~~e!~~ of
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thought in selecting, arranging, and carrying out the notions that
I have been I!truck with elsewhere.
It can hardly be necel!l&r)' to prove, and it appears to me to be
a truth of that nature, which, if it be not at once admitted, cannot
be proved by argumentation, that Architecture, like every other
product of intellect, is symbolical. I do not mean intentionally
11'0, for, though the architects did, I have no doubt, intend to
symbolize certain truths, yet these would only affect the parts, or,
at most, the arrangements of the building i but that a work of
Architecture, or of any art, will be and must be the material expression of some predominant idea in the individual or his age,
and.that without any design on his part i just as a writers style is
characteristick of his feelings, habits, and tone of thought, without
being, in most cases, actually the result of his determination i just
as all similar peculiarities, whether of individuals, countries, or
ages. Thua the vertical principle in Gothick Architecture is symbolical of the tendency of the Christian Faith to raise and elevate
the thoughts and affections, and in every thing rise heavenwards,
not from a deliberate purpose of the architect. but from an invisible law impresaed on-~the heart. Still less do the low and
grovelling forma of Grecian Architecture, incapable of soaring
from the earth, or attaining any but a positive elevation, proceed
from any deliberate purpose in the architects mind to symbolize
the low and grovelling tendency of his own superstition, but from
a aimilar, though opposite law, which kept his works as well as
his thoughts on the earth. This I believe to be the real symbolism
of Architecture, proto. symbolism, as it has been happily called
in a discourse to which the present attempt owes much b i it is a
true and pbilosophick view applicable to all art in all ages, and
utterly removed from the over· minute allegorizing of Durandua
and- bia followers.
And thia ia the symbolism which J intend to take as the
groundwork of my observations on the Roman and Gothick styles
of Architecture. I would consider each style as the material expre88ioll of an idea within the architects mind, COl18tituting the
buildiog a vehicle of moral teaching in the manner naturally
arising from and most calculated for the feelings and circumb Report for Hilary Term, ISiS, p.o~ii.ed by Goog Ie
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stances of the ages in which they severally arose. I would previously make two observations: First, that it is highly probable
that a style should continue a while after the circumstaDce& which
at first called it into being had ceased to exist, so that buildings
would very often reflect the spirit of a period a little antecedent to
their own. When we consider-that the symbolism, the expression
of ideas, which we are now considering, is something perfectly
unintentional and even unconscious, and make allowance for the
force of habit, so clearly manifested in the Transition styleI!'.
where the architects appear unable at once to emancipate
themselves from early associations, and consequently mingle the
characteristicks of the old and new style. we I!hall see that this is
not antecedently unlikely, and, as we proceed, history will shew
that it is so in matter of fact.
Secondly; it may be objected. as it has been before now, that
such inquiries are void of practical utility. But surely the philosophy of art cannot be considered as an unimportant branch of
the highest of human studies, that of the human mind; and as
to practical efFects on buildings, I cannot think the mere copyist
of mouldings and measurements so likely to produce a really excellent building as he who to this antiquarian knowledge (which
when used as a means, and not rested in aI!' an end. I shonld
be the last to depreciate) adds a thorough perception of the spirit
and principles of the style in which he is working, and can justify
his proceedings by referring not only to ancient examples, which
are, after all, only the exponent and evidence of the principle, but
to the principle itself. And besides, the present inquiry may be of
great value in auisting us in the choice of a style for employment
in modern buildings; if we consider. our present position as analogous to that of any put age, we shall surely be doing better to
adopt the style of that period even in preference to others of greater
beauty and perfection.
And now, after this long exordium, really to commence the
subject; the styles we are at present to consider are the Roman
and the Gothick; the round and the pointed arch being the chief
external mark of each, that most easily seized upon and recognized. though being in themselves only parts of the development
of a higher principle. It will be thus seen Digitized
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tenn Roman Architecture in a very wide sense, to include not only
classick Roman, but all the varieties of Romaneaque; Byzantine,
Lombard, German, Saxon, and its perfection, our own glorious
and venerable Nonnan I!tyle. The name Roman I do consider to
be appropriate; it was from Rome that it proceeded originally,
and. what is of more importance, it is the type of a state of things
of which Rome was the head. It is the style of the first twelve
hundred years or nearly 80 of Christianity. Its distinguishing
feature is the round arch, and that more truly than the pointed
arch is of Gothick; the pointed arch requires. and is nothing
without, certain mouldings and acceasories, but the round arch
requires no mouldings at all of neceBBity; the sweep of the arch
merely marked by the vouS80ire, and at most constructed of two
orders, is all that is absolutely required.
I am not going to enter into the question of the first introdaction of the arch into architecture; whether in historical fact
the Romans attempted to engraft the Grecian orders on a previouslyexisting Italian system of piers and arches, or whether they
attempted to introduce the arch as a novelty into the existing
Grecian style. is no consequence; the clusical Roman style is to
us an endeavour to unite two discordant principles of construction,
the entablature and the arch; the latter for the most part being
the mechanical support, the former a mere ornamental appendage.
And hence I aBBert, paradoxical as it may appear, that the
atyle of the palmy and splendid days of imperial Rome is but a
Tranllition to one which arose in the days of its decline and came
to ita perfect development among nations of whom the Cleears
had scarcely)leard. It is but an inconsistent mixture of principles; like all transitional styles it strives to engraft its new principle of construction upon the old, the latter therefore becoming
merely ornamental; thus the entablature, which in the Grecim
style is the mechanical oonstruction, and its adornments the
legitimate ornamenting of the construction, is in the Roman a
mere decoration, if 80 be, unconnected with the construction; the
arch, the real construction, is obscured. and thrust, as far aa
might be, out of sight, while decoration is 80ught in 80mething
foreign and adventitious, clearly an inferior andDm~~~
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of obtaining ornament. and marking an imperfect style. The
architects who, in the later days of the empire, cast aside the
useless entablature altogether. brought the arch forward into
notice. and made it and its pier-whether a square mass of wall
or a Corinthian column, it matters not,-the chief features of
the building in appearance as well as in reality, were those who
gave to Roman Architecture its first approach to a consistent
form. It may be that the art of detail was then miserably debased
or rather lost. that the sculptures of one building were often
actually removed to ornament new ones; but still the building
itself was constructed on a rational and consistent principle.
Several beautiful Churches of this period are to be found in the
first volume of Mr. Gaily Knights Ecclesiastical Architecture of
Italy; and he himself in his Introduction. though apparently
unconsciously. bears ample witney to the view I am contending
for. 'All that art could ptill effect,' says that observant antiquary.
'was reserved for the interior, of which the chief decoration was
the long colonnade which, on either side. divided the nave from
the aisles. But the columDB now supported round arches instead
of the unbroken architrave of better times c.' And again.
, Before the end of this century, the portals ceased to be square
and began to be round. Even in good times the Roman archi.
tects frequently introduced an arch above the doorways to relieve
the lintel from the pressure of the wall above, but they alway.
concealed the arch with an elaborately sculptured architrave.
The sculptors of the 5th century had no longer the skill to embel.
lish architraves. and they escaped from their dilemma by leaving
the arch exposed d.' It is really astonishing that anyone could
write this paragraph, and not see that the pn.ctice. w}latever it be
with reference to sculpture. betokened a great advance in the true
and honest principles of architectural construction. Of this style
are the Churches of St. Paul. St. Agnes, and St. Clement in
Rome. St. Nazario and CeIeo at Ravenna. and especially St. Mary
at Toscanella. all in Mr. Knights work.
But still the style was far from being brought to perfection; a
reluctance still existed utterly to forsake the beautiful forms of
Grecian art, incongruous a8 they were with the principles of
• p. iv.
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Roman building. As long as any thing like a Roman Empire
lasted, and even after, the influence of Grecian .kill yet lingered ;
the baiJdings of the Roman style, using the term nationally, never
quite got rid of it; it is to the Romanesque styles that we are to look
for the perfect development of the round-arched form of architecture. Thrown back as were the arts by the incurs~ons of the
Northern tribes, yet. if not the minutim of detail, the elegancies of
scnJpture and painting, most certainly the true principles of Architecture, superior to any such minuter considerations, were, after a
season, revived under the hands of the northern builders; and the
Romanesque style, differing, as did the Gothick also, in different
lands, was developed in the majestick piles of Bonn and Worms,
of Caen and Bayeux, of Ely, Peterborough, and Romsey, of IfBey,
Barfreston, and Northampton, and the other glorious Cathedrals,
Abbeys, and parish Churches, which bear witneBB to the skill and
munificence of the builders of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
Some beautiful Churches of this sort had been already produced
in Italy by the Lombard builders, as those of St. Michael at Pavia,
and S1. Ambrose at Milan; but these were far surpassed I1y the
Churches on the Rhine; and I apprehend we must go on stil
farther, and that it is in our own Norman structures that we are
to look for the perfection of the round-arched style; the piers and
arches stand forward boldly as the main features, and a system of
ornament is introduced which whatever be its origin, and whatever opinion may be held as to the beauty of its individual parts,
must be allowed to harmonize well with the forms of the bwlding,
and to add greatly to its general effect. I do not mean to enter
into the subject of mouldings; .,Ay it is that certain forms harmonize with certain arches; .,Ay the ornamenting of the surface
agrees best with the round arch, the carving into a shape with the
pointed, .,Ay the broad plain soffit looks well with a round arch,
while the architrave of the pointed one requires to be swept off
into a gradually diminishing lSuite of mouldings, are questions
beyond my power to answer as I could wish-it is not merely a
part of the question relating to the vertical principle, as arches
with incongruous mouldings are in themselves unpleasing without
reference to the rest of the building. However this be, as a/act,
the Norman system of ornament does set off amtJi~li>sI~
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Roman forms, which the Grecian mouldings of the entablature,
and the Gothick of the pointed arch equally fail to do.
Before I bid adieu to the subject of Romanesque, I would make
a few observations on a matter wherein I have the miaiortUDe to
diter from a gentleman of whose taste and discernment I have
the high~t opinion, and with whom it has been several times my
lot to agree where both our views are opposed to the general feel.
ing of ecclesiastical antiquaries. Mr. Petit, while doing full justice
to the capabilities of the Roman style, appears to consider that it
was never fully developed; the Rhenish Churches he seems to
look upon as approaching the nearest to it, while our own Norman
he regards as an approximation, almost a Transition, to Gothick.
Now in this view I cannot agree; the only instance of this Gothick
tendency would seem to be in the shafts which at Peterborough,
Romsey, and other great Romaneaque Churches, run up from the
floor to the roof. But these are as frequently absent, and though,
when employed in Gothick structures, very much helping to
develope the vertical principle, do not seem sufficient of themaelv~ to constitute an approach to it, while nothing in the other
parts of the building at all leads one to it. But granting that this
does to a certain extent imply an approach to Gothick, as it is, I
believe, comparatively rare e:r.cept in the later Norman edifices, it
might be considered as the first step in the Transition, and could
not at all affect the claim of the earlier Norman buildings to
e:r.hibit a perfect and consistent style of architecture. But even
the introduction of more decidedly transitional features does Dot
always bring in a Gothick etect. The Nave of Oxford Cathedral
baa octagonal pillars, and in the Clerestory pointed arches, yet the
general effect is purely Romanesque, it is only on minuter e:r.amination that the marks of incipient Gothick appear.
Of the Rhenish Churches I would not apeak too confidently,
as my whole knowledge of them is derived from Mr. Petits own
work, and that of Professor Whewell; but as far as I can thus
judge, they do not seem to differ eSl.lentiaily from our own form of
Romaneaqae, but only as species from species, just as our Perpendicular differs from the French Flamboyant. Their widely different, and certainly more varied and graceful outlines, do not at all
aifect their being essentially of one style, ~i~~~~I@mi1ar
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diversity in the plans of English and foreign Cathedrals prevents
both being pure modele of the Gothick style.
We now come to the Gothick style. that noblest offspring of
human art, a style hallowed by every association of national and
religious feeling. the pure and undisputed possession of our Teutonick lineage and Christian faith. We have at last approached to
the IEra when mere skill such as heathen Greece never surpaued.
and vasmeN of conception with which the most splendid piles of
antiquity could not for a moment compete. were equally devoted
to the highest of end@. the honour of God and the edification of
His Church j when our land began to be covered with those wondrous and unearthly temples. where even among mans most
glorious works. we most feel his littleness j where the tall shaft,
and soaring arch. and the vault spread over us like the canopy of
heaven make us feel ourselves in the immediate presence of
Divinity. where angels themselves might tread with awe. And.
yet there was a time when men could walk through the solemn
aisles of Canterbury or Winchester. perhaps when the very
shades of night were creeping over its mighty walls. with the
last notes of the organ perchance dying away through the long
series of arch and vault. with Kings and Bishops and saintly
founders lying as if still joining from their tombs in the worship of the faithful. and not feel the inspiration of the gorgeous
temple j when men of refined taste and upright life could decry
these our noblest monuments as the work of barbarianll. and prefer
not only the stem and c haste simplicity of Greece. but the gaudy
and incongruous structures of Rom.e; when Addison could talk of
the .. meanne88 of manner" in Gothick Cathedrals. and Evelyn
speak of them as .. dull. heavy. monkish, piles. without any just
proportion. use. or beauty." These days are happily gone by.
may it be for ever.
There can. I l'Uppose. be no occasion nowadays to go about to
prove that the pointed arch is not the essence of Gothick Architecture. It is but one development among others of a principle j but
there seems a disposition now at work among that claBS of antiquarians who proceed not on any philosophical principle. but on mere
induction of ancient examples. to throwaway all reference to the
form of the arch. because forsooth an occasion~h~~RF~~
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the round arch now and then during the best periods of Gothick.
Now. although the pointed Arch is not tlu! e88tmce of Gothick
Architecture, yet it is of its e88tmce " it is the application of the
pervading principle of the style to the most important features of
'the structure; consequently no Gothick building can be considered
perfect without its employment in its main portions. the pier
arcbes and the vaulting..-a Gothick building with round arches or
a Roman with pointed are equally incongruous.
But what is this pervading principle? I believe it to be the
upward tendency of the whole building and of its minutest
details. in a word. the vertical principle; by which. when it is fully
carried out. a Gothick Cathedral. as one harmonious whole.
appears rising heavenwards. and the eye is directed npwards
throughout; the wbole rises from the floor to the roof. no- part
seems an after-thought, as I!omething unavoidably put on. bnt
. each portion grows out of that beneath; all is light. airy. and
soaring. But this requires the pointed arch; in viewing a round
arch the eye travels up one side and down the other; but in the
pointed both sides seem to rise at once, and joining at tbe apex.
to unite in the general ascending tendency of the whole. Hence
the pointed arch-however first called into being. in its solitary
state, is a mere matter of antiquarian curiosity-became generally
adopted, as the only form adapted to and required by the newly
developed principle. Why then. it may be asked, does the pointed
arch appear in buildings otherwise of Roman Architecture. where
no further trace of the Gothick or vertical principle is visible ?
Now, as I before mentioned. it is the characteristick of a Transition style to engraft its own principle of coustruction· on the
anterior principle of decoration; but the use of the pointed arch
would probably be one of the very first developments of the
vertical principle. and, as relating to the construction of the
main features of the building. it is clearly the manifest, outward,
recognizable mark of that principle, so that we find it introduced
before any other Gothick feature-unless possibly the roof-shafts
before alluded to-and that first in the main portions of the building; the pier and vaulting arches being continually found pointed.
while the arches of doors, windows, and merely ornamental
arcades remain round; exactly as in the e~ef~
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Architecture upon Grecian, the arch was Uled in construction
while the entablature still remained the only BOuree of decoration.
The Romanesque details long survived; doorways especially, probably from a feeling of unwillingneu to surrender that noblest
feature of the decaying lItyle, were constructed after the pure
Nornian manner till the end of the twelfth century, and it is not
uncommon to find round-headed doorways with pure Early English mouldings. But though we do occasionally find round pierarches with Gothick mouldings, or more Gothick than Romanesque, as in BOme parts of the Nave of Romsey Abbey, and, if I
remember right, in Castor Church, near Peterborough, yet the
instances are 8C8l'Ce one in ten of those which exhibit the pointed
arch with unmixed Norman detail.
Next to the pointed arch in importance of single tangible features, is the introduction of the round or octagonal instead of the
square abacus. This, if I mistake not, arises from a deeper
source, and is of more consequence as an effect, than might at
first be supposed. Now it seems clear that in order to produce a
perfect vertical efFect, the eye must be prevented from resting on
any point in the ascent. Now in the classical orders, adopted
nnder the requisite modifications in the Romanesque style, the
column has a real separate existence, often physically, as being
not uncommonly a single piece of stone, and always in the decorative construction; it is something put there, as a post or a block
of stOlle might be, in order to support what is placed upon it, but
otherwise wi~hout any necessary connexion with the superincumbent mass. The square abacus, originally a tile placed on the
•capital, properly remains as the boundary of the pier or column,
and indeed has an existence of its own. But to produce the true
vertical efFect, the separate existence of the parts must be destroyed, they must be subordinated to the whole; the column,
whether a pier or a mere decorative shaft, must be such as not to
exist without the arch above it; it must not be a post with a
weight laid on it, but a trunk with its branches growing inseparably
out of it. The square abacus then, the boundary of the separate
existence of the column, must be discarded, and sink into a mere
moulding corresponding with the form of the column, and forming
a relief, without being a stoppage, to the eye in ita vertical pr~88.. I
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A. third Gothiclt feature ia the claatered pier. This in ita

puine state is an asaemblage of abafts, as opposed to the nooklhafts let in the angles of a rectangular pier.

This ia alao con-

Dected with the principle mentioned aboTe; the round column
maintains its separate esiateoce,80 does the aqDare pier. however
diaguised by nook-ahafta or half-columna attached; but in the
genuine clustered pier each abaft is, in the decorative conatruction
at least, the IUpport or rather BOuree of ita own peculiar moulding
in the architrave; in a word, the abaft i, continued in the mouldings. The clnatered pier I CODIider aa e&lential to the ideal perfection of a Gothick building; the octagOnal abaft with
chamfered architraves corresponding, as far aa may be, with the
aidea of the ahaft, may be allowed aa a aubatitute; but the Bingle
round pillar I cannot but conaider aa marking an imperfect development of the Gothick principle; atill it is a feature 80 exquiBitely beautilW in itself that our architects seem to have been 10th
to IUJ'reDder it entirely, and we accordingly find it used almost
throughout the Gothick period; and no where in a more graceful
form than in lOme Churchea in the Isle of Wight. where the
column is a aiDgle abaft of Purbeck marble, now white-washed over.
To produce this IYstem of continuation a new style of moulding
is introduced. In the Romaneaque style the moulding is mere
lurface ornament, the vouuoira of the arch being left pretty much
in their original reeiangular section. But the Gothick architrave
in its rudest form haa the angles chamfered oW, in its richer and
more perfect development, each order of the arch haa its M:Iitna
carved into a graceful suite of rollDda and hollows, each growing
out of its own shaft in the cluster below; hence the separate
existence of the arch aa opposed to the wall it supports is deatroyed, and al80 that of the aeveral orden, wiaich are moulded
into one continued sweep of architrave; besides the facilities gino
for allowing the continuous principle to be developed in a CODnexion between the shafts and mouldings. This di1ference between ornamenting the form and ornamenting the surface i.
equally apparent in the ornamental capitals of the two styles; the
Romaneaque being a sculptured mass with the ornament something superadded and superficial, the Gothick exhibiting the maas
iteelf cut away into graoeful forms.

mere
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We have thus the contiDuoua or vertical principle developed in
the four most con.picuous features of the style. the pointed arch.
the omiaaion of the square abacus, the cluatered pier. the peculiar
atyle of moulding. A fifth important feature remaina to be noticed.
which I take to be euential to the ideal perfection of a Gothick
building. but in a dift'erent manner from those juat mentioned. aa
not being itself peculiar to it. or a development of ita principle.
but. u in the cue of the arch. only the particular form employed.
Thia is vaultiDg. which I conaider to be reqaired by the atyle. aa
being the only means by which the vertical principle can be carried
out from the 800r to the roof. With any other form of roof the
vertical progress of the eye is checked by the horizontal line of
the cornice. and the roof seems like an after-thought. something
put on because of physical requirements. but not contemplated
in the decorative construction of the whole. But in a vaulted
Church. supposing of course the vaultiDg to spring from shafta.
not from corbela. the eye ranges uninterruptedly from the pave.
ment to the keystone of the vault. which. itaelf formed of pointed
arches. seems soaring into infinity. Some remarks on the dif.
ferent kinds of wooden room will be brought in with more pr0priety when I come to consider the dift'erent varieties of Gothick
Architecture.
We have thus made out the life-giving principle of the Gothick
style. and its principal developments. common to all its varieties.
Now these, in England. are commonly stated aa being three.
Early. Decorated. and Florid or Perpendicular. But this division.
though very convenient in practice. and the result of induction. I
cannot but conaider aa unphilOl!ophical, and not formed on any real
principle. As in dividing the two great forms of Christian Architec.
ture. so in ascertaining their Bub-divisions. we must not let our arrangement be mere1yantiquarian or chronological, but philosophical;
Dot the clueing together the buildingB of a particular date. nor
even those which agree in Bome euily recognized detail. but those in
which a particular principle iB to be traced. A building with round
arches is not to be called Gothick. because it was built in the time
of Henry III.: or an elegant Perpendicular or Decorated building
•
Debased. because it had the bad fortune to be erected under the
Stuarts; it is to the real principle of the style which
we m1D~e
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And in this view I do not hesitate to affirm that there are but two
styles of Gothick Architecture which have really specifick characters
to be distinguished by a pervading principle in each. instead of a
mere chronological line arbitrarily fixed at an assumed point among
the ever fteeting varieties of detail. These two are the Early and
the Perpendicular or. as I may be perhaps allowed to call it. the
Continuous; for the term Perpendicular expresses only one development of its principle. namely in its window tracery. and further
only includes the English form of the style. 80 that. con enient as
it is in practice. where I do not wish to interfere with its use. a
more comprehensive one is wanted in a diequisition like the present.
The 80 called Decorated style I believe to have no kind of cohesion; the Flowing Decorated belongs to the Continuous. of which
it is a very graceful. although not quite perfectly developed form ;
the Geometrical is an oB'-shoot from the Early style. or rather a
Transition to the Continuous. The styles are well marked in the
feature where their di1f'erences are most readily discernible. the
windows. In the pure Early style the lights are separate windows; they lOon begin to be united into a single window; means
of filling lip the head are now required; the Geometrical or Transition endeavonrs to efFect it by tracery unconnected with the mullions below. an after-thought thrust in to fill up a gap; the Continuous eB'ects it by continuing the mullions in the tracery. either
by wavy lines. as in the Flowing Decorated and Flamboyant. or
by rectilinear. as in the English Perpendicular. Now these difFerences strike me as arising from the essential difFerences of the two
style!-the Early being the application of the principle of destroying the separate existence of parts only to the construction of the
parts of the whole-that is it subordinates the shaft and capital
and arch to the whole formed by them. the pier-arch. the triforium. the window. &c .• without subordinating these to the whole;
the parts of the parts lose their separate existence. but the parts
of the whole retain theirs. The Continuons on the other hand
eB'ects the subordination of the inferior parts more completely.
while it extends the application of the principle to the farther subordination of the parts of the whole to the whole. so that the parts
sink into nothing of themselves. ~ut exist merely as parts of the
whole. The beauty then of the Early is that of ~; t,he slim
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and delicate sbaft, the graceful foliage of the capital, the bold
rounds and hollows of toe mouldings are brought into notice, are
forced on the eye at the first glance; in the Continuous these are
not noticed, if they exist, but it is the whole that is seen, and cOntemplated.. Hence of course the details of the Early style are in
themselves far more graceful; the Nave of Canterbury cannot
boast of the rich foliage or toothing of the Quire of Ely; its beauty
is that of the perfect, harmonious whole.
Let us now see how this principle is really carried out in buildings of the Continuous styles, the .late Decorated and Perpendicular; and first as to the parts of the whole. One of the' m08t
remarkable instances is in the disposition to do away with any
thing like an unoccupied surface, a mere wall-this is accomplished by making the parts 88 much as possible fit into one
another. A fully developed building of the Continuous IItyle wiD
have its window-arches correspond as nearly 88 poseible with those
of the vaulting, so that the window fits into the roof; the Triforium
will sink into a mere paneling or arcading; 110 that scarcely any
thing will be left unoccupied but the spandrils of the pier-arches,
which if ornamented in the usual manner will seem to become part
of the arch; and the lines of paneling being continued in the
window tracery, and the vaulting springing from shafts rising frOID
the ground, every part will be connected and fit in with every
other part, and the whole will be predominant. The superior
effect of the window fitting into the vaulting will be manifest to
anyone who will compare the Eastern and Western windows of
Kings College Chapel. The latter is the West end of the building, the paneling being made open as a window. The former
is something p..t into the East wall, something adve.ntitious, and
not necesearily connected with it.
From the abolition of the 'friforium, a greater height of pier in
comparison with the arch results, the result of which, though
many think otherwise, I cannot but consider as great lightness and
increased vertical effect. Even in smaller Churches the slender
lofty pillar is surely a great improvement on the low pier and
broad arch of the earlier style. The benefits of this arrangement are continually seen in the noble Belfry-arches of our
Perpendicular Churches; and surely nothing coDWz~~e
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the tall graceful columns and small arches of the ante-chapel
of Magdalen College.
The carrying out of the Continuous principle is manifest in all
tlie details; every thing that could hinder the vertical progress of
the eye is omitted; the panel is substituted for the .arcade, the
shaft is no longer neceBBarY for the jamb of the richest window,
and a new form of pier arises more consistent with the style; even
in the cusping of windows we may observe the subordination of
parts to the whole, as they do not now stand out individually and
distinctly as is often the case in the Early style. Indeed I am inclined to think that the architects of this period sometimes ran
wild in the development of their grand principle, and removed
what were not so much stoppages as reliefs to the eye in its vertical
ascent. The window, as having but little splay, may dispense with
the shaft, but I cannot think that doorways and still less pierarches are improved by the removal of the abaft and capital. The
perfect pier of the Perpendicular style seems to be that in which
each BUite of projecting mouldings is supported on a shaft with a
capital, while the hollows run uninterruptedly from the base to the
apex. Thus sufficient vertical effect is gained, wlule the eye is
relieved by the capital, without which its progress upward is one
of painful velocity. But if the capital be dispensed with, the pier
must be channeled with exactly the same mouldings as the archnothing can be worse or less vertical than the discontinuous
impost, sometimes seen in this country and more frequently
abroad.
It is thus I hope made tolerably clear, though the nature of
the subject hinders such plainness as might be desirable, on what
grounds I both assert the identity in principle of the Flowing
Decorated and the Perpendicular, and also challenge the perfection of Gothick art to belong to the latter. As to the former
question I hope I have shewn that the same principle runs
through both, whatever clliFerence may be seen in details; and
they certainly have as much resemblance as the French Flamboyant and the English Perpendicular, which are generally allowed to
be identical, although they difFer in those peculiarities of window
tracery from which their respective names are derived. The chief
difFerence between Flowing Decorated and PI~W~lao in
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the window tracery; both are contiDuOUl, but the latter is more
vertical, though it may be that the Decorated is ablJt.ractedly the
more graceful. It is not neceeaary to p1ll'llue this question of the
identity of late Decorated and Perpendicular much farther, as examples can hardly be wanting to show how all the objectioua
made by Mr. Fagin and the Cambridge Camden echool to the
latter apply with equal force to the former. An examination of the
Churches of N orthamptonshire will show that roofs were lowered
and c1erelltoriea added., and Churches originally built in that manner in the reign of Edward III. as well as of Henry VII. ; and I would
refer to the exquisite Decorated. Church of W ymmington in Bed.fordshire as exhibiting, without the least mixture of Perpendicular
details, unless pouibly in the Be1fry Windows, all the great characteristicb of that style. All the gables are low; there is internally the low timber roof; the parapet, gable and all, is embattled. throughout; all the side windows are square headed., except one
which baa a low segmental arch; the aislea are prolonged to the
East end; and there is no external distinction of Nave and Chancel.
To all these things I lee no objection, but I do not undentancl
how tboee who decry Perpendicular because of them can reasonably praise a style which, in one of the fairest of its smaller specimens, admits ell the peculiarities which are objected as grievou
faults to Wbieton and Greeford and Kings College Chapel itself.
And this brings me to the consideration of the objections
which are ordinarily made against the Perpendicular style. That
it does not supply the aame beauties of detail in many inatancea
as the Early Engliah natureJly arises from the p~ciplea of the
two styles, and is. if my theory be correct, amply ~ fat
by the superior effect it is capable of producm;i· in buildings
viewed as a whole. Aud yet Perpendicular does afFord detail of
the most exquisite beauty; if not so much in the individual capital
or mouldiugs, yet most certainly in tombs. stalla, ekreen work. etc.
it is unrivalled. But the chief objection is made to the low gables
and roofs, which will require to be conaidered. at some length. I
again repeat that the vault is eBBential to the perfection of a
Gothick building of any date; the consideration then is what is
the beet substitute when from any cause it is unattainable. That
of course which beet carries out the vertical p~;~~

paradoxical as it may seem. I usert to be the low-pitched timber
roof in preference to the soaring open roof with all its beauties.
In the latter the eye is carried vertically to the wall-plate. and'
there baa. as it were. to set out on a new journey. a vertical one
indeed. as the high pitch is certainly in itself an exemplification of
the principle. but not the same III that which it commenced from
the floor: disguise it as you will with the arched beam at intenala.
the roof remains something adventitious. put on because physically
necessary. but unconnected with the building below. But it
may be asked how the low-pitched roof is preferable on these
grounds. Because. as the principle cannot be carried ~ut in perfection. it brings it out by the force of contrast. boldly adding a
horizontal covering to its vertical walls. Mr. Petit has remarked
that the absence of vaulting at Peterborough adds greater height
to the tall. narrow, divisions of the Nave; without 8Sl!erting this
altogether. I caunot say with Mr. Neale after contemplating that
gorgeous ceiling... Give me a barn.roof rather. so that it have a
good pitch." But the fair comparison is not between a low and a
high pitch of roof springing from walls of the same height-the
greater positive height of the high-roofed building would be so
much in its favour-but between a high and a low pitch wht're the
apex of the two pretty nearly agree. as in many of our Churches
where clerestories have been added. Would any man really wish
to substitute an open roof for the magnificent clerestory and low roof
of our own St. Marys. or to restore the old pitch of St. Cuthberts at
Wells. or alter the proportions of Adderbury Chancel, or the Nave
of St. Johns at Glastonbury? As for the theory lately propounded
at Cambridge that Clerestories are themselves objectionable. irrespective of the roof. it may. I think, be left to die of its own weight.
The low gable. where the roof is of timber. arises from the
lownen of the latter; over a vault it may have arisen partly from
a wish to avoid the immense waste of material in the high roof.
But the high gable is not excluded in this style, witneas. Canterbury and Winchester Cathedrals; and I am inclined to prefer it
in itself. I mean of course externally; there the gable is the wall
itself carried up to a point. and consequently preferable to the low
gable. which only carries out the vertical principle by contrast.
That the high roof viewed laterally at all carries 013 the v~rtical
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principle. I cannot believe j nothing surely is leas vertical than the
long. unbroken, horizontal line of roof at Ely or Winchester viewed
at a little distance. And yet it is felt to be a beauty j but one I
think arising from a source quite independent of the vertical principle, and not, like that, a peculiarity of Gothick Architecture. but
common to it with all good Architecture of every style-I mean
reality. We feel that a roof standing boldly out baa more truth
in it than one bidden behind a parapet. But as Cor mere vertical
effect, which is of coune imperfect where there must be a horizontal line somewhere, surely it is better consulted by an outline
broken up with battlements, and fringed with II08ring pinnacles,
u at Kinge College Chapel or Penkridge Church, than by the
unbroken roof line before alluded to.
The principle of contrast is perhaps best displayed in the
towers of the Perpendicular style j vertical lines running up to a Valt
height are boldly topped with the horizontal line, itself broken up
by pinnacles and battlements. There is surely more of vertical
effect in the Somenetshire towers than in the Decorated spire
of many village Churches rising quite unconnectedly from the
middle of a battlemented tower, where, though the spire itself is
the finest development of the vertical principle, the whole composition hu it broken up and begun again in the spire. The
broach spire to a certain extent, and pinnacles at the bue more
effectually, obviate this difficulty. But, noble u are the spires of
Freyburg, Salisbury, and Co\'entry, or tbat designed by Mr. Scott
for the Cburch of St. Nicbolu at Hamburg, he is little to be envied
who can despise the towers of Canterbury and Gloucester, or
pJefer the low capping of many early towers to the soaring pinnacles of Taunton or of Magdalen College.
, The four-centred arch is another great source of objection, but
when confined to dOOR and windows I can see no rt!alOnable
ground for finding fault witb it. It is surely a graceful form itself,
and is required in many situations of composition. But u a pierarch, though supported by such examples as Bath Cathedral and
St. Michaels at Coventry, I must consider it u equally out of
place with the segmental j but examples of this kind are comparatively rare.
In concluding my comparison of Perpendi\;~W'd~~~er

atyIee, I would remark, Firat, that, though it admits, it does not
require any of the pointa objected to. Arches may be, and ..
often are, simple as four-centred, the m08t splendid open .. well
as low roofs are .of this date, the gable may be as high as any at
Ely or Lincoln, the parapet need not be embattled, and though the
spire is leas common, yet some of the moat magnificent spirea are
eumples of this decried style.
Secondly, that objectioDl against a style resting on points not
arising from ita principles, are of no weight; they are not against
the style, but against the architect. It is very possible that corruptiODS may have been brought into the style; it is even possible
that the principle of the style may have been never fully worked
out-though I am far from allowing that such was the fact-so
that Perpendicular may be a leas perfect development of its own
principle than Early English; and yet that principle have been one
containing greater capabilities of perfection than the other.
As Roman .Architecture was grafted upon Grecian, and Gothick
upon Roman, by means of a Transition. so a Transition is to be
marked between the Gothick and revived Italian styles. A diB'erence however is to be remarked between this Transitional. period,
that of the Cinque-cento and Elizabethan styles, and the earlier
ones. We have not in this debased and barbarous manner of
building a new principle of construction and an old principle of
decoration. The revived pagan style, feeble mockery of the old
heathenism, had no principle to introduce; ever varying and ftitting
between arch and entablature, dome, spire, and turret, vault and
tat drawing-room ceiling, it had nothing real. or tangible about it,
and the only truly great work it has produced in England, the
Cathedral of St. Paul. owes, I fnlly believe, whatever majesty it
pouea&e8 to being built entirely after a Romaneaque or Gothick
model in all ita principal features both of ground. plan and elevation. Hence the Cinque-cento style does not exhibit any such
real tangible Trauitio. as the other analogous styles, but only
a contiued and incongruous jumble of the features of the two
styles. Our noble mansions of the Elizabethan style owe their
splendour to their Gothick features, their gables, and porches,
and mullioned windows; their details are bad Italian and worse
Gothick wteleaaly intermingled. So in Eccleaiaa~1I'JI
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also of this date straDge is the confusion; semi-Italian doorways
in Gothick fronta, Tudor arches with key-stones, Corinthian
pilasters playing at buttrel!lllel!l between pointed windows, all a
heterogeneous mixture confounding all taste or description;
though it may most freqnently be observed that, contrary to the
other Transitions, the idea, the grand outline, even the mode of
decoration, the mrdtiplyiag instead of the fIIII91Iifyiag principle, are
all Gothick, the details alone are pagan.
Such, with a few noble exceptions, as the spire of Higham
Ferrers and the Quire of Wadham College Chapel, where the style
of better days is set before UB, if not always with perfection of
detail, still with a complete appreciation of ita spirit, was the style
of the three last centuries, now we hope for ever puaed away
before the revival of true Christian art, which, from the dilettanteiam of Strawberry Hill, and the antiquarianism of Rickman, has
grown up into a Ipirit of taste and reverence which bid! fair to
make England once more the chosen land of glorious Temples.
In concluding the subject of Architecture considered in a
merely esthetical point of view, I would observe that I have taken
it for 81:aDted that Ecclesiastical Architecture is ita highest development. Churches both from their sacred end deDl.and as their
due, and from their nature as buildings allow of, every excellence
both of construction and decoration, many of which are denied to
secular, and especially to military Itructurea. Both Romanesque
and Gothick are the children of the Church, and, when applied to
other uses, their highest beauties are scarcely available; not that
this is any reason against employing them to inferior uses modified
as those usel require both as to taste and convenience. It seems
rather fitting that, as the daily life of the Christian, his pleasure,
his business, ehould be conducted in unison with his devotional
eJ:ercises, so his ordinary habitation or resort should have an
impress of the Church left on it, calling to mind and symbolizing
his connexion with her equally in the common walks of life, as
when engaged in the immediate duties of religion.
I would also mention that I have looked all along to Cathedral
and Conventual Churches as affording the most excellent examples of the several styles, those most approaching to the ideal
perfection of each. The small Church has ~ti~~kiet
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and to imitate Pl1l'ely Cathedral features on a small aca1e is one
of the mOlt prepoaterous:mistakea of modem Church-builders;
but I hold that these beauties are neceaaarily inferior in kind, and
I cannot look on small and rude Parish Churches as at all authorities like Westmiuster or Cologne; authorities I mean for principles, not for imitation, for the latter they most undoubtedly are.
And I might just add that in Perpendicular we meet with far
more regularity and care in small Churches in the disposition of
pillars, windows, &c., and also that the distance between the
Minster and the Parish Church is in that style leas impassable.
I wonld further remark, as I have already done in a CIlI'IOry
manner, that the perfection of style, both in Roman and Gothick
Churches, is to be looked for in the interior; it is there alone that
the powers of the style have full play; and the reason is plain,
that Christian worship, unlike that of the pagan Greeks, requires,
as a general rule, the presence of the wonhippers within the
temple; it is ineide that all the holiest things are placed, and here
accordingly the full glories of the style develop themselves;
the outside is but the shell and husk of the material symbol of
Her" who is all glorious within;" the tower is but the guiding
landmark, the West Front the mere portal, to the glorious vista
of pillar, arch, vault, and skreen, leading gradually onward to the
crowning point of all, the Altar.
The moral and symbolical meaning of the two great styles of
Christian Architecture will conclude the subject. I have no
hesitation whatever in affirming the Romane!que style to be as
truly and in as strict a sense a Christian Architecture as Gothick
itself: the difference being that they are respectively the language
of the Church at distinct periods, and under distinct circumstances;
the one is the type of the domination of the mighty people whose
name it bears, the other the pure, the glorious, the peculiar heritage of our own Northern race; the one is the type of the Church
imperfectly recognized and developed, cramped in her energies
equally from without and from within, the language of an age of
martyrs and confessors, when the moral lesson required, and set
forth in its massive walla and piers seemingly beyoud human
power to overthrow, was a warning against despondency in days
of aftIiction, a living teaching of the ever1aatinpuaeG€y~
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on •earth 110 long 81!1 tbe world itself remainll. The other ill the
language of the Church. when she throwl oft' her mourning, and
going forth in triumph over her persecutors, arrays herself with
a victors wreath of the fairest foliage; then was the lesson needed,
and set forth in the tall shaft, the soaring arch, the airy spire, not
to be corrupted by prosperity, not to rest in a worldly triumpb.
but to rise in all things heavenward. .Such I believe to be the
life-giving, pervading principles of the lIymbolical teacbing of each
atyle, Dot through distorted and unnatural significationll put on
every fragment of insignificant detail, but tbrough the moral
teaching of the mighty whole. Cold must be hill heart or warped
by prejudice indeed, who can walk under the soaring vaults of
Canterbury or Westminster, and not feel himself, all he gazes on
each arch, and window, and pinnacle, alike pointing heavenward,
under the influence of a morall!l'ell, .. a petrified teaching," bidding
him" in heart and mind thither ascend;" or who can gaze on the
.. Massive arches broad and round
Whicb rise alternate, row on row,
From ponderoua columns short and low,"

and Dot see wrought iDtO the very stone the promise of hill Lord
that or tbe gates of Hell IIhall not prevail againllt" His Church.
Those even who from any reason take a mere II!lIthetical view of
the matter, and do Dot throw themselvell into the spirit of our
ancient Church-builders, must perceive that such at least mUllt
have been their feelings. And it ill clear that, granting always
their sincerity and honesty, it doell not require any agreement even
in principle with the men of old to recognize in their works the
expreSBion of the view which they must have taken of their own
position.
Now, bearing in mind the caution given before that architectural
peculiarities may be reasonably."expected to survive the religious
or political circumstances in, which they had their first origin.
let us see how far the condition of Europe during the rellpective
periods of Romanesque and Gothick Architecture justifies the view
given just above of their symbolical teaching.
During the Romanesque period then, the influence of Rome
still remained paramount. Politically enslaved, her moral power,
her lIystem of civilization, yet remained; that ill, whate-ver trapes of
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civilization yet existed were fragments of the old state of things.
The system of chivalrol1ll and feudal Europe W8I not yet developed; the Nonhern tribes, politically conquerors, had not
arrived at an intellectual supremacy, but in arts and laws and all
that enlighten and humanize the mind were content to be the
followers of those over whom they bore sway. Not only had the
Lombarde in Italy long, from sheer reverence of her name, refrained from attacking the eternal city, but the idea of a Roman
Empire was still studiously kept up, and not without a mow . .of
reality, under the Carlovingian and Saxon Ceeara; and the Civil
Law, the inheritance of all Europe, shows how deeply the moral
power of Rome W8I impreaed on her conquerors. Much of
Europe W8I still pagan; during a long portion of this period the
Church among many of the '£eutonick peoples retained a missionary aspect; and even in Christian countries the Church does
not seem to have arrived at her full intluence; finally. towarda
the end of the period the civil and spiritual powers came into open
collision, the dispute on investitures rolllled Europe to its very
centre, and the war-cry of the CIIlIIar W8I met with the thunder of
the Pontiff's spiritual arms. Now all this I eay is legibly written
on the walle of our Romaneeque Churches, and this is all purely
historical; whether the influence of the mecllieval Clergy W8I for
good. or for evil, whether Hildebrand, A\1IIelm, and Becket were
saints or traitors, the view of those who then reared Ecclesiastical
edifices must have been that the Church was sufFering bitter persecutions, and it is this their view, true or false, that is embodied
in their immortal monuments.,
But the fully developed medieval spirit is that of the Ch~h
triumphant over the world in its own strong-holds; not 80 much
that of the hermit or ascetick forsaking it, but rendering it Bub.
servient to its own purpo8eB. Hence it equally invests what is
naturally temporal with a sacred, and what is sacred with a temporal
character; it brings religion into ordinary and worldly matters; it
uses for its every-day salutation a benediction which to modern earS,
acc\lIItomed to the utter separation of sacred and profane matters,
might seem irreverent j it throws a sanctity over common places,
relations, offices, by making them the occasion of religious cere.
monies; and in return does not look on the consecrated place. as
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profaned by the performance of eecalar aB8irs, but nther as inTeSting them with eanctity. It is a spirit which with the one
hand hallowed the sword of the earthly warrior. and poured the
Church's unction on the brow of the Ruler, and decked his crown
and sceptre with the lily and the CI'08II, and with the other girt
the Bishop and the Abbot with ensigns of earthly power, and
placed the Fathers of the Church foremost in the Great Council
of the land. Hence, while Roman Architecture is the language of
the Church in bondage, Gothick Architecture-rightly 80 called if
thereby we understand Teutonick-ia the language of a subsequent
an; the era when the Church bad leavened the world, and, instead of mere missionaries to labour and die among Pagan
Danes and Saxons, sent forth the warriors of the Cr088 to fight
for the ransom of the holiest Ipota of their religion j of a time
when the temponl power of the Clergy and the infillence of their
spiritual power on the world in genenl were equally at their
height. It is the artistick embodying of the spirit of Northern
lands and Northern peoples, the 80111 of chivalry and romance, the
days of faith, and love, and valour. It te1le us not of the peraecuted martyr and the lonely anchorite, but of the lordly Prelate
and the conaecnted knight j of Tancred and Richard gnppling
with the Saracen, of Wykeham chief in rank beside the throne of
Edward, of Bayard dying with his latest glance fixed on hie Cf088handled sword. It lifts on its airy spires the once despised Cross
now triumphant over every earthly power, and marks the tomb of
the great and noble, not with the recital of now empty glory, not
with the memorials of a fieeting world, with signs of hope1eee
grief. or of extinguished existence, but with the symbole of faith
and hope, the cr088 budding into immortality, the hand still clasped
in pnyer, the eye still fixed on the Altar of God.
And completely to follow out this symboliem, this expreeeion of
the spirit of the age in ita material works, we may contemplate for
a moment the melancholy time when the literature and art of our
Northern blood and Christian Faith had to yield to the baneful infiuence of a foreign and a heathen taste, an infection which was
to fill our poetry with the pedantry of a mythology whose beauty
ita imitators understood not j which was to defile our Churches
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gf::iliRtures, which
substitute the
mediawalspirit
of
two centuries,
act will too abundantly
every hoog, every huilding, every
bear witness. Religion had become something distinct from
daily life, something confined to its own stint and bound, with
its own time and place, whose limits it might not exceed, or trespass upon those of others. Exalted piety indeed remained in
manh
something
not put
boldly
the consecrator ot
Our expressions,
(,(hinary discourse
,H ;tings, ceased
to bv
unless whvr,
trvating of reliusurped the
gious
abstractions 02'
place of God and His Saints. Added to this was a spirit of unbounded contempt for every thing bearing the stamp of former
days; the remains of ancient Heathendom became the sole
standards of literature and art; the glories of medUeval poetry
and architecture, even the remembrance of the mighty deeds of
old,
f<:m::iliRdge, the pious
the holy
the spotless
sainted Louis,
the ignorance
in an indiscriminvring
the dark ages.
spirit legibly
vrchitecture of Oiif
that period?
the contempt of ancient Christian precedent, first in style, then in
arrangement; the imitation of heathen art alone, whether amid
the gorgeous ugliness of Wren, or the cold nakedness of the
pewed and galleried preaching-house of the last age; and above
all, the monuments of the dead, with the urn, the poppy, the inverteh
hrvken column,
idols of the
Inrtddd of the clasped
of holy calmness,
pompous epitaph
f,~,r the humble
rElay have been
tell of a time WhVIl,
spirit of the age
had cast the
mind of former days to the winds and had enthroned the eagle of
Jove in the place of the Holy Dove.
And we may ob~erve that this style was literally raised on the

nUDS of the former. The first building of this claaa erected on a
large aca1e in England was the palace of the destroyer of Glastonbury, itself reared out of the fragments of desecrated Churches.
Well might a style of building which could tell of no aaaociations
but those of the heathen or the infidel be inaugurated amidst the
plunder of Gods House, out of the very ruins of His consecrated
dwelling.
But we may perhaps be allowed to make it our boast that, as
England was the last country completely to yield to this infection,
80 she has been the first to awake from her neglect of the spirit
and works of our forefathers. Art and literature equally give
lligns of an improved spirit, the monuments of ancient art and
piety are diligently sought after and in many cases imitated with
a perception of the spirit of -the whole as well as of the beauty of
individual parts. Not that while I claim for our own land the
honour of being the first to take up the work of Church-restoration,
I would separate ourselves from our brethren in that great movement abroad. We must not look upon it as something confined to
our own island, but consider ourselves as sharers, both in the decline
and the restoration of Gothick art, with all our brethren of that
great T~tonick family, whose common and peculiar heritage we
hold that art to be. And we must not hide from ourselves that,
if we were the first, we are certainly not the foremost in the work.
While a foreign land can boast that the mightiest conception of
Northern genius, the Cathedral of Cologne, is advancing to its
completion, the Abbey Church of Dorchester, to mention no other
instance, cries almost in vain for the hand of the restorer j while
they are carrying to perfection what their forefathers left unfinished, we can hardly preserve what they left us whole and
beautiful. But we may be allowed to hope, that now the hand of
the cunning workman is again raised to decorate, though but in
a slight degree, the seat of the holy Birinus, this Diocese and
University, I should rather 88Y, this kingdom, will not allow it to
be occupied only on so small a portion of what is required to
restore to its ancient beauty a Church which, though comparatively little known, claims from so large a body of our countrymen
the honour of a mother. Let it not be said that such a work.
9nce begun. was left unfinished for want of the sUppp" of her
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ebilcIreD: that wb6t oar fatlaen reared and deeorated .. their
poverty we GaDDCM .,...... of o.r abuclmce.'·

The President thanked Mr. F~ for his paper, and
said that it ",sa one which. he should have great pleasure in
reading when printed.
Mr. Patterson observed that he was not wholly competent to judge of 80 long and intricate an argument, but that
he, in common with many other Members of the Society,
disagreed with several opinions advanced in it; and he
thought it unfair to individual Members, that these should
be published as the opinions of the Society.
Mr. Parkins concurred with Mr. Patterson in his ob.
jection to the views advanced by Mr. Freeman.
Mr. Jones thought that the difference of opinion amoDl
Members was a strong argument in favour of printing the
Paper; for by this means Members would be enabled to
consider the arguments at leisure, and if necellBl.l'Y, to com·
Nt them on some future occasion.
Mr. Freeman said that the Reports contained many con·
flicting statements, all of which could not be supposed to
represent the opinions of the Society.
Mr. Patterson said that it had been remark.ed to him by
a leading Member of the Cambridge Camden Society, that
there was not a sufficiently clear distinction made in our
Reports, between the opinions advocated by the Society
and those advanced by individual Members. He merely
wished this distinction to be made in the present instance,
and not to prevent the publication of the Paper; and his end
would be answered by his protest being recorded side by
side with the Paper itself.
The President remarked that it was difficult to judie of
the merits of so long a Paper from merely having heard it,
ud it was therefore most desirable that it should be printed.
He did not think. that the views brought forward in Papen
were generall, ascribed to the ~tize!ty ~.aad

11
agreed with Mr. Patterson ill thinking that; hia protelt
would be & aufficient guarantee againlt any aocb miaappreoo
henaion.
The meeting disaolved about teo o'clock.

M ••TING, NovaKBB. 18TJr, 1846.
The Rev. the President in the Chair.

SP.CIAL

NEW MEMBEIlS ADMITTBD.

The Rev. Charles Wrottesley, B.D., All Souls College; But
Knoyle, Wiltshire.
George Case, B.A., Brasenose College.
Edward Gunner, S.C.L., Trinity College.
I. G. Smith, Trinity College.
C. Fox, New College.
Owen B. Carter, Es.q., Architect, Winchester.
Iamea Saunders, Esq.• St. Giles', Oxford.

The Meeting tben proceeded to eleet a Pl'eIident for the
ensuing year, when the ballot f'ell upon the Rev. the Prin..
cipal of' Bruenose College.
The President read the names of the Members proposed
to fill the vacancies on the Committee, and, as no other
persons had been nominated, declared them duly elected.
The Meeting then proceeded to elect two Auditors f'or
the ensuing year.
Mr. Marriott of'Trinity College proposed, and Mr. Boob
of Oriel College seconded, the Rev. Edward Hill, M.A.,
Student of Christ Church, and the Rev. C. P. Eden, M.A.,
Fellow of Oriel Collep.
Mr. Hill remarked on the inexpediency of' electing two
entirely new Auditon, and nggeeted tNt one at 1eMt of
tJae preaeat hoWen of that offiee aho1lld be re.electec1.
Mr. Parker propoaed, and Mr. Jones IecOIIded, the BeY.
M. J. Green, M.A., Fellow of' LincolD Co~"c!byGOOgle
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Mr. Marriott then withdrew his nomination of Mr. Eden,
and Mr. Green and Mr. Hill were declared duly elected.
Mr. Freeman then read the Report of the Committee.
"From the short time which has elapsed since the last Meeting of the Society, the Committee have naturally but little to
report this evening, neither would they wish to intrude unnecessarily on the time of the Meeting when there is 80 much important business for diseussion. Still, even in this brief interval,
fresh evidence has been obtained of the increasing influence of
our Society and the principles which it advocates in different
parts of Christendom. An application has been received from
the Lord Bishop of Toronto for plans and advice as to the erection
of churches in his Lordship's Diocese, and it has been agreed to
forward to his Lordship a set of the Society's pUblications of
Ancient Churches and Church Furniture. An application has
also been received for a design for a Font-cover for the newlyrestored church of St. Mary de Crypt in the city of Gloucester i
and Mr. Cranstoun has received instructions to furnish a working
drawing for that purpose from an ancient one in St. Mildred's
Church at Canterbury.
. "The Committ~ have further to report that the Sub-Committee appointed to treat with Mr. Dicks, the present occupant of
the Music Room, and Wadham College, the oroner. of the property, for the transfer of Mr. Dicks's lease of that room to the
Society, have concluded their negociation with the College and
with the lessee, Mr. Dicks, subject to the approval of the Society,
on the following terms : "That the lease should be transferred to the Master of University, Principal of Brasenose, and Rector of Exeter, (who have
signified their assent to act as Trustees to the Society,) to hold
the building in trust for the Society at a rent of £62 or £63 a
year, (the rent paid by the present tenant,) including the amount
paid for fixtures; that some trifling additions should be made to
the domestic buildings attached to the Music Room, and that
Mr. Dicks is to be allowed to occupy these with a aalary of £40
a year, on condition of his performing the dutiee of Clerk to
the Society,. a~d of being in constant attendanc~througbout
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the day in person or by deputy to open the room to any
Members, so long as he shall continue to give satisfaction to the
Society •
.. The lease contains the usual covenants as to the liabilities of
the respective parties in regard to the repairs. The taxes, including land tax, to be paid by the tenant. The additional
annual expense incurred by the Society by their removal, if approved, will be £40 a year beyond the present charges for rent
of room and services of a clerk.
.. As a considerable further expense, not less it is calculated
than £150, will be incurred by the removal of the Society's casts,
&c., cleaning the walls and ceiling, fitting up the room with additional shelves, which the Society's funds are unequal to sustain,
a subscription will be entered into to defray the same .
.. The Committee have finally to mention, that for the remainder of the present Term the Society's Room will be closed at
4 O'clock, P.M."

The President then introduced the question of removing
to the Music Room, remarking on the great disadvantages
of the present room in its bad approach, its small size, and
especially its utter inadequacy for displaying the Society's
collection of Antiquities, particularly the Monumental
Brasses. All these objections would be obviated in the
proposed Room, the terms for which he considered were
very fah- j and he hoped that a subscription would be raised
among the resident members sufficient to defray the expenses of the removal.
Some questions put by Mr. Marriott and Mr. Hill were
answered by the President to the satisfaction of those
gentlemenj and Mr. Parker and Mr. Freeman having
addressed the Meeting in favour of the proposed .change,
the question for ronfirming the Report of the Sub-Committee and removing to the Music Room was put by the
President, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Parkins proposed, and the Rev. M. J. Green seconded,
the following motion, which was carried unanimwlllv:ore
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"That a Snbacriptioa be immedj"tely entere4 into to
defray the espeJlle attendant on the removal of the Society'.
collection."
The Preaident then pot to the vote Mr. Marriott's
motioD for making alterations in Rules VII. and XU.,
which was eanied unanimoasly.
The President said that he could not leave the Chair
Without thanking the Society for the honour which they
had conferred upon him, in having chosen him to be the
first President after the late change in the internal arrangements of the Society, as well as the very kind manner in
which they had been pleased to accept his imperfect &ernces during his year of office. He was now about to relinqui8h the Chair to one who p088e88ed equal zeal with himself for the welfare of the Society, joined with a greater
amount of ability; and he tru8ted that the same good
feeling would continue to subsist between the senior and
junior Members of the Society, which had characterized
their proceedings dlU'ing the past year. He had been a very
regular attendant at the meetings of the Committee, and
be felt it his duty to 8tate that during that period nothing
had occnrred to interrupt the harmony between the several
members of that body: the juniors bad always shewn the
greatest deference and respect to their Beniors, who in their
turn had manifested the ntmost willingness to receive advice from the former. He could only add that he now lett
the Chair with an unabated regard for the interests of the
Society.
Mr. Wayte having taken the Chair, Mr. Parkins moved,
ind the Rev. E. Hill seconded, an nnanimous vote of
thanks to the Rector of Exeter College for his conduct.in
the Chair during the past year.
The Rector having returned thanks, the Meeting separated at about half-past nine o'clock.
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MEETING, DECo

BaD, 1845.

The Rev. the President in the Cbair.
NBW IIBllaBRS A.DIIITTBD.

Herbert Haines. Exeter College.

E. St.Jobo Pany, Balliol College.
W. Barter, Oriel College.

Five Rubbings
Brulel
Hever, Newland, }
Sawbricigeworth, Michel Dean, and Salisbury
Cathedral.

Presented by
BeY. J. Cocbrtoa,
Beetar.
C 1\1 RoW.
Oriel' Coll-~
...-

A Rubbing or a BrUl
CireDeeBter Church.

B.I. Gibbou,
Waaham Col.

Two Ruhbinp of BruHl from TurwlltiDn Chveh,l
Buck&.
,

or

rrom

or the

lith ~,

from}

{BeY~~A.,

A Tile from the ancieDt Verulam.

DrawiDgs efWiDdowe from Church. in German)'. {

All encaustic Tile.

{

.Architee.u

Cathe-}

~iy<'toll';'
J. E. Mi11arcI, B.A.,
Secretary.

The
m.toq of C8Ilterbury
E. A. Freeman, B.A.,
dral.
Trinity College.
Drawings or two Fonta, 8t. )lary's, Torquay, and l A Lacly, by Mr. )I. lL
Tor, Devon.
J
Shup.
Three DrawiDgs or 11lppoaft Sucm WorJr, Stowe,} E. A. Freeman, B.A.o
N orthamptonahire.
Trinity College.

•
rBW'lo1:ftSteme ......
- th I I ~ ..,
{8. TziJli
W. Wayte,
M.A.,
Speeunen
0
......
uvw e Be"" ....an.
t1 College.

woaa rl1BCJlUBD.

Sepalchral B.emaina ia Northamptonabire, Ity the BeY. C. B. H&I1Ihorne.
Pattern. or Inlaid Tilea, Oxfoldahire CJuuch.., Walliagtord.
Decorated Windows, Part VII., by E. Sharpe, M.A., A.rehitect.
Alphabets of the Middle Agea, by Henry Shaw, Elq., coneiudin, Number.

The President, ou taking the chair for tbe first time,
thanked the Society for the conSdence inuiJMllt,y@J~
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shewn by placing bim at their bead: be believed tbat they
would all agree with him, that his predecessor bad set bim
the best example of the discbarge of bis new office he could
have to follow.
Mr. Parkins, Hon. Secrewy, then' read the following
Report from the Committee:-

'f Since the last meeting of the Society the Committee have
appointed Mr. Patterson to be Treasurer, and Mr. Parkins and
Mr. Millard to be Secretaries for the ensuing year. And they
have filled up the vacancies in their body which have been caused
by these appointments by the election of Mr. Jones and Mr.
Freeman .
.. The Committee are glad to acknowledge the very efficient services of the late Secretaries. If any part of their conduct merits
most the thanks of the Society, it is undoubtedly the great zeal
and extreme energy which they have displayed-qualities in all
pursuits the most indispeDl!able for succellS.
" The season of the year has prevented the number of applications for advice from being numerous. Working drawings of
seats, and an estimate of the expence have howevei~ been despatched to Lidney near Gloucester. But that great undertaking
in which the Society is far more interested than in any other, the
restoration of the Abbey Church of Dorchester is happily progressing. The canopies of the sedilia, aud the ancient stained
glass in them, as well aa the go and tracery of the south window, have been carefully removed, in order that they may all be
thoroughly repaired and cleaned before they are replaced. It haa
also been found necessary to take down the arch of the window
and part of the wall above it, as they had very considerably sunk.
The wall behind the sedilia has been cleaned, and it is hoped
that means may be hereafter found to provide fresh coloured
decorations: notes of the ancient paintings have been carefully
taken; and, though they are considerably defaced, sufficient
traces are remaiuing to serve as models for imitation. The same
observation applies to the architrave and jambs of the window,
which appears to have had all its stone work coloured. The
,
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eedilia are sufticiently perfect to require no portion to be cJf
modem design, except the finials of the canopies, and foar
statues which occur among the pinnacles. All these, with the
exception of a part of one of the statues, have been 10 completely
destroyed that they must be restored from conjecture and comparison with other instances. An examination of the other portions would lead us to believe that the four finials were all slightly
different from each other; two are accordingly to be executed
from Mr. Cranatoun's designs, and two from ancient models in
the Society's collection of casts. The four statues will be replaced
by figlU'eS of St. Peter and St. Paul, the patrons of the Church,
St. Birinus the first Bishop, and Bishop Alexander of Lincoln the
founder of the Abbey. The two first will be adapted from the
very beautiful and epirited figures of thOle Apostles in stained
glau at Merton College Chapel; tracinge of which are among the
collection lately begun by the Society; and the two last from
stained glass in the sedilia.
"The SUbecriptioDB to this deeirabJe undertaking at present
amount to le88 than £400, a sum which must be thought small,
when the magnitude of the. work, and the extreme urgency of
many of the repairs are carefully borne in mind. That it has been
begun on grounds which are not merely utilitarian, will prove in
many quarters tbe etrongest reason for supporting it. • And it ie
8Xpre88ly because the Society has taken in hand what will pro.
mote primarily God's honour. and but secondarily consult men'e
convenience, that a member of it has undertaken to restore
the Altar at his own cost, as an offering of gratitude, which
be believes he may most suitably pay in this manner. This
example may perhaps find lOme to follow it. At all events tbe
Committee may be allowed to hope that members will not relax in
tbeir exertion,; and that they will do all they can to obtain the
co-operation in the work, of every one who feels any interest in
ecclesiaatical art, or in the early antiquities of the English
Church •
.. The negociations for the removal to the Music Room are now
I8tisfactorily progreumg, and the Committee bope that the
Society will be in actual possemon of the Ie... in the beginning
of next month. It will depend upon the amo~t~t~gl@lls

DIIUIMI' the 'ttbIg lIP of the room eha1l _
Society's ordiouy fonda are DOt adeqaate to 'WVnot any
being defrayed oat of them. 'Ille sama already
.1lbacribed amout to £64. t.. not more thaa one half of what is
.......,. for completing all the altera" whieh are desirable •
.ADd tbe TreaaIU'el' will therefore contUme to nceive ay further
oootribtatioDB•
.. ADd at tbia their last meetiDg in this Room. the Committee
eIluDOt but coagratu1ate the aoaiety upon the brightoeaa of their
future ~roepecta. When the valuble collectioaa they poaaeaa are
claaaified and 8I1'8lIpi. and are 80 diaplayed that they may be
Rudied without difficulty. a echool for the cultivation of eccleaiutica! and medieval art will be established ill the University
which will be 8Ccemble to every student; and every year. while
it removes further from us aome of our DlO8t active members. will
but extend our ioftuence more widely; for a centre will be
afForded for all to gather round. and none who have once actively
taken part in the Society will find it clliIi.caltMo continue their
exertions in it."

NCeived in what

...te... the

oaaa,-

The President then brought forward the subject which
had been proposed f\lr discussion, viz. "How far, and in
what politions, should heraldic and other personal devices
be admitted into Churches?" and called on any Member
who might be prepared to express an opinion upon it.
Mr. Parker observed that he had been unexpectedly
called upon to begin this discuasion, and had hastily writteD
down the following hints.
I t A close connection appears to have always existed between
Heraldry and Gothic Architecture; they both were introduced
together gradually during the twelfth century. and both formed
i.to a system towards the close of that period. or the beginning
of the thirtA!enth. As in Architecture we find occasional instances
of the use of the pointed arch before the period of ita general
introduction. 80 in Heraldry we find occasional instances of the
use of heraldic badges by individuals of note. before they became
establiabed as the distinguishing marks of a family.
I t Both contilloecl to f10uriah together ~~tb
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and foarteentll cewturies, IDd both beeame CCII'I'IIpted ill the
Mteenth and lineetath. The one 08D hardly be Mid to h..n net
exiated without the other, the iBgeoiou dmcee of henldry formed
at all periodl the *PPI opriate and eonftDient OI'Il8IDeat of buildings
of nery kind whether ecclaiutical or cim. It is estraordinary
that this ahouJd ha"e been 10 much loet eight of ill modern days,
but the general deetmction of OW' domeatie baildiDga of the
middle ages, and the zeUouli fanaticism of the Puritans in deItroyiog nearly all tn.ceII of colour from oar Churches, baft aueceeded ia conoeaJiog the fact from 8Up8I'ficial obeer\'ers•
•• That 01U' ancestors displayed their uual eagacity ill this matter
will ecarcely be doubted by anyone who mat1lrely coneiders the
I1lbject. To take _vantage of h1tlD8D ftDity, and tlll'D it to
good accollDt ia promoting the honour and glory of God, by the
more splendid embellishment of His House, was lurely not elt·
ceeding tbat wisdom of the eerpent which is commanded. and the
mode iu which the principle was carried out was worthy of the
great minds who directed the erection of 01U' mapificent Cathe.
dralI. That the practice of using heraldic devices for the ornament of all partI of our old Churches. was unmr.aI at the time
those Churches were bailt. ean ecarcely be qu8lltioned. .mea
where\'er we find any trMea of colour, there we find heraldry» the
brilliant contrast of colourl which the embluonment of aJ'ID8
afford•• and the ricDea of efFect thereby produced, were doubt.
Ie. prominent inducement. for the general use of this solt of
embellishment. but the historical" moti.. was also an important
one. The heraldic bearings now remaining in our pariah
Churches. often af'ord the only clue we ean obtain to their
history. and the families connected with them, if properly examined.
"In drawing up a brief account of the Churches ill this immediate neighbourhood for the purpose of publishing OW'Society'1
Guide. this fact bas been etronglyfDnled upon our DOUce. In the
History of Dorchester Church lately iaaued by our Society. the
heraldry found stiD remaining in the Church itaelf. and the record
of the thield. formerly existing in it, preae!Ted by Lee in hi.
Visitation book in the time of Queen Elizabeth. now in the Aab.
molean eoDection, enablel us to fix with to1tq!Bd~gt...
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date of the building, as the beginning of the reign of Edward the
glorious era both of architecture and of
heraldry-not only in this country but all over Europe.
"Thia kind ofhiatorica1 decoration poe&ell8eS great advantage over
any other embellishment, as it was and is a language understood
throughout the civilized world. But the pious architects of the
middle ages were not contented merely to turn this secular language to account, they also adopted it, and moulded it to their
own pmposes. By adopting the instruments of our Lord's pas.ion as His heraldic emblems, they were enabled to make· use of
heraldry for the ornament of the most sacred parts of the Church,
even for the hangings of the Altar itself. While the instruments
of the martyrdom of the saints became also a kind of Aeraltlic
mlbltm& by which they were di.tinguished. Heraldry thus pervaded every part of a Church, and to this day we frequently find
the font. the chancel windows, the dripstone terminations, the
hammer-beama, the monumental brasses, and the altar-tombs
alike bearing testimony to the frequency of this kind of decoration
as employed by the medieval architects. Colour was essential to
heraldry, but nevertheless, heraldic devices were often sculptured,
to preserve them more certainly and more easily, though doubtless these sculptures were originally coloured also. In this way
we still have sufficient fragments remaining to prove the constant
use of heraldry in all places and in all periods. From the sagittarius, or mounted archer, the favourite personal badge of King
Stephen, which is found at HIley, and in many other of our late
and rich Norman buildings, to the pumting devices of Abbot Islip
at Westminster, and Abbot Wheathampsted at St. Alban's, we
have a constant 81lCceB8ion of heraldic devices-alike in our finest
cathedrals, and in our poorest country Churches, whenever enough
hu been spared to enable us to ascertain what has once been the
character of the omament employed for their deco~tion.
"The same principle of human nature which induced the church-.
wardens· of the last century to display their names in gilt letters
in the moat conspicuous part of the Church, induced our ancestors
to make use of their arms, and those who had no arms to place in
.hielda the rebus or cipher indicating their christian and surname,
although the better taste of their age compelled them m ~lthl.
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display subservieDt to one harmonious whole. It is to be regretted that at the present day we endeavour to suppress thia
principle, instead of turning it to account as our ancestors did.
Many a window would be refilled with painted gIua exhibiting all
the colours of the rainbow, with the same harmony ;--even many
a Church would be built, if the donors were permitted to enrol the
records of their munificence in a language which all Europe and
their latest posterity could understand. Many persons consider
this love of display as un· Christian, the excess of it is so, but
within due limits, and properly directed, it is not more 10 than
any other principle of our fallen nature.
This Society having absorbed within itself the Heraldic Society, is bound to maintain the natural union between Gothic
Architecture and Heraldry."
II

Mr. Rooke observed that a distinction should be made
between Secular and Religious Emblems: the former of
which he considered to be in some cases objectionable.
He would, for example, question the propriety of introducing shields on Fonts.
Mr. Master traced the origin of the employment of
Coats of Arms to a very early period. The existence
among the ancients of the custom of suspending arms
taken from an enemy in their temples, was proved by many
examples to be met with in sacred and profane writers.
A similar practice prevailed in the middle ages. And
it would often be' the case that the sons of a deceased
Crusader would hang up the Arms or Surcoat which had
been borne by their Father. The transition fi'om this to
Armorial Bearings was natural and easy. Mr. M. concluded by expressing a hope that more early notice of such
" discussions as the present should be given by the Secretaries.
The President thanked Mr. Master for his suggestion, and
promised that the Committee would endeavour to· prevent
the recurrence of the inconvenience he complained of.
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Mr. Patter80n said that the Ole of Shield. in such positions
as OD fonta was more geaeral in the latest Ityle of Architecture than in the earlier ones; and he conceived it to be &
aign of the spirit of the world, which was then encroaching
upon the Church.
Mr. Millard said that the use of Heraldry in Churches
should be under certain restraints; but that it was often not
only no mark of pride but even & sign of humility, as being
& renunciation of worldly dignity.
Mr. Freeman thought that it was not always pride to wish
to make our good deeds known. Thus the Founders of
Colleges seem to have taken great care to hand down tbeir
names to us. Nor was it an act of oltentation in a man to
mark the work he performed with his own badge. This
was very different from the flaunting inscriptions of later
times. Such badges were not put prominently fOrward,
nor invested with any undue importance. And the badges
011 shields he looked on as being of & different character&om other devices, as being a very simple and unoatenta..
tioul speciel of memorial: they might also be looked on as
posaesaing almost a sacred character, as the custom of introduciog shields might be referred to the practices or Chivalry; which compelled the young aspirant to Knighthood
to pass a preparatory vigil in a Church before he was admitted to that grade, and may have led him often to dedi..
cate a Ihield as a votive offering afterwards. He thought
therefore Heraldick devices should be the lut to be discarded.
The President said that Heraldick devices, though at
first they were personal badgea, became eventually mere
Family bearings. ThUi the display of Quarterings, 80 prevalent in later times, served no purpose but to deoote the
coosequence of the bearer. The abuse of HeraJdick. devices
grew gradually from what was an unobjectionable employment of them; and in the eighteenth century it came Ie
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a climax in the introduction of armorial bearings upon
Chalices, and other sacred vessels. These facts should lead
us to act cautiously in following, but not induce us entirely
to abandon a practice, which had been in many cases compatible with, and indeed an exercise of, the deepest humility.
A member enquired whether Heraldick devices were
not originally used in subordinate positions, and afterwards
transferred to more conspicuous ones; and suggested that
their employment as a mere ornament might be reprehensible, though their introduction for some specific purpose
was not.
The discussion then turned on the use of Heraldick and
Sacred Emblems upon Tiles: a part in it being taken by the
President, Mr. Rooke, Mr. Master, Mr. Sutton, Mr. Millard,
Mr. Parker, and Mr. Parkins. And it was at last concluded
by the President, who recommended that caution should be
used in fonning theories, and that views should not be sup~ posed to have been entertained by persons in former ages,
because the supposition of their being so is not at variance
with what we know of them.
Mr. Dean mentioned three iron crosses in the pavement
of Quatford Church, Shropshire; and exhibited a drawing of
a Norman Arcade lately discovered in Knockin Church, in
the same county.
Several questions entered in the notice book were then
considered; and after some further conversation, the meeting, which was rather large, and attended by several members of other Architectural Societies, broke up at a quarter
before ten.
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